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Pope Pleads for Rosary Recitation
VATICAN CITY (NC) Pop* John XXIII has issued
u encyclical letter callln* on Catholics to pray the Booary
during October for firs apodal intentions:
(1) Guidance of the Pope;
(2) Success of missionaries and the apootolate;
(3) Peace and concord amoog nations;
(4) Success of the Romo diocesan synod;
(3) Success of the forthcoming ecumenical council.
THE 1.4M-WORD encyclical, dated Sept. It, will be
known as “Grata Recordatio'’ (Grateful Memory) from its
opening words.
In it the Pope bailed the Rosary as a “mystical crown
in which the prayers 'Our Father,’ ’Hail Mary’ and ‘Glory be
to the Father' are intertwined with meditation on the greatest
mysteries of Faith.”
THE OPENING words of Pope John’s new encyclical refer
to the period when he was a boy and beard Leo XIII's
letters on the Rosary. He said:
“This sweet memory of Our young years has never left
Us with the passing of time, nor has it weakened.”
He stated that he has often urged the faithful to pray
privately and publicly, during the first year of his pontificate
and that now he intends “to do so with a still stronger and
We would say, mare stirring exhortation.'’
.
Recalling Pius Xll's death and his own election last Oc-
tober, Pope John singled out a prayer in the Litany of the
Sainta and asked Catholics to “raise to God the same prayer
That you would preserve our Apostolic Prelate and aU
♦be otders of the Church in holy religion, we beseech you
to hear us’.”
SECONDLY, THE Pontiff urged the faithful to pray for
missionaries. Noting that on Oct. 11 he will take part in a
World Mission Sunday observance in St. Peter’s Basilica in
the morning and visit the North American College in the
afternoon, he called for recitation of the Rosary for the suc-
eess of the misaions “both in distant lands not yet evangelized
and far immense industrial cities.”
The longest section of the encyclical was devoted to world
peace.
The Pope srged Catholics to pray the Rosary in October
oo that world leaders will understand today's problems snd
“attentively assess the serious duty of the present hour."
"WE THEREFORE pray the Lord that they may en-
deavor to know thoroughly the causes that give rise to differ-
ences and that they may overcome them with good will and
that they may above all assess the sad tally of ruin and
harm wrought by armed conflicts from which the Lord
preserve us —and not place any trust in them.
“We pray that they may adapt civil and social legislation
to the real needs of men, not forgetting eternal laws. . .
and that they may always bear in mind the heavenly
destiny of every single soul, created by God to achieve it
and enjoy it one day.”
The Pope also noted that there are philosophies and prac-
tical attitudes which are “absolutely irreconcilable with
Christian Faith” and said he would firmly oppose them.
THE POPE THEN called for recitatibn of the Rosary
for the “fruitful and salutory” outcome of the Rome diocesan
synod and the forthcoming ecumenical council, “those inten-
tions so dear to Our heart."
He said he is asking Catholics to pray for the council
»o that it will mult in th« “vigorous reflowering of all
Christian virtue, which Wt expect of it," and that it may
“serve as an invitation and incentive even for those, Our
brothers and sons, who are separated from this Apostolic See.”
POPE JOHN’S encyclical is the third he has issued since
his election to the Papacy nearly a year ago. It is his
first on the Rosary and his shortest.
The Pope's first encyclical was "Ad Petri Cathcdram”
(Near the Chair of Peter), a 12,000-word document issued in
June appealing to separated Christians to reunite with the
Catholic Church.
In August he released “Sacerdotil Nostri Primordia”
(From the Beginning of Our Priesthood) on the role of the
priest and the virtues he needs. The 9,000-word encyclical
was issued to commemorate the centenary of the death of
St. John Vianncy, the Cure d'Ars.
"Grata Recordatio” is the first encyclical on the Rosary
since Pius XII wrote "Ingrucntium Malorum” (The Assault
of Evils) in 1951. Earlier encyclicals on the Rosary include
Pius Xl's 'lngravcsccntibus Malis” (Increasingly Grave
Evils) in 1937 and 10 by Leo XIII between 1883 and 1898.
BON VOYAGE: Archbishop Boland left Sept 26 for his ad limina visit to Rome and
to attend the centennial of the North American College. Here, he is bid farewell by
Auxiliary Bishops Curtis and Stanton. Bishop Curtis left for Europe the same day by
air, heading a pilgrimage.
Plan National Act
Of Homage to Mary
WASHINGTON Catholics throughout the U. S. have
been asked to consecrate themselves to the Mother of God
In a nation-wide act of homage on Friday, Nov. 20.
The act of consecration has been planned as a climax
to a three-day triduum leading up to the dedication of the
great upper church of the Na-
tional Shrine of the Immaculate
Conception here that day.
The Day of Dedication was an-
nounced by the Bishops of the
U.S. through their episcopal com-
mittee for the shrine, which is
being built with funds donated
by Catholics throughout the coun-
try.
Heading the episcopal commit-
tee is Archbishop Joseph E. Rit-
ter of St. Louis.
THE COMMITTEE has asked
that a triduum be held in every
one of the nation’s 18.750 parish-
es starting on Nov. 17 and end-
ing with the act of consecration
to Mary
Although it has been 111
years since the Bishops select-
ed the Blessed Mother to be
patroness e( the nation under
her title ef the Immaculate
Conception, this will mark the
first time there has been a na-
tional dedication ef Catholics to
her.
The shrine dedication will be
attended by practically every
Bishop in the country as it will
take place during the annual
meeting of the hierarchy.
AKCHBISHOP Ritter said: “It
is important that every Catholic
in the U.S. should know the
meaning of the shrine and be
proud of it." The shrine, be said,
"should become a center of
sound devotion to Mary, a center
for pilgrimages, a source of
grace to each diocese and to the
whole nation.”
Work on the national shrine
was inaugurated 39 years ago. It
will be the largest Catholic
church in the U.S. and one of
the seven largest religious edi-
fices in the world. By dedication
day, its exterior will be com-
plete in all of its principal de-
tails. The interior, however, still
lacks much of its final ornamen-
tation.
Archbishop Asks
Men to Join
The Holy Name
NEWARK In a letter to be read at all churches on
Oct. 4, Archbishop Boland declared that membership in
other societies "should not be considered a substitute for
joining the Holy Name Society.”
The Archbishop wrote the letter in support of the cur-
rent two-month membership
campaign being conducted by the
Holy Name in each parish of the
Archdiocese.
“We cannot overstress the
point that the Holy Name So-
ciety is for every man who pro-
fesses the Faith and who is not
ashamed nor afraid to defend
and practice it." the Archbishop
wrote.
The text of this letter follows:
“THE INTENSIVE archdioce-
san-wide campaign which the
Holy Name Societies throughout
the Archdiocese are conducting
for members has my cordial ap-
proval and my earnest prayers
for complete success.
“The Holy Name Society
was founded almost 700 years
ago so that Catholic men could
give organised and public pro*
fession of faith in Jesus Christ
as God.
“It calls upon its members to
give living expression of that
faith, and to support the Church
publicly in its never-ending cru-
sade to have mankind recognize,
accept, live and defend what is
pleasing to the Heart of Our Sav-
ior, His Divinity. His Sacred
Name and His divine teaching.
“WE CANNOT overstress the
point that the Holy Name So-
ciety is for every man who pro-
fesses the faith and who is not
ashamed nor afraid to defend
and practice it.
“The fundamental unity of
activity in the Catholic Church
is the parish. It Is in the parish
Holy Name Society that indi-
vidual Holy Name men re-
ceive their membership. Here
they obtain the rich spiritual
benefits which the Church has
so generously extended to
them through this society.
“The Apostolate of the Holy
Name can never realize its full
possibilities until It is established
in every parish and every Catho-
lic man is an active parUcipant
in its blessings, ideals and pro-
gram.
"Other societies founded for
Catholic men are good and have
done splendid work. But the Holy
Name Society is the official ec-
clesiastical society for all Catho-
lic men, and membership in othrr
socieUes should not be consider-
ed a substitute for joining the
Holy Name Society."
Hillsdale
Joins CPC
HILLSDALE St. John the
Baptist parish here this week
was added to the list of parish-
es in the Archdiocese of New-
ark which have adopted the
complete parish coverage plan
for subscriptions to The Advo-
cate.
The Hillsdale parish is the
SBUt in the Archdiocese to sub-
scribe to the plan under which
all Catholic families receive
The Advocate directly by mall
by arrangement of the pastor.
Rev. Thomas J. Duffy, pas-
tor of St. John the Baptist, said
that he bad made the arrange-
ment “in order that our pariah-
loners may be kept completely
informed of news concerning
the Church throughout the
world and also in the local
area.”
Day of Recollection
For Priests Oct. 8
DARLINGTON The first of
the monthly Days of Recollec-
tion for priests of the Archdio-
cese will be held at Immacu-
late Conception Seminary Oct.
8 at 11 a.m. Theme for the
monthly scries this year will
be ‘‘The Eucharistic Priest."
Auxiliary Bishop Fulton J.
Sheen of New York, national
director of the Society for the
Propagation of the Faith, will
conduct the first Day of Recol-
lection on "The Eucharistic
Priest and the Sacrifice.”
Hits Use of Tax Funds for State Colleges
NEWARK Why should you be taxed so
that your neighbor’s son can gain a college edu-
cation when other methods of financing his edu-
cation without cost to you are available?
That in essence was the question Auxiliary
Bishop Curtis asked alumni of Seton Hall Uni-
versity to ponder at the annual dinner of the
Alumni Association here.
"WHEN A PAY-aa-you-go program can be
easily devised to that a student may meet the
full cost of his education, a program that aeeks
to shift that cost to others is socially unjust and
economically unsound because it Is based upon
an Indefensible use of tax power and money,"
the Bishop charged.
Bishop Curtis did not refer specifically to
the forthcoming Nov. 3 referendum seeking ap-
proval of a $66.8 million bond issue for the ex-
pansion of Rutgers University and the stata
teachers colleges. But through specific refer-
ences to private schools within the state he
made It obvious that he was referring to the
current situation in New Jersey.
"THE POSITION of those who would iup-
port certain achooli by tax money, and thus
enable their state schools to afford at least low-
er fees to attract students, is poor political
economy and unfair competition" to private
schools, he said.
However, he said, if the state is Indeed bent
on paying part of the cost of higher education,
then “let It be done for all, for students In
Princeton and Falrteigk-Dickinson and Sctan
Hall as well as for those in state-sopportcd
schools."
Bishop Curtis left no doubt, however, that
he thought the state could lend a hand without
having the cost of the program passed on to
taxpayers. He cited long-term, low-interest build-
ing loans to colleges, and low-interest loans to
students as possibilities.
THE BISHOP made his comments on state
aid in a talk in which he discussed the princi-
pal handicaps facing private colleges today. He
listed these as the thought in some quarters
that such colleges are useful but not really
necessary, and the difficulty of finding funds to
support the colleges.
Under the first category, he said the fact
is that private schools are “essential” because
they are able to maintain higher standards, and
because their existence guarantees the diversity
of opinion which is part of the American spirit.
He saw private schools facing two challenges
regarding finances: "How shall they raise the
money to keep the school going and to provide
expansion for future needs? How shall they meet
the unfair competition of state-supported
schools?"
PRIVATE COLLEGES, he said, have four
main sources of income: Directly through grants
thorn private or philanthropic organizations and
student fees, and indirectly through scholarship
programs where students are allowed to attend
the school of their choice, and through the G.I.
college program, a source of funds which is now
running out.
Of philanthropic grants, he charged that
"Of the millions thus given, Catholic colleges
have not drawn a proportionate share thus far;
and the amount obtained has alien been needed
for immediate use so that the earning power
of these monies cannot be enjoyed."
DISCUSSING the standards maintained by
privet# schools as compared with state schools.
Bishop Curtis pointed out that in the U.S. “our
commitment to as much education for all as
possible has created a mass movement to the
campus.” This, he declared, has “raised the
specter of courses to fit all tastes," those of
the dabbler as well as those of the serious
student.
Private colleges, he declared, "can tailor
the students to the curriculum, and not the cur-
riculum to the students.”
In contrast, be said, “state-supported col-
leges cannot do this so readily." Further, he
predicted, they eventually "will not be able to
do so at all" because they will have to make
room for all comers. “Mass standards will re-
sult,” ho added, "and mass standards are nec-
essarily lower."
TUKNING TO the diversity guaranteed by
the existence of private schools, he pointed out
that "different viewpoint*, politic* (and) atti-
tude* are cora material for the American spirit.
Reduce them all to tameness and you would
no longer have the America in which at citizens
and Christians we glory."
Those who desire only “one kind of school,”
fall to understand this, he said, charging that
"proponents of a ‘public school only’ attltode
are already in spirit on the way to at least
socialism If not the fall dictatorship of commu-
nism."
While admitting that state-aided colleges al-
io work to preserve this American spirit. Bish-
op Curtis pointed out that ‘tatate support drags
them much more strongly to uniformity and to
an ending of difference."
The Bishop declared that the necessity of
having private colleges it being recognized more
and more and pointed to the financial support
which is coming from business and industry.
"Business is notoriously hard-headed," he
said. "It does not throw good money after bad.
If it is now persuaded that it should support
private colleges, we may- be sure that there it
the solid judgment behind the decision that pri-
• te colleges provide service to America.”
REGARDING SCHOLARSHIP programs,
••shop Curtis said, “Private schools desire no
preference over state-supported schools . . . they
are willing to face such schools in free compe-
tition for the educational dollar of the student"
where the student or his family is allowed to
make the choice of school.
However, he asserted, “The free enterprise
spirit and the wllllajlesa to compete has not
been very noticeable In state programs for edu-
cational support nor la the statements of the
supporters of these programs."
He said we “would have no reason to com-
plain” if all colleges were dependent on the
same source* of Income but he declared that
“some colleges are given a privileged position
and permitted to use the tax power of the
state” and in this they “enjoy a monopoly."
BISHOP CURTIS pointed out that "The task
of the state in higher education does not re-
quire the affording of a free college education
to the citizens, whether deserving or not.”
However, he said, the state does have cer-
tain duties and ought to make higher education
available for those who wish it and can profit
from it. But in to doing, he said, the state
"does not have to accept the cost of such educa-
tion if other systems can be found whereby
that cost will be met by the students and their
families."
As an example, he mentioned the low-inter-
est loans for building. This enables the college
to construct the necessary facilities, he said, but
at the same time the loan is repayable while
the college regains the cost from fees paid by
the additional students it can accept.
Thus, he asked—again without referring di-
rectly to the proposed bond issue tor new con-
struction at state schools—“lf a «tate college
wishes anew building, why cannot the state ...
advance a loan subject to full repayment?”
REGARDING THE NEEDY who may not
be able to finance a college education at the
time, he suggested the possibility of a state
loan to be paid back by the student over a
period of time after his graduation.
"Since in this way your neighbor’s son can
get a full college education without putting part
of its cost upon you," he asked, “why should
you be expected through your Uxes to shoulder
that cost even in part?"
In closing, the Bishop said, "We ask you
alumni to think out this matter of state support
of higher education to that unfair programs of
state support may not place (private colleges)
in an economically impossible position . , .
through the misuse of taxes."
ARCHBISHOP BOLAND was among those
attending the dinner and in a short talk he en-
dorsed the views expressed by Bishop Curtis. He
also eulogized the late president of Sc too Hall,
Msgr. John L. McNulty, as did Auxiliary Bishop
Stanton.
The alumni conferred their annual award
for outstanding service to the humanities on
John C. Henderson of South Orange, a l»17
graduate.
Sister of Charity
Work Is Praised
CONVENT The work of the Sisters of Charity of
St. Elizabeth was lauded Sept. 29, as the Sisters celebrated
the climax of the year-long centennial marking the founding
of their congregation.
The occasion was marked with celebration of a Solemn
Pontifical Mass by Bishop Mc-
Nulty at which Cardinal Spell-
man, Archbishop of New York,
presided.
Auxiliary Bishop Stanton of
Newark preached the sermon ai
the Mass and Bishop McNulty
of Paterson was the principal
speaker at the dinner which fol-
lowed.
IN 11IS SERMON, Bishop Stan
ton saluted the founders of the
Sisters of Charity.
“Actually, there were three,”
he said, “Bishop James Roose-
velt Bayley, the first Bishop of
Newark; Bishop McQuade and
Mother Mary Xavier Meagban.
who was for 56 years Mother
General and who lived 68 years!
as a Sister of Charity.
“The 20th century,” said Bish-
op Stanton, "that is, the first 59
years, have been very active
years for the Sisters of Charity.
They have broadened their field
of labor; they founded hospitals
in New York, Hartford and New
Jersey. Now they care for about
>O,OOO patients annually. Very
early they answered the call to
staff schools in New Jersey, un-
til today they teach 70,000 stu-
dents annually.
"These holy women have
given servlet of a very high
quality, not only to charitable
works of merry but also to civ-
il society.”
Later in the coune of his ser-
mon Bishop Stanton declared:
"For too years they have been
doing what they are by name and
profession. So long as the words
‘God Is Charity' are written in
their coat of arms, they will con-
tinue as long as life is in them."
SPEAKING AT the dinner fol-
lowing the Mass, Bishop McNul-
ity welcomed Cardinal Spellman
and noted that the Archdiocese
of New York gave to New Jer-
sey its first Bishop, Bishop Bay-
ley, and also a New York Sister
of Charity, Mother Mary Xavier,
| the founder of the Sistors of
jCharity of St. Elizabeth.
"The family hymn of the Sis-
ters of Charity," said Bishop
McNulty, "is the Magnificat. It
was the hymn with which Our
Lady greeted St Elizabeth. This
centennial year of the Sisters of
Charity has been an enduring
Magnificat. Our nuns Join with
lour Lady in singing this hymn to
(gratitude for a century of char-
ity"
LATER, TURNING to the
teaching activities of the Sisters,
Bishop McNulty said:
“During this century the Sis-
ters of Charily have founded a
fixed shrine in the affection of
their students. I am always to
proud and grateful to hava
been numbered among them.
Their students realise the tre-
mendous Influence for good,
wrought by these saintly and
scholarly nuns.
"In 1859 they numbered only
seven. Wondrous indeed are their
accomplishments of this first
century. Now, Mother Ellen Ma-
rie turns to face this second cen-
tury with more than 1,800 gifted
nuns. In this number you will
find outstanding specialists in ed-
ucation and hospital administra-
tion, but best of ail specialists in
the charity of Christ."
CENTENNIAL: The Sisters of Charity closed a "Century of Charity” Sept. 29 with
the formal celebration of the 100th anniversary of their founding. Shown here be-
fore the centennial dinner at Convent arc, from left: Auxiliary Bishop John F. Hack-
ett of Hartford; Auxiliary Bishop John F. Flannelly of New York; Cardinal Spellman
of New York; Bishop McNulty of Paterson; Mother Ellen Marie, Mother General of
the Sisters of Charity, Bishop Alonso Escalante, M.M., of Mexico; and Auxiliary Bish-
op Stanton of Newark.
Bishop McNulty's
12th Anniversary
Bishop James A. McNultj of
Paterson will celebrate the 12th
anniversary of his consecratiou
on Oct. 7. The faithful ire
asked to remember him in
his prayers
The following prayer may be
said:
“0 God. the shepherd and rule
of all the faithful, look down
favorably upon Thy servant
James, whom Thou has been
pleased to appoint pastor over
this Diocese; grant, we beseech
Thee, that he may benefit both
by word and example those
over whom he Is set, and thus
attain unto life eternal, together
with the flock committed to his
care."
Advocate Campaign
Dates Announced
NEWARK Youngsters throughout the Newark Arch-
diocese are sharpening their pencils this week as they prepare
to become salesmen (or The Advocate in the annual sub-
scription crusade.
Announcement of the crusade was made by Archbishop
Boland. The subscription drive, during which youngsters from
Catholic schools will canvass the area, will open Oct. 28
and close Nov. 0
In preparation for the crusade the Archbishop will meet
with school principals and crusade directors at St. Patrick's
School Hall here Oct. 23 at 3 p.m.
Five years ago the Complete Parish Coverage Plan was
inaugurated under which parishioners are enrolled by their
pastors and The Advocate is mailed directly to their homes.
An opportunity to join this plan will be provided to all Inter-
ested pastors this year. Thera will be no school crusade in
parishes operating under this plan.
People in the News
Dr. Victor A. Belaande, newly-
elected president of the UN Gen-
eral Assembly, has been given
the 1950 St Francis Peace Medal
by the Third Order of St. Francis
for his "outstanding contribution
to world peace.”
J. A. Middlehais president of
the Dutch Catholic Workers’
Movement, has been knighted by
Queen Juliana onthe occasion of
the movement’s 50th anniversary.
Gen. Alfred M. Gruenther, pres-
ident of the American Red Cross,
has been named to receive the
Cardinal Gibbons Medal by the
alumni association of the Catho-
lic University ot America.
Rev. Francis J. Statkus of the
Philadelphia Archdiocese has
been named Vice Chanecellor of
the Military Ordinariate by Car-
dinal Spellman.
Msgr. Joseph Cardijn, founder
of the Young Christian Workers,
has ended his visit to the U.S.
and is now in Cuba to confer
with Latin American leaders of
the organisation.
Cardinal Maurilllo FossaU of
Turin, Italy, 83, has asked Pope
John to be relieved of his duties
as president of the Italian Epis-
copal Conference because of the
increasing demands of the office.
Very Rev. Clement F. Bor
chers has been re-elected to a
six-year term as Superior Gen-
eral of the Glenmary Home Mis
sioners.
Cardinal Ottavlani, Pro-Secre-
tary of the Sacred Congregation
of the Holy Office, will arrive
in New York from Rome onOct.
2 on his way to Quebec for ob-
servances marking the 300th an-
niversary of the establishment of
the Canadian hierarchy.
Most Rev. Charles A. Boswell
has been consecrated as the sec-
ond Bishop of Pueblo, Colo.
Bishop John BapUst Noda, re-
cently named to head the Hiro-
shima Diocese in Japan, has sub-
mitted his resignation because of
ill health.
Bishop Silvinio Martinei of San
Nicolas de Los Arroyos, Argen-
tina, has been named Bishop of
Rosario.
Ike Meets
Delegate
WASHINGTON—The first
caller received by President
Eisenhower following the de-
parture of Soviet Premier
NikitaKhrushchev was Arch-
bishop Egidio Vagnozzi, Apostolic
Delegate to the U.S.
It was the first meeting be-
tween the President and the Dele-
gate, who arrived here to serve
as the Holy Father’s representa-
tive on May 6. Tentative meetings
had been scheduled in the past
but had to be canceled because of
the press of business either at the
White House or the Apostolic
Delegation.
THE ARCHBLSHOP said he
conveyed the Holy Father’s best
wishes to the President who
asked the Archbishop to respond
in kind.
Archbishop Vagnozai, who pre-
viously served nine years as Pa-
pal Nuncio to the Philippines,
said that he and the President
discussed their respective expe-
riences there during the talk.
INITIAL STUDENTS: Sister M. Claudia, C.S.J., labora-
tory superviser, and Dr. E. J. Davis, radiologist at Holy
Name Hospital, Teaneck, demonstrate the workings of
anew mobile X-ray unit to Joy Thomas and Dolores
Hoey. The young women were the first to enroll in a
new course in X-ray technology. The course has been
approved by the American Medical Association Council
on Education.
Pope Commends Training
Of North American College
ROME (NC) In a letter to the rector of the North
American College here, Pope John XXIII has praised the
college for the training it has imparted to seminarians.
The letter to Archbishop Martin J. O’Connor was
occasioned by the college’s forthcoming 100th anniversary
celebration. Pope John himself
will take part in the ceremonies
on Oct. 11, as will many members
of the American hierarchy, in
eluding Archbishop Boland and
Auxiliary Bishop Curtis.
IN HIS LENGTHY letter, the
Holy Father said "this seminary
has amply fulfilled the desires of
the American Bishops who, wisely
providing for the future,” found-
ed the college.
"Priest* noted for their piety
and learning have gone forth
from this seminary in great
numbers, not a few of them to
become Cardinals and Bish-
ops,” he said. "Through the
years they have won for them-
selves a noteworthy reputation
for their pastoral zeal in ad-
vancing the Kingdom of God ”
Noting that the Bishops provide
"for the affairs of this college
with constant attention and the
greatest care,” the Pope said
“such vigilance, the result of
foresight and judicious action,
will not fail to produce its de-
sired fruit."
“SURELY YOUR country,"
the Pope continued, "is prosper-
ous and glorious, one where the
Catholic Church stands out as a
living source of spiritual strength
and commands the respect of th"
entire population. The greatness
of this country demands that the
young priest be fitted with exten-
sive knowledge, that he be gifted
with lively Catholic sense—which
by its very nature embraces ev-
ery aspect of life—and that he
be blessed with the wisdom of
clear thought and decisive action,
qualities that are all engendered
and nourished by the assiduous
study of Christian antiquity.”
“And where else,” the Pope
asked, "can such formation be
more appropriately installed
than in Rome, the city that Di-
vine Providence has on more
than one account set above
others?”
The Pontiff expressed the wish
that God would enable the North
American College to "persever"
and enrich the noble traditions of
its past."
"May it shine with the luster of
uprightness and sanctity,” he
said. “May a serene and encom-
passing joy smile upon it, and
may it continue to foster and
shape in piety and in learning a
character which brings to the
Church an increase-; to its native
land, renown; to virtue, strength;
to noble undertakings, fulfill-
ment; and to all that Is good,
just and fitting the support of
studied conviction and whole-
hearted endeavor."
The Pope concluded by bestow-
ing his apostolic benediction upon!
the faculty, students and benefac-
tors of the college.
HE ALSO GRANTED indul
gcnces to chapels of the new and
old colleges. He has granted a
plenary indulgence "in perpet-
uam" to all who make a visit to
either chapel on any of the feasts
of Jesus Christ; on the feast days
of Our Lady that are celebrated
throughout the Universal Church;
on feasts of the college’s patrons:
St. Francis de Sales, Pope Pius X
and the North American Mar-
tyrs; and on the Feast of Our
Lady of Humility, celebrated lo-
cally on July 17.
The Pope said that two mam
altars at the new chapel, plus 57
altars in the crypts, would b"
granted indulgences of privileged
altars “in perpetuam.” The same
indulgence will also apply to five
altars in the chapel of the old
college and to one other in what
was once the students' chapel.
ARCHBISHOP O'Connor also
recei' cd a letter of congratula-
tion from Archbishop Kgidio Vag-
nozzi, Apostolic Delegate to the
U. S.
The North American College,
the Delegate wrote, has “helped
to forge strong bonds of union
between the Church in the U. S.
and the Holy See.” He added that
the college "may well look back
with justifiable pride on its 100-
year history.
Bishop Flanagan
Is Enthroned
WORCESTER. MASS (NC)
Bishop Bernard J. Flanagan,
formerly of Norwich, Conn., was
formally enthroned here as sec-
ond Bishop of the nine-year-old
Diocese of Worcester, Mass., with
300.0000 Catholics in one county.
Cardinal Cushing of Boston,
who gave the sermon when the
new Worcester leader was conse-
crated in 1953, was installing pre-
late and speaker during the cere-
monies in St. Paul's Cathedral.
Cardinal Cushing told the con-
gregation that Catholics should
rejoice that Pope John XXIII
has sent them a Bishop "who
brings to his new Sec a wealth
of experience and power of
spiritual leadership
”
Future Dates
Oct 5-8 Third centenary,
establishment of hierarchy in
Canada, celebrations in Que-
bec.
Oct 10-13 70th annual
meeting. Alumni of North
American College and college's
100th anniversary, Rome.
Oct. 14 18 National Holy
Name * Convention in New
Orleans
Oct. 1621 Annual meeting
National Conference of Catho-
lic Charities and St. Vincent
de Paul Society, Milwaukee.
Oct. 18 Mission Sunday.
Oct. 20-23 Annual meeting.
National Catholic Cemetery
Conference, Washington.
Oct. 23-25 Annual meeting.
Catholic Association for Inter-
national Peace, Washington.
Oct. 25-Nov. 1 National
Catholic Youth Week.
Places in the Week’s News
Half of all marriages in
Prague, Czechoslovakia. end in
divorce, according to a newspa-
per there.
The Archbishop of Manila has
warned against official Church
participation in political cam-
paigns.
The Diocese of Kansas City -
SC Joseph, Mo., has launched a
comprehensive program to pro-
mote increased lay participation
in the Mass.
Two of the four Catholic week-
lies in London —The Times and
The Universe arc celebrating
centenaries this year.
Homes for 36 Christian families
will be erected in Berlin by the
Catholic Home and Settlement
Society.
A regional Catholic family life
conference for the midwest will
be held in Chicago Oct. 15-17.
The Pittsburgh Catholic, news-
paper of the Pittsburgh Diocese,
has postponed its annual subscrip-
tion campaign because of the
steel strike.
A fire caused an estimated
$200,000 damage in Cromwell,
Conn., to Holy Apostles Seminary
for delayed vocations.
The Pallotine Fathers have
marked the 50th anniversary of
their establishment in Ireland.
The Bishops of Switierland
have said Catholic indifference
is responsible for increased pro-
selytizing by extremist Protcs- j
Lant sects in that country.
An historical exhibit marking;
the 90th anniversary of the j
Foundling Hospital in New York
has been opened.
The International Federation
of Catholic Boys' and Men’s
Choirs will hold its eighth con-
gress in Rome during Easter
Week.
1 Superior Court in Indianapolis
j in sububran Meridian Hills to
revoke its ban on construction
1 of an $850,000 parish on land
owned by the archdiocese since
1948.
Editors of English-language
Catholic papers and magazines
in Canada will meet in Sudbury,
Ont., Oct. 8-9.
A Mass was offered in tho
weaving shed of the Spa Lane
Mills in Derby. England, for
workers in the plant.
The "cornerstone" for the cir-
Icular-based modern church
iwhich is to become the cathedral
of Brasilia, future capital of Bra-
zil, was put in place in solemn
ceremonies there.
i A bill to legalize religious edu-
cation during school hours in
public schools in New Zealand
| has been introduced in Parlia-
ment there.
Conviction of the leading mag-
azine distributor in Cincinnati on
j charges of possessing obscene
literature has been upheld in
‘Common Pleas Court.
Four Miami parents have filed
a suit in Dade County Circuit
Court asking the school board ’o
end religious observances in pub-
lic schools.
Week-long ceremonies starting
Oct. 11 will mark the dedication
of the Essen Diocese in Ger-
many to the Blessed Mother.
Activities for
Blind Beginning
NEWARK Religious and re
creational activities of the M:.
Carmel Guild Apostolatc for the,
Blind will get under way next
week.
Catechetical classes for Cath
olic blind children will begin
Oct. 7 at 3:30 p.m. under di-
rection of Sister Bernadette Ma-
ria, S. C., at 99 Central Ave.
Bowling lessons for the blind
will begin Oct. 4 and will be
held at four parishes: first Sun-
day of the month, St. Michael's,
Elizabeth; second and fourth
Sunday, St. Columba's, Newark;
fourth Sunday, Mt. Virgin, Gar
field, and St. Patrick’s, Jersey
City. Portable guide rails are
used to aid the blind in direction
and timing.
Braille and recorded texts are
used in the catechetical classes
Add Two Isolettes at
Holy Name Hospital
TEANECK After three years
of successfully delivering almost
8,000 babies, the new term and
premature units at Holy Name
Hospital in the Marian Pavilion
has enlarged its facilities with
addition of two new isolettes.
This brings the total isolette
count to eight and incubators to
10 for specialized baby care. All
premature, immature and cesar-
cn section babies get their start
in life in these controlled units.
Church Is Restored
CRACOW, Poland (NC) Uni-
versity students working without
pay have completed the recon-
struction of a 13th-century church
in Rudy Racihorskie in the Opole
province of southern Poland.
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ON DISPLAY TOMORROW!
Jersey s most complete showing
of the exciting new line of
1960 CHEVYS
Including the ill-new
economy car of tin
CORVAIR
L. AMBROSINO, President
Op«n bn 'III * • W»d. 'HI 6 C M
Sol- 'lll 3 fM.
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It’s a Big Month at
CARTERET
195.9
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OCTOBER
10marks our Q
20th Anniversary
Celebration and highlight*
Carteret's rapid growth to New
Jersey'a largest Savings and
Loan Association.
7
1
OCTOBER
will also mark the
Official Opening
onthe 10th of the month ofour ninth
and newest office at
550 BLOOMFIELD
Avenue, Newark
CURRENT
DIVIDENDOCTOBER v
is also
Grace Period Time 31*
Savings depoOted upto October
16th will earn dividend* from
October Ist.
per annum
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Ranch House
The Acres in
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VISIT THE FABULOUS
FRENCH l ITALIAN
RMERAS ON A 3-WEEK
SUNLANE CRUISE
Discover fascinating Cannes,
Nice, historic Genoa and
Italy's seaside |ewels—Santo
Morgherito, Portofino. From
Naples, visit Pompeii, Amalfi,
Sorrento. Between calls, live
aboard the olr-conditioned
Constitution or Independence
Spend golden hours ot deck
pools. Relax in elegant lounges.
Dine sumptuously. As low as
$555, Cabin Closs..let us tell
you morel
JOS. M. BYRNE CO
Tnavtd
Your deposit here !■
MH-FLU'TIITUU
I.mSTHT
3!4%
Interest Dividends
compounded quarterly
DEPOSIT WHEN YOU WISH
WITHDRAW WHEN YOU LIKE
ORANGE
SAVINGS
BANK
MAIN ST AT DAY SINCC 1854
!v*cy foot of
Niiolita ha» 120 needle-thorp point*
projecting outwardly ot overy angle •
Spring tempered, rutt proof, nickel
bear •ng Itoinleutteel prongt • lotting,
effective, incompicuout, and humane.
Fill ESTIMATES
SCHRECK &
WAELTY, Inc.
25-77 HAOUI STREET
JERSEY CITY 7. N. J.
# Oldfi.ld 9-406 R •
IF YOU are in
NEED of MONEY
why not got in touch with one of our 9 convenient
off i cat?
Wa maka PERSONAL LOANS ta residents of Hud-
son County up to $2,500 (and up to 2 years) at
LOW BANK RATES.
You may be surprised to find how little It costs to
borrow money at a bank like COMMERCIAL TRUST
COMPANY. Just look at the following table:
other amounts up to $2500.00 in proportion
and up to 24 months.
All personal loans are covered by life insurance at no
cost to you, and you need not be a depositor of the
bank to borrow.
Ceme In, writ* er phone
Nine Convenient Offices
Commercialtrust Cos.
of New Jersey
6 Jersey City Offices
Mgin. 15 f■cKofifo Place 729 Bergen Art , at Folrmevnl Ave.
A4O Newark Ave.. af Five Corners 116 Newark Ave near Jersey Ave.
331 Grave St . near Newark Ave. 115 Jockson Ave.. at Woodlawn Ave.
3 Bayonne Offices
129 Broadway, at ftk Street
*44 Broadway at 15lK Street 875 Breadway. at 41 at Street
ALL Branch Offices Open Monday Evenings
from 7 to 8
SAM DtPOSIT VAULTS
Member Federal Reserve System and Federol Deposit Insurance Carp.
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Dominicans Seek $750,000
InInfirmary, CollegeDrive
CALDWELL Plin* for the Dominican Sister* Devel-
opment Fund, with a minimum goal of 9750,000, were offi-
cially announced this weetk by Mother M. Dolorita, 0.P.,
auperior general of the Dominican Sisters of Caldwell.
_
The purpose of the program is to help defray the
12,500,000 tort of the expansion
program for the motherhouse
•nd Caldwell College. The
planned expansion program in-
cludes three buildings to be built
on the grounds at Mt. St. Dom-
inie an infirmary for the sick
and aged Sisters, anew science
wing and a residence hall for
Caldwell College.
Mother Dolorita also announced
the appointment of Sister M. Mar-
garet Anne, 0.P., associate pro-
fessor in social studies and ref-!
erenee librarian, as the overall
development fund moderator. Sis-
ter M. Emmanuel, 0.P., superior
at St. Ann's, Newark, and Sister
M. Margaret, OP., superior at
Our Lady of Peace, New Provi-
dence, are regional moderators.
Although the program is still
in its organisational stage, over
Sioo,ooo in gifts already have been
received.
THE NEW infirmary will In-
clude modern medical equipment
and will house 100 Sisters. Pres-
enl facilities provide for only to
I Sisters. Due to this lack of fa-
cilities many Sisters must be
cared for away from the mother-
i house.
The rapid increase in enroll-
ment at Caldwell College, the
only Catholic women’s college
la the Newark Archdiocese, has
taxed the college’* facilities be-
yond capacity. The college,
which opened 2t years ago with
17 students, this month re-
ported an enrollment of 432.
THE NEW WING on the acl-
cnee building will provide addi-
tional classrooms and labo-
ratories, and the dormitory will
double the resident student ca-|
parity. Recently the college has!
found it necessary to convert
temporarily turn guest houses on
adjacent property to accommo-
date the overflow of resident
•tudents.
A spokesman for the college
pointed out that the planned ex
panxion will enable the college
to train more Sisters and lay-
women as teacher*.
At present 60 of the college
students are Sisters or postulants.
Upon completion of the new res-
idence ball the present residence
facilities will house Sister* study-
ing at the college. A rise in the
number of young women enter
ing the Dominican community
has created the need for such
facilities, it was pointed out.
Mother Dolorita indicated that
a portion of the required funds
it on hand, that jt minimum of
|7M,M» would he the immedi-
ate goal of the Development
Fund, and the haiaaee would
he handled through long-term
financing.
United Appeals
Sunday Noted
NEWARK Sept. r was de
signaled "United Appeals Sun-
day by Archbishop Roland in a
pastoral letter to the parishes
of the Newark, Irvington, West
Hudson area.
In the letter read at all Mass-
es, the Archbishop recommended
generous financial support and
co-operation.
The United Appeals, said Arch-
bishop Roland, "ha* a special
significance for us since our As-
sociated Catholic Charities, Mt.
Carmel Guild, the CYO, St.
Michael's and St. James Hospi-
tals, the little Sisters of the Poor,
St. Peter's and St. Mary's Or
phanages in Newark, and St.
Anthony's and Sacred Heart Or
phanages and Roystown in Kear
ny are participating agencies in
the United Appeals."
To Train Laymen
FRIBOURG, Switzerland (RNSI
The Swiss Caritas, National
Catholic welfare organization, will
inaugurate this Fall an intensive
series of one-year preparatory
courses for young men and wn
men planning to become lay aux-
iliaries in mission countries.
Scholarship
Details Set
TRENTON Scholarships
will be awarded under the
state’s new law to students
now in college, the State
Scholarship Commission an-
nounced alter a meeting ben.
The commil* ion also revealed
that testa for those now in collets
will be held at the aametime as
testa (or those graduating high
school in June.
THE COMMISSION announced
that those now In collese will be
eligible lor scholarships if they
can prove financial need and pass
the test—after receiving a ruling
to that effect from the Attorney
General's office. Education Com-
missioner Frederick M. Raubing-
er. commission chairman, had re-
quested the ruling.
While announcing that simul-
taneous teats would be held the
commission did not set a date for
the examination. However, the
test to be given has already been
selected and the commission has
decided on standards of financial
need. Some technical detaili re-
main to be decided before a full
announcement is made.
A pamphlet being prepared on
the awards program will be
ready for distribution on Oct. »,
the commission said.
St. Bonaventure
Medal to Doctor
ST. 'BONAVENTURE. N Y. -
Dr John 1,. Madden. chief of
•t»ff and director of surgery at
St. Clare'* Hospital. New York,
ha* been chosen to receive St
Bonaventure University's Catho
lie Action Medal
Awarded annually «ince 1934 to
an outstanding Catholic layman,
the medal will be pretented to
Dr. Madden on Oct. 4. Eeatt of
St. Franci* A**i*i, patron of
Catholic Action. The presentation
will take place following a ban
quel at which Dr. Madden will
speak on the Catholic physician
The program will be preceded
by a Mast at 5 p.m. in the uni
[veraity chapel. Very Rev. Brian
I-hota, OEM., university preai
dent, will be celebrant. Very Rev
Celtua Wheeler, O F M . Franci*
can provincial, will preside
Dr Madden la a native ol
Washington and ha* held his
preaent position at St. Clare's
since 1949.
St. Ann's Dance
NEWARK - The sixth annual
dance of the united societies of
St Ann's Church here will he
held Oct. 9 in St. Ann'a l.yceum
Hall. Ernest Monfiletto and Mi
chael LaPnsta are co-chairmen.
THE BASIC F.ngliah Iransla
lion of the Bible i* the Douay,
so called becauae It w*« under
taken at the English College In
Douay. France
SETON HALL DINNER: Alumniof Seton Hall University gathered for their annual dinner Sept. 23 at Military Park
Hotel, Newark, with Archbishop Boland presiding. With him are, from left, Msgr. Thomas W. Cunningham vies
president; James Alexander. Chatham outstanding senior of the class of 1959; John C. Henderson, recipient of the
third annual Archbishop Thomas J. Walsh award for his contribution to the humanities; Auxiliary Bishop Curtis
and Auxiliary Bishop Stanton.
CCD Holds Institute For Laity Oct. 10
SOUTH ORANGE Parish Confraternity of Christian
Doctrine workers of the Newark Archdiocese will convene
at Seton Hail University for the CCD’s annual Institute for
the Laity, Oct. 10 at 1:30 p m
A highlight of the session will be presentation by Aux-
iliary Bishop Stanton of Piua X
Awards to parish CCD teachers
and workers for 10 and 20 years!
service. Bishop Stanton will pre
side for Auxiliary Bishop Curtis.
CCD director, who is leading a
pilgrimage to the shrines of
Europe and the Holy Land.
The featured speaker mil he
Rev. David Coffey, CCD director
of the Providence, R I , Diocese
He will discuss the organization
of parish CCD boards. Rev. Rog-
er A Reynolds, Newark's CCD
executive secretary, will discuss
the Confraternity on the national
level, and outline plan* for the
Archdiocese for 1959 60.
i A parish CCD executive board
in action will he dramatized under
the direction nf Rev. Joseph Mur
I ray of St Joseph's of the Palis-
adrs parish, West New York.
Last year'* was at-
tended by 600 CCD worker*. Fath-
er Reynold* noted Father Rey-
nold* al*o reported that last
week'* CCD principal*’ meeting
at Essex Catholic High School
wa* attended by 177 principal* of
grade school* of religion Topic
was the organization aet-up of
the CCD school
Pilgrimage
Going to
Munich
NEWARK-A Newark Archdio
cesan Pilgrimage to the Fjichar
istic Congress in Munich, Ger- |
many, next year,
was announced,
this week by Archbishop Boland, j
Leader of the pilgrimage will he
Magr. John A Weishrod. pastor
of Our Lady of Good Counsel par
ish and director of the Apostle-
ship of the Sea.
Highlights of the trip will be fhe
37th Eucharistic Congress in Mu
nlch Aug 4-7, snd the Passion
Play to be given its once-in-10-
years performance at Oberam
mergau in 1960.
The pilgrims will visit Rome,
and an audience with Pope John
XXIII will he petitioned.
Embarkation will he July 22,
i960, from New York, via the
Dutch liner, Rotterdam. The tr:p
will include visits to Holland.
Germany, Switzerland. Italy,
France and England
Fr. Julian Endler
Of Union City Dies
UNION CITY After an illness of two years in St
Mary's Hospital, Hoboken, Rev. Julian Endler, C P , died
of a stroke Sept. 24.
A Passionist missionary distinguished for his work
among the Negroes in North Carolina, Father Julian came
from a family with thre« others
in religion.
A brother, Rev. Plaridui End-
ler, is retired and now living in
Cnlumbua, Tex. A twin brother,
Rev. John Jnaeph Endler, C.P.,
who also served in North Caro-
lina, died two year* ago, and a
sister, Sister M Noaline of the
Sister* of Charity, also pre
deceased her brother Father Ju-
lian ia also survived by a inter,
Helen Endler of Newark They
wera the rhildren of the late
John and Katherine Kline Endler
Bom in Union City, Father
Julian attended SI Michael's
grammar school and public high
school in Newark.
HE WAR PROFESSED a Pa*
aioniat in 1913 in St Paul a Mon
aatery, Pittsburgh, and Irom then
until 1921 studied in rasslomat
monasteries in th* East. He was
ordained on Dec. 17, 1921, tn Bat
timore.
'
He served as vice master of
novice* and later vicar at St.
Paul* monastery, Pittsburgh,
and as director of atudenta at St.
Gabriel's Monastery. Boston.
In 1928 he became pastor at
St. Joseph'! Mission, New Bern.
N.C., and remained there until
taken ill in 1957.
A solemn Requiem Mass was
celebrated Sept 28 in Si Mi-
chael's Monastery Church here
Celebrsnt was Very Rev John
Chrysostom Ryan, CP , rector.
Deacon and subdearon were Rev
Thsddeu* Purdnn, C P . pastor of
St Joseph * Mission, New Bern,
and Rev. Berchmans McHugh,
C.P., assistant at St Gabriel's,
Boston
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S. Marsh & Sons
PERFECTION
is an
important
word
To meet our standard of perjection, a diamond must
be a gem ... perfect in clarity, cut and color. It has been our
policy since our founding to sell only perject diamonds.
At our half-century mark, we are still grateful that our founder
established the practice of combining perjection with value.
This has constantly made friendsout of customers and
customers out of their friends.
We invite you to inspect these gems in a superb collection
of custom designed mountings.
Diamonds and Fine Jewelry ...Hatches and Clocks
Silverware, China and Crystal. . . Gifts and Bar Accessories
Luggage and Leather Goods . . . Hand Bags
/£*>** Religious and Ecclesiastical Articles
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YOUR QUARTERLY
DIVIDEND
GOES UP AT
EMIGRANT!
«ItIMHH
15 Extra Dividend Days
in October, too!
Open an account, or make a deposit, any day
through October 15th.Emigrant pays youdividends
from October Ist! Other times your money earns
dividends from the day you put it in the bank.
♦ On balance*of $S or boot*at end of dividend
period for thequarter beginning October let,
baaed on continuing favorable earning*.
EMIGRANT
Industrial SAVINGS BANK
51 Chambers Street 5 last 42nd Street
Oppotile City Hall Park (Another wMn 10U* 4M StrMf)
Open Mon. and Fri. to 0 P M. Between Fifth and Maditon Avatmm’
Open Mon. to 7 P.M., Fri. to 8 PM.
7th Ave. A 31st Street
Oppotite Penn Station
Open Mon. end Fri. to 0:90 PM.
Holy Rosary Parish
To Mark 75th Year
JERSEY CITY A year-long schedule of events will
mark the 75th anniversary of the founding of Holy Rosary
parish here, first Jersey City parish to minister to the needs
of Catholics of Italian descent.
Officially, the diamond jubilee observance will begin
Oct. 7, lent of the Most Holy
Rosary,
Rev. Gerard M. Santora, pas-
tor, ha* *et as the Jubilee theme,
"the parish U the family of
families.''
FIRST EVENT of the celebra-
tion will be a family Communion
breakfast Oct. 18 at the Jersey
City Garden. Father Santora will
be the principal speaker.
Other functions planned under
Seneral chairmanship of Michael
Esposito will include a card par-
ty, popularity contest, raffle, a
musical play presented by the
Holy Rosary Actors' Guild and a
dinner-dance. Theobservance will
be completed with a Solemn Mass
of Thanksgiving in October, 1960.
Also planned is publication of
a parish history to include the
outline of every family which has
had ties with Holy Rosary.
Another jubilee aim will be to
cut in half the parish debt of;
$420,000 so it may proceed with
its building program. The debt
was accumulated in the past nine
years as the parish met its needs
with a school addition, anew
convent and rectory.
Once this goal is accomplished,
Father Santora said, the next step
will be erection of a parish youth
center.
HOLY ROSARY traces its be-
ginnings to the 1800s when the
Italian-speaking community con-
sisted of a few hundred dock and
railroad laborers. For years they
traveled each Sunday to churches
in New York. Then Italian-
speaking priests were assigned
to a little chapel alongside the
railroad on Sixth St. The parish
grew rapidly, particularly at the
turn of the century with its tide
of immigrants from Italy. Today
it numbers approximately 5,000
ifamilies.
Catholic Schools
In U. S. Impress
Cardinal Lercaro
BOLOGNA, Italy (NC)-Amer-
ica’s youthful vigor and its Cath-
olie educational system made the
biggest impression on Cardinal
Lercaro during his recent U.S.
On his return the Cardinal said
that "above all I was able to see
how young’’ the American Catho-
lic community is.
‘‘lt seemed to me,” he stated,
‘‘that on this freshness and this
impetus is founded the education
given in the parish schools, and
afterwards in the secondary
schools, and finally in the Catho-
lic universities."
“Catholic universities particu-
larly,” the Cardinal added, "give
a thorough and aolid formation
to Cathollea [in America], who
represent in their country today
» living and vital force.”
Requiem Mass
For Pius XII
VATICAN CITY A solemn
Requiem Mass marking the first
anniversary of the death of Pope
Pius XII will be offered in St.
Peter's Basilica on Oct. 9.
Family Retreats
At Middletown, N. Y.
MIDDLETOWN, NY. The
lecond family retreat t?l the sea-
son will be held at St. Joseph's
Retreat House, 130 Highland
Ave., here Oct. 23-25. Rev. Ber-
nard Lickteig, O.Carm., is re-
treat director. Parents are invit-
ed to bring their children to the
retreats.
Edith Stein Guild
Breakfast Oct. 17
NEW YORK The annual
Communion breakfast of the
Edith Stein Guild will be held
Oct. 17 at the Hotel Roosevelt
after 9 a m.Mass in St. Patrick's
Cathedral.
Celebrant of the Mass will be
Rev. John M. Oesterreicher, di-
rector of the Institute of Judaeo-
Christian Studies, Seton Hall Uni-
versity.
Principal speaker will be Rev.
Edward Bunn, S.J , president of
Georgetown University. The
Edith Stein Award will be pre-
sented to Prof. John J. O'Connor,
also of Georgetown.
THE PONTIFICAL Commis
sion of Biblical Studies was in-
stituted by Pope Leo XIII in 1902.
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Dr. Jekyll A
Mr. Hyde
Crary Girl Should
BeMarried
falcon In San
Francisco
Croon Glove
Croom Wore Sours
taper Go Lovely
Helliapoppin
low GreenWaa
Mr Valley
B Could Happen
toYou
It Happened
Tomorrow
It's In the Bag
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fustOffBroadway
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toad toMorocco
*«aWolf
Ihip Ahoy
Utttny Protty
Ikylark
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ion ofFrankonstoin
Spiral Stalrcaaa
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Suddenly
Thlnf
Trial WithoutJury
1 O’clock Courayo
L’ndylny Monster
Winter Meetlny
Wolfman
Vallow Tomahawk
Younyer Brothers
OBJECTIONABLE
Doughglrl.
Orpc* Fury
tartMblofUr
KUUr'aKlao
Prymeot on Domaixl
Prowler
Slightly French
rwtn Beds
Vampire's Ghost
New Catholic
Book Releases
Following U a lUt of new C.tholir Sookj
“mpjw by Uw Catholic Uatranttr of
America library. Washington
Tho Pya, by John Bacll. Nirrd oI moral
napoßM. (Farrar. Etr.ua ft Cudahy.
Malta tho Way Known, by Katharine
Burton. Hlatory of tho Dominican coo-
grexation at St. Mary o< tho Spring*.
Ohio (Farrar, gtraua ft Cudahy.
>4 SO).
Allro la Chritl. by Ralph Campbell.
Maditationa for
young pcoplo (Now-
man. 53.73).
A Catholic Child's Mittal and Prayer
Aaak. Highly illustrated prayer-book.
< Guild Proa* A Golden Prana. »
cental
Orthodoxy, by Gilbert K. Chesterton.
Imago Book reprint. (Doubleday. 73
cent* paper).
The Meaning and Matter of Hittary,
by Martin Cyril D'Arcy. S J A Chris-
tian viewpoint on phllneophy of hla-
atory. (Farrar, Straus A Cudahy.
53.30).
Where Valor Llea. by Adele Do Leeuw.
Novel for children 11-14 dealing with
the Seventh Crusade; first book in
the new Clarion Series. (Doubleday.
•1 ts>
As Stare far All Iternity. by Brother
Franc la Patrlc. Meditations for tench-
era: a revision of ‘'Consideration* for
Christian Teachers" published In IWO.
(Bruce. 13 73).
Saint* far Sinners. by Alban Goodier.
Image Book reprint. (Doubleday. S3
cents paper).
All My Liberty, by John A. Hardon.
Commentary on
the ascetical theology
of the spiritual exerrises
of St. Igna-
tius. (Newman. 53.73).
MOVIES
M»nt rating bv t*»« Nn Yar* »Wli« »* thß
N.tl.nal l-«K» •* Dkikt wt«i >tw»t»
tlan *T. MattM Rlctvr. DtNltKWli
MtiWMl «» catMtK AlMinn.
For further Information calli MA 1 3700
Morally Unobjectionable for Everyone
Bernardino
Ftl* Circus
Big Fisherman
Cast a Long
Shadow
Cosmic Man
Darby O*Glll and
Utils rsopls
Diary of Anns
Frank
Embeuled Hoar*
on
Facs of Firs
Flvs Pennies
For the Ist Time
Green Mansions
GoldenAgeof
Comedy
Good Day for a
Hanging
Have Rocket. Will
Travel
Hercules
Hey Boy. Hey
Girl
Horae Boldlers
Houdlnl
Inn of the fth
Happiness
Isle of Lost
Women
It Happened «e
Jane
John Paul Jones
King of Wild
Stallions
Uttle Savage
My Uncle
Mysterians
Outlaw Stallion
Pork Chop Hill
Robe
Sad florae
Shaggy Dor
Sllsnt Enemr
Sleeping Beauty
Son of Robin Hood
Tempest
10 Command-
ments
10 Daya la
Tulara
Tonka
WaluM
Westbound
Yellowstone Kelly
Unobjectionable for Adults, Adolescents
Alligator People
Arson for Hire
Brain Eaters
City After
Midnight
Cry From the
Streets
Demetrius A
Gladiators
Devil*a Disciple
Devi] Strikes
et Nlflht
Devil's Disciple
Enchanted Island
First Man Into
Space
Floods of Fear
Giant Behemoth
Gtgantus.the Fire
Monster
Gun Fever
Gunflcht at
Dodge City
Hangman
Hole in the Head
Holiday for Lovers
Hound of Basket
vllles
Joy Ride
Last Rlitzkrelg
Last Train From
Gun Hill
Legend of Tom
Dooley
Man in the Net
Nun's Story
Porgy and Bui
Rabbit Trap
Restless Years
Return of Fly
Rodan
Roof
Bey One far Me
Scapegoat
Senior Prom
Shake Hands With
the Devil
Shane
Sheriff of
Fractured Jaw
Spider
Tartan's Greatest
Adventure
TeenagerFrom
Outer Space
10 Seconda to Hall
Thunder In Sun
Trap
True Story of
l.ynn Stuart
Viva Zapata
Warlock
Wild and tha
Innocent
Woman Eater
Woman Obseised
World. Flash and
tha Devil
Morally Unobjectionable for Adults
A1 Capone
Anary Hills
Ask Any Girl
Blue Denim
Count Your
Blessings
Crime A Punish-
ment. USA
Cry Terror
Damn Yankees
DayofOutlaw
Defiant OmOS
Diary of High
School Bride
Don't Give Up
Ship
Gldget
Gigi
He Who Must Die
Horse's Mouth
Imitation of Ufe
Inspector Maigret
In Love and War
lonely Hearts
Journey
Life Begins at IT
Machete
Man Inside
Man Who Could
Cheat Death
Mating Game
Murder by Con*
tract
Naked MaJa
No Name on the
Ballot
North by North-
west
Notorious My.
Monks
OfUfe end Loos
Operation Dames
Reform School
Girl
Remarkable Mr.
Pcnnypackar
Rio Bravo
Separate Tables
7 Guns la Mesa
Round A Fury
Thee# Thousand
Hills
This Earth la
Mina
Wild Strawberries
Young Phil a-
delphlans
Morally Objectionable in Part for Everyone
Alaska Passage
All King's Men
Attack of 80 Foot
Woman
Boat Generation
Big Heat
Blue Angel
Bom Reckless
Cry Tough
Drag Strip Girl
Forbidden Fruit
Gilds
Guns. Girls and
Gangsters
H Man
Headless Ghost
Horrors of Black
Museum
Island in the Run
It ft Carted With e
Kies
Last Mile
I«ast Paradise.
Ix»ve in City
1-ovoMe Tender
Middle of the
Nlsht
MlsaUe to the
Moon
Night of iho
Quarter Moon
Pal Jooy
Perfect Furlough
Bally Hound the
Fla*. Bora
Riot tn Juvenile
Prleen
Bead Racer*
Boom el the Top
Boom 43
Some Came Rue*
nlnf
Home Like ft Hoi
While Cargo
Separate Classification
Anat*my a# • Murder Th* clinical inalyMi with which (ha euhjart mat
tar of thla him (rape) la ao explicitly and frankly datailed, la Judiad la exceed
tha bound* H moral acceptability and propriety in a maaa medium of enter-
tainment.
Condemned
A—Min ofYouth Lady ChitUrhr'i
Lovar
Love la Mr
Prefeeeton
Third Sos
Teaching Scripture
Over Television
ST. PAUL. Minn. (NO A
credit course in Sacred Scripture
ii being offered over a local tele-
vision atation by the chairman of
the religion department at the
College of St. Thomai. Rev. Wal-
ter Petera will deliver 26 half-
hour lectures on television during
the aeries.
Cana Calendar
CANA
SUNDAY. SIPT. 17
SUNDAY. OCT. «
Lodi. Si. Joaaph'B Cbm 1- V ,m
Slvor Bdaa. St. faUr'a. Cano I. 1 IS
am
Saroana. Si. Joaaph'a Cana I T am.
Jaroar CUy. Si. Paul'a <araonvtlla>.
Cana I. 7Jo am HI tons
Cana Confaranraa aaaaalna vartoua
ahaaaa of family Ufa.
KKY Cana {. HuibandWlfa Sal.
tlaaNllaai Com If SfdrHuality In
Marriaaai Cana 111 Parant-Cblld
RalaUonahlaa. Cana IVI Annual ra-
*l*w of I. 1L aad in.
PRE-CANA
Oat. 11-IS—Jaraay aty. St. Mldual a
Rasarvatloma: Its SSOOS.
Oct. IMS IrvUia ton. at. Looa.
HALF-CENTURY: James J. Whitehead and John A. McCarthy, at right, are congratulated by Joseph F. O’Leary,master of the first N. J. District fourth degree, Knights of Columbus, on their membership of more than 50 yearsthe fourth degree. The men were honored at the ninth annual Communion breakfast of John Dawson Gilmary
Shea General Assembly Sept. 27. Looking on are James A. Taddeo, chairman, and Leonard R. Andres, faithful
navigator. Speakers at the breakfast were Rev. David J. Pathe, chaplain. Villa Marie Claire, Saddle River, and
Floyd Anderson, managing editor, The Advocate.
Current Plays in Brief
By Joan Theltusson Nourse, Ph.D.
New Play
I-cnd an Ear Buoyant re-
vue revival, featuring famed'
"Gladiola Girl” spoof on Jan
Age musicals.
The Billy B.rnn R.vu. QuiU ■ feu
off-color items do nothing for other-
niae just passable
song —and sketch
show from the West Coast.
Destpr Ride* Again Some dandv
•login snd steppin* aa wicked Old West
town of Bottleneck get* itself morally
scrubbed by a jaunty no-gun lawman. Fun
for adults.
Flower Drum Seng Gay. exotlcatly
flavored new Rodgers and Hammerstein
musical, set In San Francisco’s China-
town. Value* generally good, despite one
brief suggestive comic scene
Gypty The worry spectacle of first
rata stage talent wasted on the neglig
Ible memoirs of a burlesque queen
Soma highty suggestive numbers
J- ®- Powerful yet unorthodox
modernization of the Book of Job F.x
alts man a nobility In aubmitUng to dic-
tates of a cold, unresponsive, arbitrary
Power
La Plum# da Ma Tant* Fast-moving
French revue with a high proportion of 1
liaque. auggestive numbers
A Malarity of On# Heart warm
ing family comed>. full of Fast West
good will. with Gertrude Berg as a
Brooklyn widow wooed by a Tokyo tycoon
Tha Marriage GoRound
Crudely aug
festive scenes play havor with what mignt
have been a civilized domestic comedy
Th# Music Man— Fresh, exhilarating
new musical romance of i*u lowa set
to a snappy Souza march beat. Fin# lor
the family
Much Ada About Nothing Spark
ling laugh parked production of one of
Shakespeare's wittiest high comedies
My Fair Lady Brilliant melodic
adaptation of Shaw# comedy about the
Cockney flower girl transformed h> the
proud professor of speech. Some low. broad
humor in scenes featuring her raffish I
i father
One# Upon a Mattress Merry musi '
cal frolic built around the fairy talc of j
the princess and the pe*. More alapatick
than sophistication
The Pleasure o# Hit Company Zest-
ful. civilized comedy in which a world-
traveled celebrity returning home to
visit his remarried wtfe disrupts their
daughter’s wedding Without explicitly I
condemning divorce, point* up its ill
effects
A Raisin In th* fun _ Caustic, vital
problem drama of an aspnng Negro faml
1/ In present-dav Chicago
Redhead
Snappy musical Mend of
romance and mayhem in a quaint wax
museum of old .Some profanity
bul otherwise enjoyable
I Shakuntala From fifth centurv1 India, an enchanting love play, aglow
with shimmering saris, exotic music and
•iwtarular traditional dances.
Sweet Bird of Yevth Tennessee
Williams' latest expose of Deep South
virtousneas. ablaze with alckenlngly can
, did studies In degeneracy
Two for tho Seatsw
_ Clever, two
| character rnmedv rondonTng Illicit love snd
relying heavily (or humor upon suggestive
lines and situations
World of Suzlo Wong Painfully sent!
mental hokum glamonnng a Hong Kong
harlot Incidental humor mostly leerish
Television
SUNDAY, OCT. 4
• 30 s m *4)—"Let's Ttik About
God.“ Mary knoll Sisters
10.10 s m «7» Christopher Program
"Children Need You."
Spring Hying-
-11 .10 a m < 11) -Chrtatop ha ra
S3O p m '4* Calholic Hour
SATUROAY. OCT 10
T pm. 113) Hi»hop Sheen
Radio
SUNDAY, OCT. 4
• IS ■ m. WMW Sacred Heart.
7 IS a m. W RCA—Hour of St. Francis
730 a m. WHOM—Sacred Heart Hour
7 10 a m. WOR - Marian Theater
•30
am
W'MCA Ave Maria Hour.
’•Our Ladv of Aberdeen"
•4S a m WMTH—Hour of St. Francis
10JO a m WABC—Christian in Action.
Mary Rred Nowland. "Woman in Iho
1130 am. WOR _ Marian Theater
•30 pm. W RCA Catholic Hour.
Rev It J Cardnor. OP. "St. Au
fustine."
MONDAY, OCT I
1 »m. WSoU (KMj oacred Hsari
Trotram
TUiSDAY. OCT t
I pm. WSOU (I’M) Sacred Heart
Procram.
WIDNISOAY, OCT 7
Spa WSOU (FM> Sacred Heart
Pro(rant
130 pm. WR.NX St. Stephana
Church, Novena
THURSDAY. OCT •
1 Ptn. WSOU (KM) Sacred Heart
Procram.
•30 pm. WSOU (I'M) Ave Marla
Hour.
PRIOAY, OCT t
I Pa. W SOU (KM) Sacred Heart
Pro*ram
1 II Pm. W SOU <KM) Hour of St,
¥rancta.
•30 pa. WiNX Perpetual Help
Naveaa.
• 30 pm. W'SOU (KM) Hour of the
Crucified Rev Victor Sail. C P
"Communists Defrauding the Little
Man."
SATURDAY, OCT. 19
pm. WOR Family Theater.
St. Rose of Lima
Sets Inquiry Forum
NEWARK A Catholic in-
quiry forum will he held at St.
Rose of Lima Auditorium on
Thursday nights at 8 p.m , front
Oct. 8 to Dec 17.
Sponsored hv the parish Con-
fraternity of Christian Doctrine,
the forum is for both Catholics
and nonCatholics on the theme:
“The Creed in Slow Motion.”
MARCANTONIO Pacclli. th«
grandfather of Pop? Pius XII,
was one of the original founderi
of Osservatorc Romano, Vatican
City daily.
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A. GROSS CANDLE CO., INC.
UNDEN, NEW JERSEY
Candle Makers for Orer “100" Years
Yttn of experiment hire developed improved method* and
formulae to five you better and finer burninf candle*,
worthy of the purpose for which they are intended. Our
guarantee of quality i* backed by the moral and financial
record of one of the world'* oldett and largeit manu-
facturer* of Church Candle*.
IG
m
CHOOSE
Mgilaslii®* ONE
of these
VALUABLE GIFTS
Vh#ii yew openoNfW sovingi
ocrount of 5250 or morw,
./I * or °*M $230 or nonfo a present account
Open ofeoofft In ptrsoo
•' by Ball. OJII M nt pto«jH»y. - ONI OlfT Pll ACCOUNT
• * *
ES
40 of. »
c
, , to »hioneds. ,w q!o««
•U
’ .«• SjSaMd. 2!• WSI
!s,w£?,£so-wi Well tamp. (Bod.-
plan adapt! (at m|
mountrttg.) tinld-.d
bwwltf tod* hton.
,Vf.
Combination Brush & Comb Set. Feature*
eiroomensemble(3 brushes, comb ond) nine "setwithin o set" —3 indi*.
poneobie grooming aid* (hairbrush, comb.rung aiat
In handyRnt remo purse-sued kit.
!• $lO/000
By U.S. O*vt. 31
M. DirltUad!
H /* P»W «owipouixUd
OUMTIIIT
InNrt nnwol tot*
IEWfIRK FEDERAL
SAVINGS and loan Association
Newark'sFirstFtdtraT
SOI CentralAve. cor. Bth St., Newark 7, N. J.
j.
AUtIW 4-9540
Bet/ tmmifi *»U 9H A ni. BW, mfil 6 p.m.
FACK r«f M »•hi, 4f-4t Ik MSt. fwrt n*rfk W C**tr*f At*.
MAKE YOUR MONEY WORK FOR YOU
Invest It wisely through our v
fUtittKOMI MISSION CONTRACT]
twill'receive
}A «rim» *
A
| M hag mym Nm
la At prayan and Maaaot of our
Lk Dii 11 lrw-J
rn» Wi ana me rluuppinil.
NOVOMirrr NOCARE
kf v. MI Hf k h ,A LPH
{1 >) S S' U MI f. s
( ■■> i mdi ic i‘si\. t (/ s itirs
» ■n ( a ' o i
NO
MUMBO
JUMBO
(boat
this
0
insurance!
Allstate likes the red tape and
high cost out of insurance
Claims are settled "on the
spot" in many rases, without
home-office red tape And sav
ings of 20% are common
• Auto • Fir* • Life
• Personal Liability
• Accidents • Sickness
Richard J. Stanton
OLdfield 6-3400
UN 6-9266 GE 8-2599
You're
TOTAL RADIO NEWS ON WNTA
CEDERIC FOSTER • LONDON * GABRIEL HEATTER
FAST... FRESH... FIRST
NEWS AS IT HAPPENS
BILL COSTELLO • MOSCOW • STEVE MCCORMICK
NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
NEWS FROM AROUND THE CORNER
FRANK EDWARDS * TOKYO • WALTER COMPTON
THROUGH THE COMBINED FACILITIES OF
NTA RADIO and MUTUAL
CHARLES WARREN * CAPITOL HILL • NEAL VAN ELLS
TOTAL NEWS...
ON THE HOUR ON THE HALF-HOUR
JERSEY • BILL COSTELLO • MOSCOW ♦ BILL KIRBY
ON
YOUR
RADIO
•
WNTA 970
CEDERIC FOSTER
* CAPITOL HILL •
WILL COSTELLO *
LONDON • GABRIEL HEATTER
ELLS • NEW
• STEVE
IRISH-AMERICAN RECORD
Am.rito ■ for*molt IRISH Mogoiino
Jubtcription $1 JO yr. Copy 1S«
IRISH-AMERICAN RECORD
"70 I'woy, Dopt. IA, N. Y. N. Y.
every
MONDAY-THRU FRIDW
night
6:00 p.m. J. FRED MUGGS SHOW
Th« amartest thing on two pawa —a
must "eee" for kida of all ages
6:30 P.M.
RATE THE
RECORDS
Clay Cola bring! today'*
mu»k\ celebrities and
teen* together
7:00 P.M. HIGHWAY PATROL
Action-packed adventure with
Broderick Crawford
7:30 P.M.
MIKE WALLACE
NEWSBEAT
Tba moat complete new*
coverage -with accent on
the atone* behind
the headline*
7:55 P.M. WEATHER GAME
Predict the weatherand Win A Thp to Bermuda
iio p.m. ENTERTAINMENT AND SPORTS
For the whole family
10:00 p.m. BARRY GRAY-FULL COVERAGE
10:30 p.m. MIKE WALLACE INTERVIEWS
Portrait* of people that other people are
interested in
11:00 P.M.
510,000
DANCE PARTY
with TED STEELE Every
Night become* New Year'a
Eve on this “LIVE" dance
contest - the biggest
aver aUged- anywhere!
12.00 P.M.
Call
MORGAN
AT MIDNIGHT
WWItM
iiV
Henry anawen the phone
ha&MI
12:30 Ml. MIKE WALLACE NEWSBEAT
Late news
wrap-up -right off the wlra.
For Thg
Most Exciting
DIFFERENT
Proffgmming
Tun* In
WNTA/TV |3
Ridgewood Serra
Shows Vocation Film
RIDGEWOOD Sixty north Jersey parishes are be-
ing scheduled by the Serra Club of Ridgewood to view two
vocational films, "God’s Career Women" and "The Salt of
the EArth.” The club will show these color sound track films
on religious vocations to all interested, particularly, to boys
and girl* attending catechetical!
instruction classes.
The first, "God's Career Wom-
en,'' tells the story of a young[
lady's vocation to the Sisterhood. |
The second tells the story of a
vocation to the priesthood. 1
The Ridgewood organization
has both the film and projection
equipment and its membership
Is prepared to present two show
ings in each Bergen County par
ish within a one year period, one
for grammar school pupils, the
other for high school students.
The film project is being under '
taken by the Archdiocesan Serra
Hubs to support the work of MsgrWilliam r Furlong, archdiocesan I
director of vocaUona.
The Serra Club of Ridgewood
will be addressed by Msgr. Jos-
eph J. Gallo of Paterson at the
Oct. g meeting. His subject will
he "The Parish Priest All
Things to All Men.”
CWV Pre-Convention
Dance Arranged
NEWARK The pre-conven-
tion dance of Essex County Chap-
ler. Catholic War Veterans, will
be held Oct 17 at St. Benedict's
auditorium here.
St Benedict's Post will be host
to the 13th annual county con-
vention for trrcn
RED MASS: Lawyers and jurists of the Catholic Lawyers Guild ofthe Archdiocese of Newark gathered Sept. 27 for
the annual Red Mass in Sacred Heart Cathedral. Principals, from left, were Rev. Thomas Meaney, Union County
moderator, who preached the sermon; Dr. John C. H. Wu of Seton Hall Law School, acolyte; Msgr. Thomas M. Rear-
don, regent of Seton Hall Law School, celebrant, Stephen J. Foley, acolyte; Rev. James A. Pindar and Rev. Thomas
F. Duffy, moderators in Hudson and Bergen Counties.
Named Director of
Don Bosco School
PATERSON Rev. Joseph A. Tyminski, 5.D.8., has
been named director and principal of Don Bosco Technical
School here, succeeding Rev. Joseph Perozzi, S.D.B . in
assignment changes announced this week by Very Rev.
Felix J. Penna, S.D.B , provincial.
Father Perozzi, one of the pi-
oneers of the school when it was
first established in 1948, is now
a member of the provincial coun-
cil with headquarters in New
Rochelle, N. Y He will serve as
general chairman of public rela
tions for the Eastern Province
of the Salesian Society.
FATHER TYMINSKI. son of
Mrs. Mary Tyminski of Glen
'Ridge. and the late Joseph Ty
minski Sr., attended St. Valen-
tine's School. Bloomfield, and
Don Bosco High School, Ram-
sey. He entered the Society of
St. John Bosco at St. Joseph's
Novitiate. Newton, and complet-
ed the early part ot his training
(or the Salesian priesthood at
Don Bosco College, Newton.
A teaching period at the Sales!
an School, Goshen, N. Y , and
Don Bosco at Ramsey was fol-
lowed by theology at Don Bosco
College and the newly established
Salesian Seminary, Aptos, Calif.
After ordination in 1949, Father
Tyminski spent five years at
Salesian High School, New Ro-
chelle, as spiritual adviser and
principal.
OTHER APPOINTMENTS an
nounced for the school year;
Rev. Albert Sofia, S D B , who
comes from St Dominie Savio
High School, East Boston, will
serve as vice principal He re-
places Rev. Paul Aromca, S D 8.,
assigned in the same capacity to
the Salesian High School, New
Rochelle. Rev A. Mario, S D.B ,
continues as administrator.
Poetry Medal
To Journalist
I NEW YORK (NC) Clifford
f. Laube, pootauthor and retired
journalist, has been named for
the 1959 Spirit Gold Medal Award
of the Catholic Poetry Society of
America.
The medal will be presented at
a luncheon here Oct 4 It will
conclude a two day congress of
poetry held to celebrate the 25th
anniversary of Spirit, the poetry
society's magazine.
A Mass of Thanksgiving will
he offered by Rishop James E.
Kearney of Rochester in the
Church of Our Savior preceding
the luncheon.
I.aube, selected for the award
in recognition of his contribution
to the ideals of the society, re
tired from the New York Times
as national news editor in 1953
He is the author of Crags, a
book of poetry, served as asso-
ciate editor of Spirit, and is a
former president of the poetry
society.
Plan lecture
Series in Tenafly
TENAFLY A Catholic forum
of three lectures will be held on
successive Tuesday evenings
starting Oct. 13, sponsored by the
Holy Name Society of Our Lady
of Mt. Carmel Church here. The
lectures will be given in the new
Tenafly Senior High School.
Speakers (in order) will be Bob
Considjne, columnist and reporter
of the Hears! Ncwsfeatures Syn
dicate. Douglas Hyde, former
news editor of the communis -
Daily Worker, London, and Brig
Gen. Carlos P. Romulo. Philip
pine Ambassador to the United
States
Co-chairmen
are George J
Kauper and Robert C Phelan
Catholic Accountants
Make Annual Retreat
SOUTH ORANGE More than
200 members of the Catholic Ac
countants Guild attended a re
treat held Sept. 10 at Seton Hall
University. Rev. Robert I. Gan
non. SJ , former president of
Fordham University and now su
perinr at Jesuit Missions in New
York, was the retreat master.
Following tno retreat. Joseph
J. Seamon of Perth Amboy, pres-
ident, announced that the Guild's
annual Communion breakfast will
be held on Pentecost Sunday At
the next meeting, to be held late
this month in Trenton, new offi-
cers will he elected.
Knights of Columbus
Regina Paris Council, Vails-
burg, Newark, will sponsor a
film festival Oct. 13 at the Plaza
Theater, with performances at
6 45 and 9 p m. The feature pic-
ture will be the award-winning
film, "The Miracle of Mareeli-
no
"
Belles ille Council—Past Grand
Knight Albert T. Carraghcr will
be honored at a testimonial din-
ner Oct. 3 at the K. of C. club-
house. Thomas McManus is
chairman
Ridgewood Council Three
members were honored at a spe-
cial program recently. Past
Grand Knight William Glcnnon
was presented with several gilts;
Albert do Causcmakcr and
James Dclleccncri were cited as
"Knights of the Month." The
council will hold an ' o|>en house"
for prospective members, Oct. 26.
Newark Council All past
grand knights will be honored
Oct. 17 at an "open house" par-
ty. A plaque will be unveiled list-
ing their names.
I St. Thomas More Council
| A special program will be held
Oct. 7 entitled "A Salute to the
Press
"
The guest will be Eu-
gene Farrell, editor of the Jer-
sey Journal.
Holy Trinity Sets
CCD Parish Night
PASSAIC—A Confraternity of
Christian Doctrine parish night
program will be held in Holy
Trinity auditorium here Oct. 4 at
7.30 p m. Desgned to give parish
oners a better understanding of
the Confraternity's work, it will
mark the official opening of the
CCD year
Dr. Walter F Robinson, Bay-
onne assistant superintendent of
Schools, will be the principal
speaker. Msgr. Henry M Veith,
pastor, Rev. Lawrence D. Me-
iGinley, assistant pastor, and Rev.
J John E. Morris. CCD director,
I will also be on the program. Wil-
Miarn Sellinger wdl be master of
ceremonies.
Kearny Dana Meet
KhAlt.W Mr and Mrs
Thomas MacFarland hava been
named key couple of St. Cecilia's
Cana group.
Others appointed to the Cana
Council arc Mr. and Mrs. John
t ross, Mr and Mrs. James Me-
Keown, Mr. and Mrs. John Ko-
lan, Mr. and Mrs Robert Far-
rell, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hoop-
er. Mr and Mrs. William Doc-
kertv, Mr. and Mrs John Mc-
Carthy, and Mr. and Mrs. Al
bert Stewart.
Hails Selection
Of Animal Day
JERSEY CITY Msgr. Leßov
E. McWilliams, president of the
National Catholic Society for
Animal Welfare, has commended
the observance of international
World Animal Day on Oct 4.
In his statement. Msgr. McWil-
liams, who is pastor of St. Mi
,chad's Church here, said;
"It is fitting that World Animal
| nay is celebrated on Oct. 4, the
Feast of St. Francis of Assisi,
whose life long love and sym
pathy for the animal world have
served as a shining example
down through the centuries
”
Msgr McWilliams expressed
the hope that "the observance of
the day will serve to remind the
nation of the helplessness of ani-
mals and of the respect and con-
sideration that Is due them, as
God's creatures.''
Tell Mission Activity
Of Christian Brothers
ROME (NC) Christian Broth-
ers arc operating 267 schools, at-
tended by 142.822 pupils, in mis-
sion territories supervised by the
Sacred Congregations of the Ori-
ental Church and of the Props
gallon of the Faith.
Statistics released here show
that there arc 1,915 Brother*
teaching in these areas, assisted
by nearly 1,000 part time teach-
ers. Normal schools, attended by
about 2.215 students, are not in-
cluded in the number of schools.
Accident Insurance
For Blind Issued
NEWARK The (act that blind people can now get
accident insurance is an act of faith by the sighted world
in the basic normality of the blind. Rev Richard M. Me*
Guinness, director of the Mt. Carmel Guild Apostolatc for
the Blind, declared this week
Father McGuinness made the
observation as he announced that
Indemnity Insurance Company of
North America has issued what
is believed to be the first ac
cident insurance at normal rates
for hlind people.
The policy was written for
members of the Mt. Carmel
Guild center for the blind
here, and for all the blind
served by the American Fed-
eration of Catholic Workers
for the Blind, of wrhlch Father
McGuinness is national presi-
dent.
HE CALLED the policy "the
most progressive and enlightened
action which any insurance com
pany has taken to express in a
concrete fashion its faith in the
basic normality of blind individ
uals."
Alfred J. Norton, an insurance
broker of Englewood and a vol-
unteer worker for the blind, work-
ed with the company in develop-
ing the policy. The policy, issued
for one year, has only two exclu-
sions. hernia and loss due to act
of war. which were described
as fewer than the exclusions usu-
ally contained in accident poli-
cies for sighted people
Father McGuinness voiced the
hope that the company will make
'the
coverage available to other
blind groups if the year long ex-
perience with the Catholic Work-
ers for the Blind proves satia-
factorv He added that insurance
statistics have proved false the
popular misconception that blind
people have more accidents than
sighted people.
THE RIBI.E consist* of 72
books
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IT HARDLY SEEMS POSSIBLE
> Ch ... but 12.000 util rebuild th. pariah
.
church la ih. village •( Haret-ea-
-8ax«»« la ByrU. Whlla *2.000 dor.n l
-
*• T,rr f»r for ron.tructloD In Amrrt-
C~ S c,< th * 4M r *‘*d'»U of Harel-ea-Sara-
-2* have mad. (rrat aacriflcn to con-
tribute I*oo. Will you help ua make
up
tho balance? Prrhapa your nelfhbor-
hood or pariah club will glva a ",how-
er” to furnlah Ihla rUla*a homo of tho
Rrldo of f'hrlat. Ilia Church? Tho fol-
lowing piece, of furnlturo aro needed:
Sanctuary lamp* *l4 Mam book . ... *24 Clbortum
...
.*4O
Mam bell * Altar atone 10 Crucifix 2*
Candlea (for rr.) 20 Mam Tr.tmrnta 40 Plctnro 1*
“WHK.RE DID
“Out" envoy, many
-•rr,
,lb ‘“tlr
*.
Th * of our refugee children
aro delighted to hear them givo the ilmplo
explanation. "Wo went to .chool." One more
ehlld will go to achool If
you .end *lO to
Monslgnor Ryan " "WHAT DID YOU DO’"
Your ten dollar, will help another child to
•ay, “I LEARNED TO READ. TO WRITE
™ A.D °. T° PRAV “ *“> keep the
child in achool for a full term.
ThHt/y Fdttn'i Mnam AtJ
& Omul Cktrrri
COD WILL REMEMBER YOU WHEN YOU REMEMBER GOD
IN YOUR WILL.
Many men In the United State, would not
bo prie.ta today tf It were not for your
thoughtful eupport of our .emlnarlei, Thla
aupport la even more urgently needed If
Mathew and George are to be added to tho
email number of prleat. In India. *lOO a year
—SO MUCH EOR THEM. SUCH A BAR-
GAIN FOR YOU—will pay for each year of
their .lx-year aemlnary course.
Although tho Llttlo Flower never waa more than a .tone',
throw front her convent, her Intereat la. and prayera for. tho
Church la foreign landa gained for her tho alngolar title—
Patronem of tho Mtaalona. Wo oak your prayera and your ln-
terrated membenhlp In tho Near Eaat Mlaalona. THE MORR
INTERESTED YOU ARE. THE MORE INTERESTING CHRIST
AND HIS CHURCH WILL BE IN THE MISSIONS.
INDIVIDUAL ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP
FAMILY ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP ..!!!!...! ! *4
INDIVIDUAL PERPETUAL MEMBERSHIP *2O
FAMILY PERPETUAL MEMBERSHIP
1r
The Mlaaloner who offer* Uau for you, and who ask. Chrt.t'a
rare for you and your*, la eapeclally grateful becau.e your
Mas. offering, help him bring Chrl.t to other.. HAVE YOU
thought to have a mass said for your priest-
friend WHO DIED? Ho will appreciate It.
Thanksgiving Day Is a aymbol of"the groat-
■em of America. THE GfcEAT ARE AL-
WAYS GRATEFUL. Your grateful gift of
lII* a year for tho two-year novitiate of
SISTERS BENNET and BARNABAS of In-
dia will make U poa.lble for them 100. to
five thank*. They will bo prayerfully mlnd-
fol of yo« all the day* of their Uvea.
rz
cm
HE IS A WARM PERSON " Thl. la what you and 1 love u
much about Pop* John. Hi. warmth la extended, In term, o
food and clothing, to the needy of Pale.tlne, through your gift,
membership duea, and Masa offering, to the Near East Ml*
alont. When you listen to tho Holy Father you reallre that 11
IS NEXT TO IMPOSSIBLE TO WORK OR TO PRAY WITH
OUT THE BASIC NECESSITIES OF LIFE.
IwiUcar last(Dissions jjb
FRANCIS CARDINAL SPILLMAN. ProtUont
Ma«r. fame P. Twohy, Nat l *#e>
Sowd oil omnamatoottono iw
CATHOLIC NEAR EAST WELFARE ASSOCIATION
4RO Loxington Av* at 46th St. NawToHt 17, N. Y.
Now! the first self-timing cream hair tint!
•1*
Gives natural-looking, even color automatically
Helena Rubinstein’s new
CROWNING COLOR
Now ... givt yourself hair color as even as nature everytlme,
and do it automatically! Helena Rubinstein's thrilling new
Crowning Color Cream Hair Tint times itself. You read a
book. You watch TV as rich color beautifies. Coloring action
stops when exactly the right even shade is reached. No dark
ends. No patchy look. The color is so natural-looking noone
will ever believe you did it yourself at home!
And new Crowning Color conditions as it colors. Never, never
fades. You get a perfect match retouch after retouch.
12 beautiful shades give any color effect you wish. Cover gray ’
completely. Ask for Helena Rubinstein’s new Crowning Color.
Only 1.50 plus tax.
Cosmetics, Main Floor
enow*rue
couoa
Main St. t, Temple Ave., Hackensack, N. J.
For a better understanding of
today’s world issues
THE 1959
MOUNT CARMEL
FORUM
Topics of current interest will be discussed by world
renowned speakers at the three 1959 Forum meetings,
sponsored by the Holy Name Society, Our Lady uf Mt
t'armel R (’. Church, Tcnafly,
October 13- Mr. Bob Considine
Subject "World Aifain and Catholicism”
October 20- Hon. Carlos P. Roitiulo
Subject “The Jnvisible* in The Race for Poucr"
October 27- Mr. Douglas Hyde
Subject “The Tnychology of Subversion”
Each meeting will begin at 8 30 P M with a question
period after each talk Subscription $2 50 for the
entire scries Forum meetings will be held in the
Auditorium of
TENAFLY SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
TINAFIY, N J
To rr»rr\e llckeL», call or write Mr Andrew KU'f.
9 Prospect Terrace, Trnafy. N. J, LO 9 5294
9
Main at Temple
Hackeniack, N. J.
WEEK-END SHOPPER-STOPPERS
r
,
Men's 3.95 White Shirts Boys' 3.95 Flannel* Slacks
Perfect qualilyl Hi-
count Sanforized
whit# broadcloth;
made with perma-
nent collar ttay*,
short-spread collar.
MVS to 17.
s2°°
‘Bland of Viscose-
rayon that'* wash-
abla, craaia-raiiitantl
Choice of dark gray
or cocoa brown; jr.
••*•* 6 to 12. Excel-
lent buyl
s2*oo
Men's Shop • Main floor Boy'i Shop • Second floor
ft
§
\^^|f
i
Tots* $1.04 Polo Shirts
Heavy ribbed cotton
knit long sleeve
style. Choice of sev-
eral Fall colors. Stock
up and save. Sizes
4 to 6.
Tots' $1.99 Corduroy Slacks
59
Young World • Second floor
Perfect quality—just
ISO prs. Made with
elastic-back waist,
fitted front band.
Tapered leg. Black; 3
to 6x In the group.
99
Young World • Second floor
Open Thurs. & Fri. Evenings Till 9:30
We, at Least, Have
Tli* finil evaluation of the vjait of the Red
dictator to America will have to await at leait
the conclusion of the Eisenhower-Khrusbchev con-
ference, in progress as these line* are being
written It may, indeed, be montha or even year*
before we (hall know the gain* made by the
new. post-Dulles turn of American diplomacy
or the price paid for it
Even at thi* early date, however, comment
is in order The reader will recall that one of the
reason* advanced to justify the invitation to the
Butcher of Budapest to visit u* wa* that, by
coming, he would learn about ux and our country.
There was. of course, no reason to believe that
there was anything about America that he did not
already know, through the report* of the efficient
Soviet espionage system; there is no reason to
believe that he learned or even wanted to
learn anything of importance while here.
Irrespective of all this, there is no doubt that
we. the American people, at least, have learned
two things of great importance, two things taught
u* by the sight and sound, the fuss and fury of
Khrushchev's progress across our land.
For one thing, the Red leader, from begin-
ning to end. showed himself to be a not-uncom-
mon mixture of the spoiled brat and the brag-
ging bully.
Even before he arrived, we were shown what
In expect. The State Department had the greatest
difficulty in arranging with Soviet official* the
details of his trip. Though he wa* to be our guest,
he seemed for a guest oddly insistent on
things being done his way rather than ours. And
jet, when things were done his way, he often
flew into a fury, as waa the case with the visit
to Disneyland, the concentration on meeting rich
business and political leaders, rather than the
ordinary American citixen.
Khrushchev was supposed to have come in
order to learn. For a learner, however, he in-
sisted on doing an incredible amount of talking:
he opened his mouth rather than his ear*. And
what speeches! A good deal of their offensive
ness was lost in the process of translation. There
is nodoubt that, had they been delivered original
ly in English, his audiences would have been
thoroughly disgusted with their bad-mannered
boasting, their thinly veiled threat*.
The second thing we have learned from the
Khrushchev visit is that, barring a miracle of
grace, there has been no change in his attitude
which offers much hope of real improvement in
East-West relations. The continued "jamming’’ of I
radio broadcasts, the hrazen arrogance with
which our guest refused to answer reasonable
*nd proper questions, the lying Mosc.iw broad
cast* about the ’'tumultuous" reception given
him in thi* country, the constant bragging about
Russian military might, the "tough" statement*
made on the very eve of the Camp David meet-
ing. all leave little room for optimism. Even his
much-heralded disarmament plan proved to be
nothing more than a re.hash of previous and '
properly unacceptable communist proposals.
Even if there should seem to be some agree-'
ment reached by the President and his guest. |
we will do well to remember the unbroken Soviet
record of broken pledges, maintain our military
strength —and pray.
Attention Catholic Men!
The Catholic men of the entire itale fare
a sharp challenge to their spiritual lethargy,
starting this Sunday An intensive membership
drive *he first ever undertaken by all the
dioceses of New Jersey will aim at enrolling
every' man under the Holly Name banner A
huge task this, demanding much "leg work,” and
not a little prayer.
As it is
now, not mofe than 10 to 20% of
the eligible manhood in any parish are active
members of the Holy Name Society. And only
a small fraction of these men receive Holy
(ommunion with their society at the aecond-
Sunday Mass. Obviously, there is need for a call
to a spiritual awakening.
Holy Name Rally Day. with its parades and
banners and cheering spectators, often presents
a false picture; once past the reviewing stand,
the member hurries home with the feeling of
a job well done. But ctTme November, the Holy
Name meeting night finds him out bowling or
lounging before the parlor TV.
The principles of the Holy Name, the teach-
ings of the Church cannot be set aside, like the
high-hat or the frock coat, religion is not a one-
dav affair, fenced in by 10 Commandments:
it is as broad as life itself; it is filled with
surging power that can transform a home, a
parish And it is the layman who must do and
dare in this crusade God has been pretty much
closed out of His own world by atheistic lay-
men: it is up to God fearing laymen to bring
Him to society.
The Holy Name Society is the essential.
basic layman's organization in anv parish; it
is the right arm of the pastor. The Name and
cause of Christ are its objectives. Zealous Holy
Name men can realize those goals in their own
neighborhood by social works, catechetical pro
grams, youth activities, annual retreats. The
complaint of listlesa meetings fades before such
stimulating projects; here is food for that month-
ly get together; here is a challenge to get up
out of that
easy chair and be on the move for
Christ and souls.
for the Catholic man to say "I'm 100 busy
100 tired don't care” to join the Holy
Name Sdciety, seems like running away from
responsibilities. This invitation to sign up with
the Church's special society for men Is really
an invitation from Christ Himself He wants
a meeting with Him at the altar. He promised
to be with all who gather in His Name
There is the primary purpose of the Holy
Name Society to honor the Savior, to en-
courage others to honor Him. Once that's done,
programs for meetings, society activities will
take on new life and meaning, because they
will draw their energy from the Bread of the
Eucharist.
St. Pius X observed once that "what is
needed today for the salvation of society is a
group of enlightened laymen in each parish,
virtuous, resolute and true apostles " The Holy
Name Society is the ideal organization This
membership drive must succeed not just to
ES" "IT "nk * f°r - hut because
God and Hia Church need apostles!
Prayers in October
' it mwly coincidence that President
: Eisenhower designated Oct 7 as a National Day
; of Prayer’ We would like to think that he knew
’ that Oct 7 is the Feast of the Most Holy Rosary
of the Blessed Virgin Mary.
For almost «*) years the Catholic Church
has celebrated the Feast of the Most Holy
Rosary in commemoration of the victory of the
Christian nations of the West, under the com
mand of Don Juan of Austria, over the Turks
of the East in the Rattle of Upanto Christian
civilization was saved that day in 1571. It was
saved not by arms alone but by the endless
processions of people, led by Tope St. Pius
\ . reciting the Rosary on the streets of Rome
for the success of the Chnstisn forces in their
final desperate attempt to stop the aggressive
followers of Mohammed from overrunning Eur-
ope.
As we thank Cod on Oct 7 for the Christian
victory of 1571, we shall thank Him also, as
our President wishes, for His countless gifts to
our own beloved country. We shall pray, too,
for those ''who now endure suffering of body,
mind or spirit.'" and we shall prepare ourselves
to meet the obligations of our day with con-
fidence in God. We are hopeful that once again,
through the intercession of Our Lady, Christian
civilisation will be saved from the threatening
godless governments of the East.
Though the Feast of the Most Holy Rosary
is observed on one day only. Oct 7, the entire
month of October is dedicated to the Rosary.
It was in 1«3 that Pope Leo XIII decreed that
the Rosary be recited in every parish church
in the world every day during the month of
October. I,eo lived in troublous times for the
Church. The Papal States had been seized and
the Roman Question was extremely vexing in
Italy. The Kulturkampf. or the stiuggle for
civilization, was being waged in Germany. The
enemies of religion in France were attacking
the Church with hateful fury. If the Church
w»» 1" »>c victorious and Catholics were to re
tain their Faith and their civil rights, Heaven's
help was needed Pope I.eo decided on the Ro-
sary, which again was efficacious in overcom-
ing the forces of evils.
In every pontificate since Leo's there have
been trials and crosses which required the aid
and comfort 0f the Mother of God Pope John
XXIII now sees the Church crushed in com
munlst countries. He senses the silent sorrow
of Cardinals, Bishops, priests, religious and
lay people who are prisoners of the Reds He
is troubled by the threat of a rocket war His
Holiness begs us to take up our Rosaries and
recite them daily in our churches during the
month of October, that these evils may pass
away a* others passed before.
If you would lige and enjoy peace and free-
dom. say the Rosary every day in October.
Pray for the Church, your country and your
personal intentions. Remember that It was nev-
er known that anyone who Ted tn the protec
tton of the gracious Virgin Marv was left un
aided.
Ulcers for Guardian Angels
It is Monday morning and the new school
term is opening. Little Doris is reporting for the
first grade, and since mother is very solicitous
for her child s welfare, she will go along all the
w*y to the ftchool door
Before they go. at mother a invitation, they
both kneel down, and recite this prayer;
Angel of God, My Guardian dear.
To whom His love commits me here.
Ever this day be at my side.
To light and guard, to rule and guide.
They walk toward the school and come to a
busy intersection Mother takes Doris firmly hy
the hand so that no harm will come to the child,
and of all things, tries to beat the red light. There
is a wild screeching of brakes -nd the driver of
the car that almost cuts them down Is speechless
from fright. The two Guardian Angels start out
'he day all in a dither. Early in the morning
they are called upon to work a near-miracle.
When mother left home, she was so excited
that she did not bother locking the front door.
Any tramp or thief could have walked in un-
molested and gone off with the family jewels
and silver And for the second time, the poor
Guardian Angel is called upon to do extracur.
ricular activity The ulcers are on their way.
We now turn our activity to a night scene,
where the older daughter of the same family is
Involved. She is very much in love, so she says,
and is going for a ride with her boy friend She
takes her accustomed seat in the car. so close
to the driver that you could hardly park a road
map between them They are off for the highways
and the by ways, and since Sir Galahad is sup
posed to be a good driver, he doea not pay much
attention to the other cars or the fast pace thathe maintains. They speak about the unending
love that they have for ooe another and tf it
were not for the extra care exercised by the
other drivers, and the heroic work of the Guar-
dian Angels, there would be a tragic crack up
And sometimes even the Guardian Angels cannot
do the Impossible things necessary to prevent
an arcident.
For the sake of simplicity we shall stick
to the same family and keep an eye upon the
father. He Is a hard working man and is proud
of his family. From past experience he knows
that it is very difficult lo practice moderation
when he enters a tavern And he
passes such a
tavern on his way home from work. He has a
few cronies who spend considerable time atlhis
establishment, and who give him a glad hand
whenever he pays them a visit, lie knows that
If he surrenders to his Impulse and enters the
plsce. that he is apt to get into trouble. Some-
where an inner volee keeps warning him to go
straight home. It is probably the voice of con-
science with a strong assist from his Guardian
Angeh If he turns a deaf ear to this combina-
lion, he will get home late, give the family a lot
of unpleasant moments and hours and cast a
shadow of gloom over the household Such ex-
periences are very distressing to Guardian
Angels.
Our Guardian Angel, whose feast we celebrate
on Oct. 2. exerts a very Important Influence on
our lives. But he does not and cannot deprive
us of the freedom of the will which we have re-
ceived from Almighty God. Every day we fare
problems and situations where we are apt to
mske serious mistakes, if we pause at such a
lime, and listen to that Inner .nice of conscience
and our Guardian Angel, we can save ourselves
much trouble and a lot of regrets.
Don t give YOUR Guardian Angel ulcers, hy
■ "king him lo he policeman, caretaker, d»iective
•nd
private-eye _ p|ul ,11 hli lpi rUul | , s .
•ifnmenti.
Above the Summit
Russians Visit Coincides
With Party’s Anniversary
By Louis Francis Budenz
It would been (hough!
that dictator Khruschev would
have failed in hia minion of
spreading appeasement among us
when he staged his wild act at
Hollywood, speaking of our Amor
lean officials as though they were
already Soviet serfs It would
have seemed
that the con-
tempt which he
showed for ur,
in the boorish
manners with
which he brush-
ed aside perti-
nent questions
on the Hungar-
ian slaughter
and the Soviet
suppression of thought, would
'have finished him and his propa-
ganda in America.
Not so. says Moscow to the
communist leaders of all coon
tries Not
so, repeat those lead
ers to their followers. K.ven be-
fore Khrushchev had set foot
here, the course which would be
followed and the outcome which
would result were outlined in
New Times, coming from Mos-
cow, and Political Affairs, issued
here
BOTH I>IRK(TIVK organs pre
dieted that the Khrushchev trip
would go a long way toward
building up appeasement forces
here and throughout the free
world. Thereupon, "peaceful co-
existence" would he attained with
the U.S agreeing to those steps
which would bring about the So-
vletitalinn of Berlin and all West
Germany They expect us to he
dragooned Into a "summit" con-
ference leading to Soviet victory.
Roth organs relied upon a
double-edged technique to bring
us toward further acquiescence
to Moscow's will. There It.
first of all, the propaganda of
frightfulness with Its threats of
sputnik, lunik, and Soviet rock-
ets. This runs all through the
New Times and Is summed up:
"What 1s the alternative to
peaceful coexistence? All the evi-
dence of the post war period
shows that the only alternative
Is force and cold war strategy.
There is no third choice
"
This was also Khrushchev a
threat on our own platforms It
is an utterly false conclusion.
There Is a third choice besides
"peaceful coexistence" and war.
and that Is a firm stand by the
U S
How sensitive Soviet reactions
are to the knowledge that this
third alternative exists is wit-
nessed in their angry touchiness
expressed by Khrushchev, the
New Times, and Political Affairs
to nur "C’aptlxe Nations
Week " It is apparent that th#
Soviet dictatorship u seeking to
use us as the fulcrum to eslah
lish permanent slavery In Poland.
Hungary. China, and other such
countries
POLITICAL AFFAIRS pick* up
thi* propaganda of fright, adding
the intimidation of ‘ the Great
Leap" In Red China. And it re-
veals that the Kremlin ii depend-
ing a great deal on the develop
ment of appeasement forces,
through communist stimulus, in
America.
By coincidence, Ihe month of
Khrushchev'a visit also marked
the 40th anniversary of the
Communist Parts of the L.S.
Political Affairs halls this an
niversary by stating that the
Communist Party hay made *'an
indelible imprint on this coun-
try ' It has done so, review
brings out, by advancing all dur-
ing these 40 years the proposals
| initiated in Moscow and to w hich
the American government and
general
press have acquiesced to
too great a degree.
BRINGING ITS
review to a
climax. Political Affairs states:
In the depths of Mctarthyism
the Communist Party held high
Ithe banner of peace in the face
°l Persecution and attack. Today
fur
party fights without reserva 1
tion for peaceful coexistence, for
an end to the menace of nuclear
war. We hail the impending ex-
change of visits between Eisen-
hower and Khrushchev
as a tre-|
mendous step in this direction,
and look to it as the forerunner
of a fruitful summit conference
for peace.”
It is 40 years of service to
-Moscow that is being crowned hy
Khrushchev's visit and that visit
in turn, as we could read further,
is counted on to spread the num-
ber of Moscow's servants in this
country. This tells us, when we
think it through, that if we would
spend less time in mollifying Sov
iet Russia and more time in en-
couraging the captive nations to
liberate themselves, it would be
better for us and for the world
The Faith in Focus
A Good Confession
By Msgr. George W. Shea
,
S.T.D.
Sacramental confession, last
week a column explained, is the
telling of our sins to an authorized
priest for the purpose of obtaining
forgiveness Our Ix>rd, we
learned, made such confession an
essential part of the Sacramen'
of Penance, a requirement for
the remission of sins committed
after Baptism.
It goes without saying that this
confession should not be a mere
formality, the casual mention of
only one or another of one's trans-
giessions. nr a careless rattling
off of generalities. To he what
Christ willed it to be— a good I
confession, this self-accusation In
the Sacrament of Penance must
he humble, sincere, and entire.
Our confession is humble when
we accuse ourselves of our sins
with a conviction of guilt for hav
ing offended God. It is sincere
w hen we tell our sins honestly and
frankly. People who seem more
intent on defending themselves
than on confessing their sins, who
ure evasive and deliberately ob-
scure. can hardly he said to be
humble and sincere in making
their confession. Rut the person
who, without entering into unnec-
essary detail, tells his sins clearly
•’nd distinctly so that the priest
can understand them is certainly
being humble and sincere.
It is necessary to confess every
mortal sin committed after Bap-
tism which has not yet been con-
fessed and forgiven in the Sacra
ment of Penance. When we do
this, telling, as far as we can
remember, not only the different
kinds of sins hut also the number
of times we have committed
them, and any circumstance
changing their nature, our con-
fession is entire.
By the kind of sins is meant
the class they belong to. such as
blasphemy, missing Mass, diso-
bedience, theft, etc And one must
confess whether the ain was in
thought, word, or deed. The heat
way to determine and remember
the various kinds of gins we may
have committed is to run through
the Commandments of Cod and
nl the Church Most prayer books
have lists of sins which are help
ful for determining the kinds of
ains we have committed. The
person who cannot remember
the exact number of times he
has committed a particular kind
of sin should try to come as j
close as possible to the actual
number.
Circumstances that change the:
nature of a sin are those which ]
sad some new wickedness to the!
action For instance, If someone I
intentionally killa another, he ls|
guilty of the sin of murder. But
'I the
person he kills is, for ex
»mple. a priest snd the murder-
er knows it, this circumstance
adds anew wickedness to his act
end makes it also a tin of
sacrilege.
If we deliberately conceal a
mortal sin in confession, the tint
we do confess are not forgiven;
one has simply added to them a
new sin. a mortal tin of sacri-
lege.
To get straightened out, a
person who has done this must
go to confession sgain and con
fess that he has made a bad con-
fession. tell the tin he has con-
cealed. mention the
sacraments
he has received since that time,
end confess all the other mortal
fins he has committed since hit
lest good confession.
I If without our fault we forget
to confess a mortal sin, we may
receive Holy Communion, be-
cause we have made a good con-
fession and the sin that was for-
gotten is forgiven along with the
,'rest; but we must tell that for
gotten sin in confession if it
cornea to mind later. In some
circumstances it is impossible
and therefore not
necessary to
tell the nature and number of
one's sins. For Instance, a dy-
ing person, or a large number of
soldiers going into battle may not
have time for a detailed confea
slon. In such cases a general in- ;
dicalion of sinfullness, sorrow,
and desire for absolution will suf
fice. But If one gets the chance to
make a detailed confession later
on, one must then tell the tins
that have thus been confessed
only in a general way.
In Your Prayers
remember these, your deceas-
ed priests:
Archdiocene of Newark
Rev Joseph C. Dunn Oct .1,
1005
Rev Michael J McGuirk. Oct
3. 1028
Rev Joseph F. Curie, Od 4,
1942
Rev. Thomas M. Curry, Oct. 4,
1047
Rev Thomas A. Conroy, Oct fl,
1927
Rev Patrick A. Maher, Oct fl,
1930
Rev. Anthony Gracik, Oct. 0
1050
Rev. Augustine M. Brady, Oct
9. 1900
Uiorene of l*oiernon
Rev William G Keen, Oct 3,
1048
THE QUESTION BOX
■ W
m
Cmr\"' 76 S'. BloomI NJ,
Q. Why are stair religions
societies classified as "orders"
and others ss "societies"*
A. Those who enter religious
lift and take the vow* of religion
are called religious. Some reli-
gious make profession of vows
that are called aolemn. These are
the same vows of poverty, chas-
tity and obedience taken by other
religious but they are given a
special rauonical force and powrr
by the Church. Vows that are not
solemn are railed simple
j An order is a religious society
or institute in which the mem-
bers take solemn vows A reli
gious society or institute in whirh
the members take simple vows is
called a congregation
We may add that there is also
in the Church a kind of religious
society in which the memheis
live their religious life in com-
mon but do not take public vow3.
The individual religious In this
case may take private vows, or
may be bound with some other
kind of common bond. These so
cieties are called societies or in-
stitutes of common life
F rar.ciscan and Carmelite
r athers. and Carmelite and cer-
tain other cloistered rvligmus wo-
men are in religious orders The
ordinary teaching Sisters, reli-
gious Brothers, and Salesian Fa-
thers are examples of religious
congregations The Taulist and
Maryknoll Fathers are examples
of societies of common life.
Q. What obligation* have
children pant 2l toward their
parents?
A. The obligations of love and
reverence continue all during the
life of a eon or daughter. The
obligation of obedience ends
when the ehild cornea of age or
marrie* Of courae, if the ion
er daughter llvei with their par
enta at home, even after they
come of age they muat observe
the family regulation* a* aet
down for orderly living.
Another, and an increasingly
important, obligation rf children
who are of
age bind* them to
aid their parent* who may be
in teriou* need The
extent of
thi* obligation varie* with the
financial ability of the child, and
with hi* itate In life (whether
married or ungle); a* well a*
with the amount of need of the
parent*.
Rather than attempt to *et a
preciie rule in the mailer we
would prefer to itlr up the love
and charity of children io that
they will do even more than 1*
strictly neceaiary, if they can do
*° •
I Kipecially should married chil-
dren be prepared to assist their
ailing and needy parent* (and
their parent* In law > We know
of
many difficulties that can
»ri*e. and we know that help
cannot always be given even
when the children would desire
to do *O. Yet with the increasing
number of old people. Catholics
mu*t see that assistance to the
old is an ever increasing duty
Old people, too, have their re
fsponsibilities in this ihatter.
They must be prepared to he sat-
isfied with the help that can ho
given; and they must not inter-
fere with the live* or homes of
their married children. Thu*
when they live with married
sons or daughters thev must re-
member that they are not | n
charge of the home They are
rather loved and honored guests*
Q. C4n a Catholic girl get
married lo a Catholic who Is
divorced? Can they go together
now?
A If the Catholic was mar-
ried in the Church and then di-
vorced he must still be consid-
ered a married man until h>l
former wife dies. Hence noCath-
olic may marry him; and ainco
people go out together with a
view to msrrisge. no Catholic
may go with this man. The fact
of the civil divorce cannot
change his state as a married
man.
However, if the Catholic was
not married in the Church, then
l.e might be free to marry again.
A Catholic girl before getting tn»
deeply involved with such a per-
son should ask the advice of her
confessor or parish priest.
Q Why does the altar hoy
bold up the celebrant's rbasn-
ble when hr genuflects during
the Consecration but at no oth-
er time In the Maai?
A The chasuble i< raised en*
precisely at the genuflections of
the Consecration Out rai ci u
the elevation of the Host and of
the chalice. The ceremony dates
from the time when large and
full chasubles were m use In
order to give the arms of jho
Priest greater freedom for tho
elevation the
server raised the
chasuble slightly. It j, thrrefnro
» practical ceremony if the
chasuble la large and full; other-
wi** it is a ceremonial restur..
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Letters to the Editor
. ****■»<*■»<■ .rfrXtWi/a f atm
U. S. Catholic
Literature
Joseph McCaffrey,
Morris Plains.
Editor:
By accident, or should I nay
through the guidance of Provi-
dence, I had the "good fortune”
<t) to come acroaa Saturday Re-
view'a question a* to the exist-
ence of an American Catholic
literature. I immediately dubbed!
It as a most extravagant waste j
of three pages which said noth ]
Ing; three pages which presented
the pitiable picture of an intellec-
tual gone sour; three pages which
apoke poorly of editorial responsi-1
bility at Saturday Review.
Is there an American Catholic
literature? Indeed there is! But
it is a literature suited to the
times, not a head-in-the-clouds
etyle hut a down-to-earth, fect-
on-the-ground variety slugging it
nut in the day-to-day battles with
the enemy without and the enemy
within.
It is the knowing, well-present-
ed editorials such as yours. It
is the weekly writings of your
syndicated columnists dealing
with both abstract and concrete
matters. It Is even the judicious-
ly-applied policy of allowing a
home grown, garden-variety resi-
<irnt of Skid Row to unburden her
anul in print and being able to
come back promptly with a well-,
written refutation of error by a
Skid Row neighbor.
In the matter of presenting l
truth, refuting error, seeking jus-J
tire, urging charity, bestowing
praise in this turbulent 20th cen-
tury the American Catholic need
apologize to no one.
‘The Nun's Story’
Not Accurate
Kathy Mayer,
Madison.
Editor:
A* a student of a Catholic high
•rhool. I'm afraid I disagree with
J P. Waters of Morristown in
relation to "The Nun's Story." 1
have been taught by nuns for the
past 10 years, and having known
some of them personally, I have
my doubts that the picture in
question gave an accurate por-
trayal of convent life.
We must remember that this
as as a European order and these
girls were not as involved ma-
terialistically as we are today.j
Eor this reason, the more severe
American girls see a nun'a life,'
Ihe more they will turn away to’
the more inviting things of this
world.
_
Another argument Is that no
girl would stay in the convent
for 13 years when she is larking
a vocation. Many priests have)
said that superiors will either re-
alize that there is no vocation
and advise a person to return to
the world, or else God will give
them the grace of a true voca-
tion. Either way it seems incredi-
ble that Sister Luke could or
would go on In such conflict for
auch a length of time.
My final disagreement lies in
the fact that non-Catholirs and
uninformed Catholics were able
to view this. It's bad enough some
people feel the way they do about
runs. I'm pretty sure when some
weak-minded persona saw "The
Nun’s Story,” it must nave con-
firmed their false notions.
Publishing Lists
Of Contributions
Marie R. Houstoun,
Ridgewood.
Editor:
In answer to a letter about
| "publishing lists of contr-
ibutions," t would like to express
my views on the subject. I be-
lieve, on accurate information,
that the end does justify the
means, as revenue has greatly
increased in many cases.
The privilege of "Do not pub-
lish” is offered, and in my esti-
mation the use of the envelopes
at least shows cooperation with
the desires of the pastor.
Thankful For
Literature
( Rev. ) D. Pinto. S.J.,
Mangalore, India.
Editor:
I thank you very much for pub-
lishing my request for literature
in the July 2 Advocate. I am
glad to inform you that I have
received a number of packages
of magazines and used Christ-
mas cards. I am extremely
grateful for it and shall write
to those who have sent their ad-
dresses. Kindly insert a line to
thank those others who have not
sent their addresses, in order
that they may know that I have
received their packages.
Salute to
Dan Herr
Paul Thuring,
Jersey City.
Editor:
The significance of Dan Herr's
'remarks in his recent column.
| Obsession With Sox,” deserves
the utmost cooperation from Cath-
olic moviegoers
1 His plan initiates a conviction
that places parents in the dutiful
role of "true guardians" of their
| children's spiritual welfare His
aim is designed to familiarize
families with the pit/alls of "foul"
movies whose dominant theme is
sex and its glorification.
Mr. lferr calls attention to the
blatant emphasis of obscene ad-
vertising and its resultant effects
upon our young people. The prob-
lem is becoming more and more
acute and is one of the basic
causes of juvenile waywardness.
It is discouraging to note the
deplorahle increase in sex crimes
in our major cities. The wonder
of it is that a greater crisis in
depravity and criminal wanton-
ness has not developed in view
of the movie industry's "spread
of filth."
Unfortunately, too many par-
ents believe it is unrealistic to
"police" their offspring In regard
!to movie patronage; others, thank
j God, love their children
We salute Dan Herr for his col
umns which tend to enlighten
Catholics in respect to their
choice of proper film fare.
God Lore You
An Example
To Follow
By Bishop Fulton J. Sheen
We often wonder why commu-
nism spreads like a plague over
the world; It sometimes seems as
if the same fiery zeal which char-
acterized the Church in its first
300 years is dow at the service
|of the anti-
Christ. If you
would know one
of the secrets
of their power,
then read this
story of sacri-
| fice as It ap-
,peered in the
New York
I Times.
A Chinese stu-
dent at the Moscow University
starved himself to buy a small
Russian camera. He was sum-
moned to a communist council of
young students. The young prose-
cutor said: "You have deprived
your body and your brain of the
food calories needed to study at
your highest capability. If you
were able to work at full capa-
city on less food, you should have
given the extra money to the
state.”
The student sold his camera
and gave the money to the
state.
One of the early Fathers of the
Church quoted the pagan as say-
ing: "See how the Christians
love one another.” Now, who
gave the example? We have to
say of the communists: “See
what sacrifice they make for the
.cause of world enslavement.”
My dear readers! Awake! Shall
they do more for anti-Christ than
we do for the Savior? For months
and months you have read this
column ‘lnteresting.” you say.
Now let It be “inspiring
" At the
end of each week, send your sac-
rifices for the missions
r.on LOVE YOU to Mr. and
Mrs R.S.P. for $25. ’lt isn't
much, hut wilh my husband, my-
self and 10 children and another
one In two weeks, it takes a lot
of money. But we thought many
young boys and girls do not have
what ours have.”
When your friends compliment
you on your God I.ove You Med-
al, ask them to make a sacrifice
for the missions and to request
one for themselves: $2 small sil-
ver medal; $.l small silver medal
with chain; $3 small 10k gold-fill-
ed medal, $4 small 10k gold-
filled medal with chain; $5 large
silver medal; $lO large 10k gold
filled medal.
Cut out this column, pin your
sacrifice to it and address It to
Hlshop Fulton J. Sheen, Na-
tional Director, Society for the
Propagation of the Faith, 3M
Fifth Ave., New York 1, or to
your diocesan director. Bishop
Martin W. Stanton, 31 Mulberry
St., Newark 2, Rt. Rev. Msgr.
William F. I-ouls, 24 DeGrasse
St., Paterson.
Saints of
The Week
Sunday, Oct. 4 St. Francis
of Assisi, Confessor. Born in IM2.
died in 122S after founding Fran-
ciscan order He was Inspired by
a lova of poverty and spent his
time alternately preaching to
multitudes and fasting in desert
solitude Received on hla hands,
fret and side the prints of the
five wounds of Christ.
Monday, Oct. 5 St. Placid
and Companions, Martyrs. Rom
In Rome SIS and at 13 became a
Benedictine. Fiv« years later a
monastery he founded was over-
run by barbarians who killed
!him, his two brothers, hit visit-
ing sister and some 30 monks.
I Tuesday, Oct. S— St. Rruno,
lConfessor. Born in Cologne about
j 1030, founded Carthusians and
died about 1101.
Wednesday, Oct. 7 Feast of
the Most Holy Rosary. This feast i
also commemorates St. Mary of
Victory, a feast instituted by
Pope Pius V in memory of a
victory by Christians in a naval
battle against the Turks
Thursday, Oct. It St. Bridget
of Sweden. Widow. A member of
the Swedish royal family, she
was born In 1034. She married
Prince Ulpho of Sweden and they
had eight children before sepa-
rating by mutual consent, she to
found the community of St. Sav-
iour and he to join the Cister-
cians
Friday, Oct. 9 8L John Leon-
ard, Confessor Born in Lunl,
Tuscany, he Joined with other fa-
mous holy men of the 16th cen-
tury in restoring Church disci-
pline and converting sinners.
Founded the Congregation of
Clerks Regular of the Mother of
God and died In 1609 at age of 60.
Saturday. Oct. 10 St Fran-
rti Borgia, Confessor. Born in
1510, became a Jesuit,declined a
Cardinalate and was chosen third
General of the Jesuits. Died at
Ferrara In 1572
October Intentions
The Holy Father's general
intention for October is:
Pariah missions
The mission intention suggest-
ed for the apostleship of Prayer
by the Pope Is:
That all Christians may fully
rerogniia and effectively carry
out their dutiea toward the mis-
sions
STRANGE BUT TRUE
Little-knowa Facts for Catholics
By M. J. MURRAY dsfdsfsafsa
Quiz on Faith
By Brian Cronin
1 In High Mass, the Gospel ia: (i) Omitted? (b) Said aloud?
(c) Said silently? (and) Sung’
2 The Church celebrates only three birthdays in its litur-
gical calendar Our Lord's, Our Lady's, and (a) SL
■Joseph's? (b) St. Peters? (c) St. John the Baptist’ (and)
St. Patrick's?
The holy places in the Holy Land have traditionally been
under the care of the: (a) Franciscans? (b) Dominicans’
(c) Trappists? (dl Carmelites’
A What does the word "creed'' mean’ (a) Prayer? (b)
Belief? (c) Hymn’ (and) Prophecy’
(
J Those books falsely claimed to be divinely inspired parts
of the Bible are termed: (a) Didactic’ (b) Apocryphal?
(c) Prophetical? (and) Canonical’
ln ecelesiatical ranks, which of the following orders is
senior’ (a) Exorcist? (b > Acolyte’ <c) Deacon’ (and) Sub-
deacon’
y To whom did Our Lady appear with a miraculous medal
and ask that it be made and worn by the faithful? (a)
Bernadette Soubirous? (b) Catherine Laboure’ (c)
Mariette Beco’ (and) St. Maria Goretti?
Who is the patron saint of Catholic schools’ (a) St.
Francis of Assisi? (b) Blessed Martin de Porres? (c) St.
Thomas Aquinas? (and) St. Aloysios Gonaaga?
Give yourself 10 marks for rack correct answer below.
Ralsnx: 80 - Excellent; 70
- Very Good; 60 - Good; 50 - Tair
p> 8 :<q> i :<a) 9 :<q> « :<q> r :<«) t '-(a) * :(p> i ishhmsnv
Sees Smaller Unions
Hurt by Labor Law
Ry Msgr. George G. Higgins
Director, Social Action Department, SCWC
Tim* slone will t*U whether
lh« n*w labor r*(orm law li as
good ai Ita proponent* say or as
bad as ita critics made it out to
be. However, my guess is that
it will ultimately prove to have
been overrated as a solution to
labor racketeering and that the
substance of
labors' criti-
cism of the act
will prove to
have been par-
tially Justified.
The best sum-
mary of labor's
immediate re-
action to the
new law was
published in the
Seripps Howard chain of papers,
which favored its enactment.
These paper* reported that. In
the opinion of organized labor,
well-established unions will be
hurt very little by the new law,
that much tougher going is In
store for weaker, small unions
and those trying to organize non-
union workers, and that the prln
cipal result of the law will be
to speed industry's flight from
Ih* North to the largely unor-
ganized South.
I THINK this analysis of the
probable effects of the labor re-
form law will prove to be sub-
stantially accurate. This opinion
is based In part on what conser-
vative, liberal and middle-of-the-
road
papers are saying about the
probable effects. The Wall Street
Journal predicted, for instance,!
that the law will “make union!
organizing more difficult.''
The Washington Post, In an
article by staff reporter Ber-
nard Nossiter, prophesied that
because of the new law, “Or-
ganizing of the unorganized,
which has not kept pace with
the growth of the labor force
since Taft-llartley, will be
slowed even further.”
He said this means “that the
largely non-union South and the
great mass of unorganized white-
collar workers will stay outside
union ranks until organized labor
comes up with new techniques
i and fresh appeals
"
The New York Times and other
: Independent publications have
I published similar reports In i
recent days.
A WKI J,IN FOR MKD print
with years of experience In both
'chancery work and Catholic soc-
ial action. In a recent letter,
ralaea an Interesting moral ques-
tion concerning the implications
of these reports. If It is true, he
writes, that the new labor re-
form law will seriously hamper
small, struggling unions and thus
make it more difficult to organ
Ue the unorganized, then "it
seem* to me that this would be
a strong argument that legisla
tion with such an effect runs
somewhat counter to our basic
principles of social ethics.”
"As I understand It," he con
tinues, “the Church teaches
that unions are morally neces-
sary In the present stale of
economic organization. It would
not follow that every worker
has to be unionized, but when
major obstacles are put In the
way which keep unions from
growing and deprive workers of
the very necessary protection
unionism ran give, the situation
Is not developing along the lines
of Catholic social teaching."
My correspondent does not say
—and neither do I— that the
new labor reform law will in
evitably hamper normal growth
of legitimate trade unionism
He merely says that if and to
the extent that it does so, It will
be open to criticism from the
point of view of sound social
ethics.
The new labor reform law li
nol completely objectionable To
the extent that it succeeds in
eliminating labor management
racketeering, it will be a great
boon to the country and to labor.
But If in curbing such racketeer
ing, it interferes with the normal
development of legitimate unions
it will do great disservice (o the
cause of organized labor and to
the economy as a whole.
Daily Masses
Following are listed eburchee with
Ut* morning weekday Mata
Tho Advocate would welcome eucb
hatinca from other paitora.
WEEKDAYS
•t Patrick * Pro-Cathedral. Washing
(on fit. and Central Ave„ Newark. 12 19
p m.
M Alov situ. M Fleming New-
ark. 11.44 am.
M. Bridget a. 404 Plano fit . Newark
12 10 p m
*
St. John’a. 24 Mulberry fit . New-
ara. 12 15 p.m.
St. Mary'a Abbey Church. High St.
near Springfield. Newark. 12:15 pm*
Sacred Heart. 7g Broad fit.. Bloom
field. 11 30 am.
fit. Michael'a. 70 rroaa fit. at Market
fit . Patcraon. 12 noon
St. Patera Grand and Van Vor*t
fiU . Jersey ('tty. 12 03 P m
Nativity, 311 Proepert M. Midland
Park. 12 noon
*aacept Saturdaya
May Teenage Daughter Date
Non-Catholic Boys, Mom Asks
By Rev. John L. Thomas, S.J.
Asiitlsnl Prof ti,or of Sociology, Si. loun Umhmily
When I «M * youngster, all my friends were Cath-
olics. However, our four children are growing up in a
religiously mixed community. Many of their friends
and ours are not Catholic. Our oldest girl is It and
we re wondering what stand to take when she’s old
enough to date. It will be difficult to avoid associating
with non-Calholics. How strict should we be?
Many serious Catholic parents
are facing this same problem for
the first time. The widespread
shift in urban populations, togeth-
er with the upward social mo-
bility of many Catholics, has tak-
en them out of
the traditional
Catholic neigh-
borhoods and
placed them in
newly devel-
oped, religious-
ly mixed com-
munities. As
the centers of
>ur large north-
•istern cities
continue to disintegrate and de-
cay, more and more young Cath-
olic couples move to the suburbs.
CATHOLIC, Protestant, and
Jewish religious leaders have re-
cently expressed concern over in-
difference toward interfaith mar-i
riages. Public opinion polls indi-
cate that the majority of young
people and their parents feel that
"other things being equal' 1 inter-
faith marriages have as much
chance to succeed as any others
It is clear from your letter
that
you do not share this view.
Your question Is definitely to
the point.
It would be simple, though per
haps not very realistic, to answer
with a strong "No." However, as
you indicate,
many of your chil-
dren's friends are not Catholic,
and some of your close neigh
hors, as well as your husband's
associates at work, are non Cath
ollrs. Hence your social life and
that of
your children necessarily
! involves some excellent friends
v-'ho are not Catholics.
WHAT ABOIT dating’ It
seems to me that we have to
make a distinction here based
on modern dating patterns. Pat
ing In our society serves both as
a preparation for marriage and
as a means of entertainment.
These two functions are not al-
ways separated, but when young
people are old enough to marry,
their dating necessarily must be
regarded as a step toward mar
rlage. On the other hand, the
more or less casual dating per-
mitted to teenagers who can
have no serious thought of mar
nage, must obviously be for the
| sake of entertainment.
II you are responsible par-
ents, this latter type of dating
will be permitted only as a
means of promoting social life
in a group. It will be super-
vised, limited in frequency, and
focused primarily onparticipa-
tion in a group. I’nder these
conditions, it will be permissi-
ble to allow your children to
have casual dates with non-
Catholics since otherwise they
might find it impossible to
make their entrance into nor-
mal social life.
Once they are old enough to
think seriously about marriage,
such dating cannot be justified.
HOWEVER, no restrictions or
distinctions will have any effect
unless you have taught your chil
dren to treasure their faith as
their most valuable possession
As they grow older, ybu must
help them understand and
ap
predate, the significance of the
sacrament of marriage and of
the marital vocation.
they ire sufficiently
malar*, point oat to them that
love ran solve no problem*
based on differences ha belief.
Family planning, in-laws. di-
vided loyalties, lack of splritaal
unity and shared family aims
are hound to heroine
and divisive issues in Interfaith
marriage*.
If you have adequately prepar-
ed the® in this manner, you will
find it less difficult to convince
them that serious dating must in
all fairness be confined to Cath-
olic partners. Stress the point
that since mixed marriages are
quite unfair to both partners, it
is thoughtless and selfish to date
across religious lines.
CATHOLIC young people are
frequently deceived by the ap-
parent weakness of faith among
their non-Catholic friends: Since
nonCatholics are not strictly re-
quired to attend religious servic-
es frequently, this apparent
weakness may be quite superfi-
cial. Young people may also mis-
interpret the tolerance and
broadmindedness of their non-
Catholic acquaintances.
Thrre is little difficulty in
being tolerant when religious
differences have no personal
implications. In marriage, how-
ever, these differences become
personally meaningful because
they touch values and practices
that must be shared by both
partners or divide them.
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DONDA'S Starving Baby...
Age Two, Weight TEN Pounds
Suppose YTH' were this mother
in Afrira, watching helpless as
slow starvation kept kiitinc the
silent child in your arms.
And suppose in YOUR despair
there was no place hut the mis-
sion dispensary seven miles
away or you to carry him to
plead for help.
And
suppose the kind mission-
aries there who hadn't even
seen you before lovingly took
YOUR dying child as their own
and saved his tiny life with
their medicines and salves, vita-
mins and baby foods
Then wouldn’t YOU listen to the Sisters and wouldn’t YOU
easily understand what they told you of the charity of Chris-
tians and the merry of Christ andtheloveof God?
Ih< " ’ hnu' help, miniontrie, lo rttch ,ouh
in the foreign mniionr
Pleae help. Send any offering you can, to
R«v. Edward F. Garoacho’, S.J., Prws.
The Catholic Medical Mission Board
Dept. A 8 West 17fh Sfr**» Now York 11, N. Y.
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You Can Help the Missions
By Investing in an Annuity
U*e jour money at death
through your last will and testa-
meat to help save your soul. Do
this by leaving it to the poor,
the needy, the lepers and pagans
in Christ’s Name, that they may
plead, pray and intercede that
you may be received into heaven.
This is just as much of an ap-
peal to you to help yourself ax
it is to you to help the missions-.
You can assist the mixtions, by
investing in an annuity with the
Society for the Propagation of the
7aith. The gift annuity agree-'
ment is a legal agreement be-|
tween the annuitant and the so-
ciety, whereby in return for a J
cash gift the society agrees to)
pay the annuiUnt a fixed amount |
during the annuitant's lifetime.
Thus, the annuitant becomes a
benefactor of the missions and so
directly aids in the expansion of
the Church. The Society for the
Propagation of the Faith will
gladly give you full details.
Medical Missioners
Ask for Prayers
“We must do all we can to stem
the growth of communism in Af-
rica.” These er* the words of
Mother Mary Martin. Medical
Missionary of Mary, who feels
that It can be done by starting
this October to dedicate the
month to Our Blessed Mother and
to St. Theresa of the Child Jesus
| “By this,” she states, “you will
be helping us to continue our
.plans so that we can accommo-
date all those with vocations who
offer themselves. We are getting
applications from all over Africa.
India and the continent.
“Our I.ady has smiled upon
our missionary movement in a
town steeped with the blood of
martyrs and the home of Bless-
ed Oliver Plunkett.” (The
motherhouse is in Drogheda,
Ireland.)
Mother Martin’s visit last year
to the U S., she says, made her
think more and more of the
work of the missions. •'The ur-
gency for a moro qualified per-i
sonnel with a deep supernatural
life is essential if we are to com-
bat the great evils that threaten
Christianity."
Bishop Stanton
At Arlington
Bishop Stanton will make in
app«al on behalf of the Society
for the Propagation of the
Faith on Oct. 4 at St Steph-
**’*. Arlington, Rev. Adrian A.
Maine, pastor.
Bishop Stanton Is deeply
grateful to Father Maine and
to the other pastors of the
Archdiocese for their coopera-
tion la making these appeals
possible.
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdioceae of Newark:
MlrU* W Stanton, ST D- Ph D- LL.D.
31 Mulberry St- Newark 2. N. J. Phone: MArket 2-2*93
Hours: Dally, • a.m. to S p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12.
Diocese of Paterson:
Ht. Rev. Mtgr. William P. Louis, J.C.D.
24 De Grasse St, Paterson 1. N. J. Phone: ARmory 4 04 Of.
Hours: Daily, 9 a.m. to S p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12,
Indian Mission
Thank ful for Aid
From a home mission in New
Mexico comes a word of grati-
tude for timely help. Rev. Davin
V’on Hasol. OF M , says that
“without your generous assist-
ance we would not be able to
operate the school bus for long.
As it is we are taking 72 children
daily to Sacred Heart Academy
in Waterflow where they obtain
a thoroughly Catholic education.!
“Our hall is progressing nicely.
Practically all of the finishing
work is being done by the Fa- j
thers and Brothers with what help
our Indians can give in their off
time. We hope the hall will serve
well in integrating our Navaho
people into parish life and bring
them into much closer contact
with the mission.”
Obituary
It is a holy and wholesome
thought to pray for the dead
that they may be loosed from
their alas. We recommend to
the prayers of our readers the
repose of the soul of the fol-
lowing who has recently de-
parted this life:
Rev. Edward S. Koxlowski
Not Newark’s
St. Benedict’s
It is reported that members
of the “Slaves of the Immacu-
late Heart of Mary" are solicit-
ing funds locally for “St. Bene-
dict’s.” Many have thought this
was an appeal for St. Bene-
dict's Preparatory School, which
is not the case.
These individuals are from
“St. Benedict's Center, Cam-
bridge, Mass.,” which does not
have Church approval.
They have also been re-
ported selling hooks In various
part* of North Jersey. Before
purchasing any such religious
book. Catholics should be sure
it carries the imprimatur of a
Bishop.
MEET DELEGATE: Officials of the National Council
of Catholic Men are shown with Archbishop Egidio
Vagnozzi, Apostolic Delegate to the U. S., during a
recent meeting at the Apostolic Delegation in Wash-
ington. From the left are John C. Hayes, NCCM presi-
dent; Martin H. Work, executive director; the Arch-
bishop, and William F. Johnson, of the Diocese of
Paterson, vice president.
Pray for Them
i Sister M. Frlicilas
HOBOKEN A religious for
nearly 50 years, nearly all spent
leaching children, Sister M. Feli-
citas of St. Francis Convent here
died suddenly in the convent
Sept. 21
A Requiem Mass for the repose
of her soul was offered Sept. 22
in St. Francis Church, after
which her body was taken to
the Motherhouse of the Francis-
can Sisters of Syracuse for bur-
ial
Daughter of the late Francis
and Jane McSaul Berg of Utica,
Sister M. Felicitas was protessed
in the Franciscan Sisters of Syra-
cuse in April, 1910.
During her religious career she
was principal at St Francis for
six years and also taught at St
Joseph's, Hoboken. She returned
to St Francis two years ago as
a teacher in the first grade
Other assignments included St.
Francis, Trenton; St. Peter's,
Riverside; St. Joseph's, Camden;
Assumption, Syracuse; St. Jos-
eph's, Syracuse; St. Fran-
cis, Gloversville. N.Y.; and St.
Francis Home, Oswego, N.V.
Sif»ter M. Maxima
CONVENT A Requiem Mass
was offered for Sister M Maxi,
ma Garrity at St. Anne's Villa
here Saturday Sister Maxima,
who taught at Our Lady of Grace
School, Hoboken, until last June,
died Sept. 23 in All Souls Hospital
Morristown, after a short illness
She was 80
The daughter of the late Thom
as and Bridget Mahon Garnty,
she joined the Sisters of Chari-
ty of St. Elizabeth in 1899 and
was professed in 1901.
She had been a teacher of the
upper grades in: St John's,
Paterson; Our Lady of Victories.
Paterson; Sacred Heart. Jersey
City, and Our Lady of Grace,
Hoboken.
She is survived by a sister,
Mrs. Sarah Walsh of Boston, and
a niece. Sister Marie Olive of St.
Aloysius High School, Jersey City
Louis Karolczak
BLOOMFIELD A Requiem
Mass for Louis Karolrrak, 9 E.
Liberty St., was offered Sept. 26
at St Valentine's Church here
He died Sept. 21.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs
Sophia Karolczak, a son, two
brothers, and three sisters, in
eluding Sister Mary MarrianaJ
Sayreville.
Mrs. John Lookc
HOBOKEN The funeral of
Mrs. John S. Cooke took place
Sept 29. with her son the cele-
brant of a Requiem Mass. He is
Rev Edward T Cooke. Our Lady
Queen of Peace, Maywood, Mrs
Cooke died Sept. 26
Also surviving are her husband,
John S Cooke, another son. a
daughter, a sister and two broth-
ers.
Mrs. Justin >lcAphon
ROSELLE—The funeral of Mra.
Bertha L McAghon took place
Oct. 1 with y Requiem Mas* In
St Joseph's Church here
Widow of the late JusUn Me-
Aghon, former commissioner of
the U. S Mediation and Concilia-
lion Service, she died Sept ?*.
Mr. McAghon was one of the re-
cipients of the Rerum Novarum
Medal of St. Peter'* College.
Stirs iving are two sons, tnclud
ing Rev. James A. McAghon of
Toronto, three daughters, includ-
ing Mother Ursula, R.SC.J, of
New York, a brother, a si*ter,
and 15 grandchildren.
St. Benedict’s Plans
Library Expansion
NEWARK A $60,000 program to expand library
facilities at St. Benedict's Preparatory School has been
started, it was announced by Rev. Philip C. Hoover, 0 S B ,
headmaster
When completed in early November, the new library
quarters will provide room for
the school's collection of 23,000
books, one of the largest prep
school collections in the state.
Much of the collection is stored
at present because of lack of
space.
THK LIBRARY will be moved
from its present single room on
the first floor of the main school
building to two rooms in the base-
ment, affording almost double the
original space. The new quarters
will be divided into a reading
room, stockroom and an office for
the library staff headed by Rev.
Benet W. Caffrcy, OS It
Installed will be new seven-
foot high shelving, fluorescent
lighting and reading tables to
accommodate 70 students.
Shelves for displaying periodi-
cals and an exhibit case will
be set up.
Father Bonet, who holds a
master of science degree in li-
brary service from Columbia Uni-
versity, is assuming new duties
as librarian. He formerly taught
at Delbarton School. He will be
assisted by Rev. Christian Cas-
per, O S B , who is doing gradu-
ate work in library service at
Rutgers University.
The school's book collection was
largely the work of Rev Mat-
thew Hocbn. O S B , who died in
1958. Father Hoehn, an author in
his own right, was school librar
lan for more than three decades.
Fr. Gannon to Speak
For Construction Men
NEW YORK • Rev. Robert I
Gannon, S J., superior at the
Jesuit Missions House here, will
be the principal speaker at the
10th annual Communion break
of Catholic men of the con
atruction industry. It will be held
Oct. 16 at Hotel Commodore, aft-
er 9 a.nt. Mass in St. Agnes
Church.
St. Thomas CCD
To Hold Book Fair
BLOOMFIELD The Confra-
ternity of Christian Doctrine of
St Thomas the Apostle Church
will sponsor a book fair here
Oct. 15.
Present at the opening dav will
be Catherine and Hohb Beebe,
author and Illustrator of chil
dren's books. On exhibit will be
books for adults and for kinder-
garten to eighth grade children
Fr. Crowley to Speak
NEW YORK
- Rev. Bona-
venture Crowley, O P . will give
the second talk in the lecture se-
ries on the Thomistlc concept ot
law at * p m., Oct. 7, in St Vin-
cent Kerrer Hall here. The series
is sponsored hy Assumption
Chapter, Third Order of St. Domi-
nic
Union City Priest
Visits Africa
MUSOMA. East Africa Rev.
Frederick G Heinimann, MM .
of Union City, is on a tour of!
African missions as the English |
language editor for Rome's Fide*'
News Service.
He remark* that the Catholic
visitor will encounter many sur ]
prises—such as the strain* of aj
Gregorian Mass coming from Af-
rican* working in the field
Father Heinzmann noted that a
Swahili ritual has received ec
clesiastical approval and other
vernacular translations are being
prepared.
Be Fervent, Benedictines Told
After Electing Abbot Primate
ROME Mott Rev. Benno
Gut, 0.5.8., 62 year-old native of
Switzerland, haa been elected
AbbotPrimate of the Benedictine
Order at the second congress
of the Confederation of Bene-
dictine Congregations.
Formerly bead of the Benedic-
tine Abbey at Einsiedeln. Swit-
zerland, the new Abbot Primate
succeeds Most Rev. Bernard Ko-
tin, 0.5.8., also a Swiss, who was
elected in 1947. He will serve for
12 years.
POPE JOHN XXIII had for-
mally approved Father Gut's
name after it was put forward
by the meeting. He also received
delegates in a special audience
in the consistorial hall of the
Vatican Palace the day after
returning from his summer res-
idence.
The Confederation of Benedic-
tine Congregations, while daUng
from 1893, was given its present
form by Pope Pius XII in 1952.
It brings together the 15 autono-
mous Benedictine congregations
—including the American Cassi-
nese (which conducts St. Mary's
Abbey, Morristown) and the Con-
gregation of St. Ottilien for For-
eign Missions (which conducts
St. Paul's Abbey, Newton I.
AT HIS MEETING with the
Benedictines, Pope John praised
the order for its contribution to
European civilization and for re-
maining faithful to the ideals of
St. Benedict. He recalled the
! principal Benedictine activities—!
study, education, preaching and
mission work—and urged its
members to strengthen the unity
within the confederation.
"While men are becoming
tepid," be told the Benedic-
tines. “yen must grow fervent
In Divine love. While many,
busy with earthly things, are
distracted from thoughts of
heavenly goods, you must, with
prayer and contemplation,
raise your mind to God.
“While the ears of many are
[ deafened and their souls troubled
with so many discordant voices,
spoken and written, you with one
,single voice, praise the I.ord
even for them who forget virtue
and eternal life, or are miser
ably immersed in vice.”
! lie said he did not doubt that
I at their congress the Benedic-
| tines had made "excellent deci-
' sions" which could lead to the
concord and charity which is
urged them to "pm Into prattle*
what you hav* decided by com-
mon assent, preserving always
the unity o( the soul."
WHILE REMAINING faithful
to the ancient rule* eitablished
by St. Benedict. Benedictines
should "not be afraid to adopt
new technical discoveries willing-
ly,” he said. “Do not be afraid
to adopt what experience teach-
es us it currently useful, includ-
ing new disciplined initiatives la
the apostolate,” he concluded.
Among speakers at the con-
gress was Abbot Bichard Felix,
jo S B , of St. Benedict's Abbey,
' Benet Lake, Wis. He said the
order hat a special duty in the
field of home missions because
"without home missions thero
could be no foreign missions."
AOH Communion
Breakfast Planned
NEWARK The 16th annual
Communion breakfast of the An-
cient Order of Hibernians and
ladies auxiliary will be held Oct
25 at Hotel Robert Treat after 8
a m. Mass in St. John's Church.
Speakers will be Rev. Hugh
Fitzsimmons, pastor of St Mi-
chael's, Newark, and James Kir
win, vice consul of Ireland
J. Roy Fastow and Mrs Mat-
thias Hunoval Jr are co-chair-
men.
Named Seton Hall
Biology Head
SOUTH ORANGE-Dr Nicho-
las D. DeProspo has been named
chairman of the Seton Hall Unt-
Msgr. Thomas W. Cunningham,
academic vice president, has an-
nounced.
Dr. DeProspo has been a facul-
ty member since 1917. He has
also been a premedical advisor
for Seton Hall in addition to his
teaching duties. He holds mas
ter's and doctorate degrees from
New York University,
found in the order itself. He
To Hold Workshop
For Teachers of Deaf
NEWARK A workshop for teachers of the deaf will
be sponsored Oct. 4 by the Mt. Carmel Guild Apostolate
for the Deaf at guild headquarters, 99 Central Ave. Seven-
ty student teachers who volunteer their services to the
guild s catchetical schools for deaf children will attend the
workshop, it was announced by
Rev. John P. Hourthan, archdi-
ocesan director.
Msgr. Joseph A Dooling. arch
diocesan director of the guild, will
speak on the guild's role in the
community. "Visual Aids in the
Special Education Program” will
be the topic of Sister M Florita,
Missionary Sister of the Sacred
Heart from Trenton, who has
worked with the deaf (or 25
years.
A panel workshop for new
teachers will discuss orientation
of volunteers to a catechetical
program A second p.ancl, for ex-
perienced teachers, will examine
practical solutions to classroom
problems through group dy-
namics
Panelists will be members of
the special education department
of the Newark school system:
Mrs. John Reilly, Mountainside;
Edward Deacy, Newark; Kath-
leen lfourihan, Monmouth Reach
and Helen McDermott, Newark.
Slovak Group
Names Officers
PASSAIC John A. Kanuck
of Bethlehem. P*„ was elected
president at the recent meeting
of the Eastern District. Slovak
Catholic Federation of America,
held at Pope Pius XII High
School here.
Other officers are Stephen J.
Tkach, Wilkes-Barre. Pa.; and
Simon Siranec, Elizabeth, vice
presidents; Method Balco. New
York, secretary; and John Malik,
I.ansford, Pa., treasurer.
Elected to office in the ladies
suxiliary were Mrs. John Ben-
ya. Perth Amboy; and Mrs.
Petronela Krivanos, Bronx,
N. Y. t both vice presidents.
The district delegates voted to
hold its annual pilgrimage in
1960 in honor of SS, Cyril and
Methodius at St. Mary’s Cathe-
dral, Trenton Rev. Michael J.
Churak. Holy Trinity, Perth Am-
boy, will be chairman.
OSSERVATORE Romano, Vat
lean City daily, began publiahing
in IIWI.
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And a Jerseyan in Tanganyika
NDANDA, Tanganyika—Ha
has learned to eat with his
fingers from wooden bowl* on
a straw mat. he has read his
Office by kerosene lamp, he
has counted a Sunday collection
amounting to 19 cents, and he’s
taught ragged African children
to play blind man's bluff.
Who is he? X missionary
priest of course. And this one is
a Jerseyan. Rev. Anthony Ash-
croft, 0.5.8.. former prior of
St. Paul's Abbey, Newton.
rATHER ANTHONY arrived
In the Abbey Nullius of Xdanda
last June 13. This week he re-
ported to The Advocate on his
first three months of getting to
know the language and the peo-
ple of this East African coun-
try
It was decided that Father
Anthony could get a good les-
son in native life at Chikundi
which is normally a mission
outpost visited by a priest
only once or twice a month.
He took up residence in the
sacristy of the church which
seats 300.
IT WASN’T LONG before he
learned the importance of the
medical apostolate on the mis-
sions. Armed only with a Boy
Scout first aid kit and clean
water, he treated bumps,
bruises, infections, and cobra
spray.
- Each day a flock of kids
would gather around the
church," Father Anthony re-
ports. '■ 'Baba, nataka dawa,'
'Father, I want medicine';
‘Baba, nataka plasta'. Father,
1 want a bandage’.'*
"Our African youngsters go
about barelegged and bare-
footed and many of them have
bruises, wounds and sores And
since water is very scarce—we
haven’t had rain in five
months—the wounds are often
infected,” Father Anthony ex-
plained. Now he's wondering
how to buy more medical sup-
plies
The cobra spray incident oc-
curred at about » a m. while
Father Anthony was completing
his Office by kerosene lamp in
his sacristy-bed-room - dining
room. A man knocked on his
door with a tale of having killed
a cobra 150 feet from the
church, but only after the snake
had spat in Ihis eye, leaving it
highly inflamed.
"He wanted medicine,’’ Fath-
er Anthony-recalls- "1 didn’t
have the slightest idea what to
do, but finally we agreed to
wash his eye with clean water.
Thank God, the next day it was
fine.”
ABOUT 250 attended Sunday
Mass in Chikundi, of which
about 100 received Holy Com-
munion, Father Anthony said.
A drastic revelation of the pov-
erty of the mission comes by
the fact that while the collec-
tion yielded the African equiva-
lent of 15 cents, a ball that Fa-
ther Anthony bought to keep
local boys out of mischief cost
60 cents.
The game project began
when Father Anthony noticed
the children just hanging
around with nothing to do. He
started by teaching them blind
man's bluff, cat on a rock, and
swat. When they cameeach day
asking him to teach them anew
game, he finally ran out. Then
he purchased the ball—"The
largest I could find"—and they
played soccer, which they call
football.
"They were delighted, and at
least their innocent play kept
them out of trouble,” Father An-
thony observed.
HE CALLS the African peo-
ple kind and friendly. They are
poor and rarely eat meat, but
when Father Anthony accepted
a man's invitation to dinner the
host promptly grabbed an un-
suspecting chicken which had
been pecking in the front yard
and killed it for the meal.
Dinner consisted of a bowl of
thick meal (ugali), a bowl of
beans (mbazi) and kuku (the
chicken.) The table was a
straw mat on the floor and it
was not set with a knife and
fork. Describing his adventure
in eating "African style" with
his fingers, Father Anthony
writes:
“The trick is to take a small
portion of the ugali, roll it up
into a ball, push a hole in it,
and with it, scoop up some
beans . . . When I finished I was
really messy.”
TANGANYIKA is a land
where the women carry the fire-
wood and carthern Jugs of wa-
fer because a man would seem
ridiculous doing it. Where "big
black bugs, called roaches, that
would scare our Jersey roaches
to death" join with hoards of
ants, spiders, bats, lizards and
other creatures to war on the
populace. Wheic 95% of the
people live solely off their own
small farms and dwell in
thatch-roofed mud huts.
A missionary in Tanganyika
attends ngomas (festivals) with
his people and shares a glass
of pombe (a thick, soupy li-
quid that passes as beer) with
them.
ALL THIS YOU can learn
from Father Anthony because
he's done it all. And one thing
more: the missionary in Tan-
ganyika who does all these
things—loves it.
"The people arc so very poor.
The kids run around in rags.
But everyone Is so kind and
friendly," he writes. "All I can
say
is lo repeat the words of
Peter on the Mount of the
Transfiguration, T,ord, it is
good to be here."
LEADING PLAYERS: These four villagers at Oberam-
mergau have been given the leading roles in the Pas-
sion Play staged every 10 years in the German village.
An on Pretsinger (upper right), 48-year-old inn keeper,
will portray Christ. Irmgard Dengg (upper left), 21, a
bookkeeper, will be seen as the Blessed Mother Hans
Schwaighofer (lower left), 39, a teacher at the school
for woodcarvers, has been chosen to plav Judas. The
part of Peter will be played by Hans Maier (lower
right), 63, a woodcutter.
With Humble Pride
Something for Everybody
By Dan Herr
Something for everybody in the
( column's aim this week. Asa re
suit of which we may end up with
| nothing for nobody, but that's the
chance you have to take.
As one who, over the years,
as racked up a tidy profit in
j Chicago betting against the Chi-
cago White
Sox, may I de-
plore the pres-
ent turn of
events’ The
! current wave of
hysteria in my
sooty city con-
! vinccs me that,
just as I have
jlong suspected,
baseball was
; invented by women to keep men
perpetually adolescent. All right.
|l'm a sore loser. But wait until
next year
...
the Yankees will
return:
THE PUBLICATION of The
Cardinal Stritch Story" by Mane
t Buehrle (Bruce, $3.95) re-,
minds me of an incident last
year during the public mourning
for the beloved Cardinal. An
irate woman called a Chicago
newspaper and berated the city
editor because the flag on the
newspaper building was flying at
half-mast. In a torrent of abusive
words she complained that the
Protestants of Chicago were get-
ting tired of this kowtowing, that
Chicago was not a Catholic city,
that the newspaper wag also sup-
ported by Protestants, and on and
on. When she stopped from ex-
haustion, the city editor quietly
pointed out that the day was
Memorial Hay and the flag had
been lowered to honor the heroic
dead.
Oh Joy! Only 171 more riayi
ontil you know what. Thal'a
right, drar Elvis will be coming
back to us. "If* later than
you think" never carried more
sinister implications.
I am not sure this information
will be of any immediate help
to you, but I have just learned
that R5% of the liquor is swal-
lowed by 22% of the drinkers
Did you ever wish for the Rood
old days when a leg was a limb
and some subjects were left
undiscussed’ Me too, especially
when 1 noted the title of a
recent "Catholic Home Messen-
ger" article. "The Ladies of Hap-
py Delivery and Plentiful Milk.”
Hut then, I am so old I can
remember when letters-to-the-
lovelorn and question-box col-
umns of all kinds gave advice or
information
matter-of-factly and
•imply, leaving humor and wise-
cracks to the comic page.
IT'S NEVER too early to plan
This year, if you hurry you ran
for a real Christmas celebration,
beat the crowds and obtain your
very own can of "Frankincense
and Myrrh the Christmas
Fragrance." This unique aerosol
room spray boasts a label show-
ing the Three Wise Men, the
Star of Bethlehem and a suitable
quotation from St. Matthew. Re-
member, you read it here first.
A recent biography of movie
director Cecil H. DeMille, famed
for his Biblical spectacles, re-
veals how he "used” the Bible.
Discussing his plans to film the
•tory of Samson and Delilah,
DeMille explained: "We’ll sell it
as a story of faith, a story of the
power of prayer. That's for the
censors and the women’s organi-
sations. For the public, It's the
hottest love story of all times."
Sign of our times: My niece
recently entered a Catholic girls'
high school. Included in the many
rules promulgated by the school
authorities was this one: "Hair
must be in natural color." It was
not so long ago when gum-chew-
ing was considered a big prob-
lem.
Another shock: Ten cent
■torei arc now experimenting
with delivery aervlce, charge
accounts and revolving credit.
Where will It all end, asks you.
In utter chaos, says me.
Better watch your language.
Scientists now report that the
proverbial wise old owl is ac-
tually a dummy. “He's dumber
than a chicken, if that's pos
sible," they say.
I am noted for my gentle, pla-
cid disposition but who would
deny me a temper tantrum when
I am forced to read such news
as the Interview with Rev. F. A.
Marsh, vice president of the Bap-
tist Union of Australia, who main
tains "There is no restraint on
worshippers in either Russia or
China
"
My favorite diplomatic story
concerns the efforts of Sen. War
ren Austin, acting for the UN,
to mediate one of the many dis-
putes between the Arabs and the
Israelis. Announced the Senator
briskly as he brought the session
to order "Now let’s see if we
can t settle this matter in a truly
Christian spirit."
8-Hour Performances
Noted German Passion Play
Has Cast Picked by Villagers
OBERAMifcIteAU, Ger-
many (NC) The OheAm-
mergau Passion play will b*
presented 85 times next year.
The eight-hour performance!
will begin in mid-May and will
be shown several time* a week
until the last part of Septem-
ber. Text of the play will be
issued in four languages.
Choice of the cast of 152 main
actors was made by a special
Passion Play committee
ANTON PREISINGER, 48-
year-old hotel-keeper, witt por-
tray Jesus he did
in the 1950. Passion Play. The
role of Mary goes to Irmgard
Dengg, 21-year-old bookkeeper.
Hans Sehwaighofer, 39, a teach-
er at the school which turns out
woodcarvers for this village s
most important industry, will
play Judas for the second time.
Selection of the cast's prin-
cipal actors and directors was
made by the special selection
committee of 24 villagers, in-
cluding the parish priest and
the town council. The commit-
tee members first went to
Mass; then walked to the Pas-
sion Play house for the elec-
tion, behind closed doors.
Elected director of the 1960
play was Georg Johann Lang,
VO, the sculptor who has direct-
ed the last four productions-
Rehearsals will begin soon.
The play will be in full swing
when the International Euchar-
istic Congress takes place next
summer in Munich, 45 miles
northeast of Oberammergau
THE PASSION PLAY tradi-
tion in Oberammergau stems
from the vow the local vil-
lagers made to express their
gratitude for the cessation of
a plague in 1633. The play was
given every 10th year from
1634 to 1674, and in the decimal
years from 1680 on
The only exceptions have
been in 1870, when the Franco-
Prussian War forced the play
to be dropped; 1920, when
world conditions led to a post-
ponement until 1922, and in
"1940. An extra performance was
given in IBM to commemorate
the play's 300th anniversary.
While the selection of the IS3
principal actors moved prepa-
rations for the 1960 play into
full swing, the people of this
Bavarian town have been mak-
ing ready since last year, when
it was announced officially that
the play would be produced.
It was then that those eligible
for the cast were told to stop
getting haircuts and to stop
shaving their beards: Wigs
have no place in Oberammer-
gsu.
Prison Holy Name Unit
Aiding Crippled Orphan
NEW YORK (NC)—A six-year-
old Korean orphan crippled by,
polio and abandoned at the door
of a Catholic orphanage tn In-
chon, Korea, has been "adopted"
by members of the Holy Name
Society at Rnckview Penitentiary
in Bellefonte, Pa.
The prisoners personally con
tributed more than $l5O to help
Paschal ("Packy") Kim at St.
Paul s Orphanage in Seoul, Ko
rea. The resourceful "foster fa
thers" also organized a benefit
jazz concert at the prison, which
netted another $l5O sent to the
orphanage in "Packy s behalf.
The $3OO has paid for two op
erations on ' Packy's" crippled
legs and for the purchase of
crutches he one day will be able
to use. Summing up their feeling
about the youngster the men In
a letter to the orphanage stated'
"While we help this boy we help
ourselves, and the response from
him is like the sun bursting upon
a dreary world "
The chain of events which led
to the adoption began in Septem-
ber, 1958 Rev Richard J. Walsh,
prison chaplain, wrote a letter to
Catholic Charities in Altoona, Pa.,
explaining that members of th#
prison Holy Name Society want-
ed to sponsor a Korean orphan.
Through the liaison of Catholic
Relief Services—NCWC, the Sis-
ters at the Seoul orphanage
learned of the request and nomi-
nated "Packy."
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How To Raise Children
CONTENTS. Of Such It th# Kingdom of Htovtn
Horn* Swn) Horn*
Th# Heart of o Child
Stort Early If You Wont o C i Tim#
Upt ond Downt
Ditciplin# in th# Horn#
Spar# th# Rod
Th# High Road to Enjoyment
Th# Golden Yeort of Youth
Youth ond Religion
Youth ond S#x I
Youth and S#x II
Twefv# Chapttrt 100 Pop#* llluitrafd
$l.OO prepaid
Order from FRIAR, Rochell# Park, N«w J.rt.y
WEEK-END RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
SPEND A WEEKEND WITH OOD
For: MEN, WOMEN,
HUSBAND and WIFE
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the story of man. His story gives the real
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us the true significance of all the actions and conflicts
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1959 FRANCISCAN PILGRIMAGES
in honor of Our Blessed Mother
WASHINGTON, D.C. WEEKENDS
Highlightti Our notion • copitol Holy lond Monastery —new Swine
♦o the Immaculate Conception Mt. Vernon. et«.
Oct 7 Oct. 4
Oct 77 Oct. 25
Oct. 30 Nov. 1
Friday 6:30 p.m. to Sunday 9 p.m.
Prico Includes 5 meals, 7 nights. In Ist class hotel, trans-
portotion in air conditioned buses, and all taxes.
CALIFORNIA M FUU DAY* - *550 00. OCT 14-NOV M
Highlight* - toy* Town - One Week on Ceoit San Fronotce -
Fithermon • lot Angdet Knot Becrty Form Francltcen
Mimont Grand Canyon. Price Include! Tromportation lodging Flnt
Clou Hoeli. Break!ait. Dinner and oil gratuitie* ond taiu.
A Francucon Prieet ii Chaplain en all F»lfrlmogee
Pilgrimage! leave from the Fronciicon Pilgrimage Office
123 Weit 31 it Street. NYC
All proceed* for the benefit of
our
Froncucon
Seminary,
For folder with full detail* write>
FB. ARNOLD F. BROWN. O F M . FRANCISCAN FAMILY CIRCU
US Wm» Jl*t Street. N Y C
Phene P| MM3 - Office Hour* IQ to 4
- Mon threv«li FH.
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This tremendous array of pipes,
valves, boilers and what not is a
"cat cracker”, technically called
"Cyclic Catalytic Reformer”. Fully
automatic, it efficiently "reforms”
various liquid fuels or natural gas
Into Gas usable In home and
industry. It's new! Revolutionary!
This "Cat” represents a big in-
vestment and years of research.
It's p ro g r e s s underscoring the
dependability of your Gas service!
Control Room of the Cyclic Catalytic Reformer
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Here Comes a Week of Great Saints and Good Example
By June Dwyer
Thl* week i* a week for great
Mint*. Today. Oct. I.’ it the
featt of the brave martyr* of
England known a* the Canter-
bury Martyr*. On Monday the
sth we remember St. Galla
(we spoke of her in our live*
of the saint* several week*
ago) and on the 6th we remem-
ber St. Faith (you read of her
ju*t last week).
We alto find in this very short
•even-day week, feasts oi our
Guardian Angels (Oct. 2), of
St. Therese the Little Flower
(Oct. 3), of St. Francis of As-
*isi (Oct. 4), and of the Ro-
Mry (Oct. 7).
Put these seven great taints
into their seven days of honor
and we have a week when each
Young Advocate can find a spe-
cial example to follow. It i*
also a seven-fold chance to gain
extra grace by attending Mast
or saying extra prayers in hon-
or of these friends In Heaven.
TODAY we remember the
brave men who gave their lives
in England in the 16th century
for their Faith. They remind
us that we must be ready to die
for our belief in Jesns and His
Church as well as to live for it.
Our Guardian Angels are
very important to us Mother*
teach their children to pray to
their guardian angel* as soon
aathe children are able to talk:
“Angel of God. my guardian
dear, to whom God'* love com-
mit* me here, ever this day be
at my side, to light and guard,
to rule and guide. Amen.’'
OCT. 2 would be a good day
to say thank you to your guard-
ian angel for watching over
you. It would also be a good
time to ask him to help you to
be better. You really ought to
be nice to him. you know, he’ll
be with you for your whole
lifp.
When we think of the Little
Flower it is easy to smile and
think of love. The wonderful
saint is such a model for us.
She earned her sainthood by do-
ing the little things the
best she knew how. The little
things that St. Therese turned
into flowers for Mary and Jesus
are the same little tasks, trou-
bles and temptations that are
in our lives.
THE HCMBLE St. Francis is
honored on Oct. 4. What boy
would not like to he as strong,
yet a* gentle a* this quiet saint
who is honored by Catholic and
non-Cathotic alike for his good-
ness.
St. Francis founded the
Friar* Minor. He would be an
ideal person to pray to for vo-
cations for oyr Church, or to
ask for guidance In choosing
your own vocation.
St. Gala, whose feast Is Mon-
day, was young and wealthy,
when her husband died. She
dedicated her life to Christ
from that time on. During the
last days of her life St. Galla
suffered with cancer. She would
be a good heavenly friend to
ask for strength in physical ill-
ness or to pray to for sick
friendI
Oct. 6 we honor St. Faith, of
whom we wrote last week. The
very name of Tuesday's saint
is a reminder to us that we
must be strong in our beliefs.
It is a good day to make a
resolution to study the cate-
chism harder.
THE ROSARY is so impor-
tant to us as Catholics that the
whole month of October is set
aside lo bring it to mind. But
on Oct. 7 a special day is given
to ihis devotion of Mary.
I-et us try on that day to say
one more Rosary than we usu-
ally do. That will be our way
of showing Mary that her gift
to us—the Rosary—is one that
we love and need
The week is ahead of you.
Young Advocates—the great
week of saints. If you remem-
ber them, they will certainly
remember you. See you in
church?
Lives of the Saints
King of Hearts
The history of England is very
close to our own history—for
our country was once ruled
by Great Britain. There are
also close ties for us as Catho-
lics with some of tha great
English saints.
St. Edward is especially loved
by boys. This great man was
king of England in 1042. just
before the Normans came and
took over the island The Eng-
lish peoplp loved their king.
Even to this day they look hack
to his rEign as one of the most
Klonous their land ever knew.
WHEN EDWARD was a boy
there was trouble He was sent
from England with his brother
Alfred Alfred returned to Enc-
land for a trip when he was a
man. He was taken prisoner,
beaten and finally killed. Ed-
ward did not return to his
homeland until he was called
by his people in 1046 to be their
kinc
Edward did not earn his saint-
hood hy being king He was, of
himself, a good, pious man.
Even when out hunting for a
few days he would be sure to
get to daily Mass Some say
that he never raised his voice
in anger at anyone.
EDWARD had promised that
if his family was returned to
England he would make a pil-
grimage to Rome. When he was
named king he told the council
of his plans; they were afraid.
• War will break out in England,
and others will try to take your
throne Peace, will be lost to
us." they said.
Edward wrote to Pope St Leo
XI and asked what he should do.
The Pope ordered Edward to
take the amount of money he
would have spent for his trip
to Rome and give it to the poor.
He also told the king to build
or repair a monastery in honor
of St. Peter.
KING EDWARD fulfilled his
responsibility so well that he
became known as the friend
of the poor
One day he went to see a
church consecrated in Haver-
ing. During the procession* an
old man with while hair came
up and begged the king lo give
him some money The money-
keeper was not with the King,
so Edward took the ring off his
finger and gave it to the poor
man
Many years later two English-
men were lost in the Holy Land.
An old man guided the two
pilgrims and gave them a nng
which he told them to return to
King Edward
Then he said: "Tell Edward,
your king, (hat I greet him as
he greeted me when he gave
me this ring with his own hands
when
my church was made
holy Give this ring to him
again and
say to him that he
should give his goods, for with-
in six months he shall be in
Heaven with me where he shall
have his reward for his chas-
tity and his good living ”
Then the old man told the pil-
grims that he was John the
Evangelist True to the words
of the old man. King Edward
was dead In six months
AS TO the monastery that the
king rebuilt, it was called
Westminster Abbey It was on
the site of the now famous
W'estminster Abbey in Imndon.
St. Edward
St. Eduard is portrayed by
Janies Zimmerman of St. Jos-
epb's Newark, which is staff-
ed by the sisters of Charity.
St. Edward's feast day is Oct.
13.
For Mary
HEADQUARTFRS - Addle
has made a rose for each day
in October to remind you to
say the Rosary. If you do say
the Rosary cut out a little
block with a rose on it and
paste it on the day of the week
that you did. Try and see if
you can get all of the roses
from the bottom block into
the calendar. If you do, you
will have a month of roses to
offer to Our Lady.
KNIGHTS AND ARCHANGELS; Oradell Council, Knights of Columbus, join forces
with the Archangel Guild, auxiliary to the Sisters of St. Joseph of Newark, to raise
funds for the addition to St Michael's Novitiate. Englewood The project is a variety
show set for Oct. 23-24 at Snyder High School, Jersey City The Knights will supply
the entertainment. Making final plans are; left to right: Sister Marian James, guild
moderator; Mother Athanasius, provincial superior; Sister Austin, guild secietary;
standing, left to right: Daniel Tally, arrangements chairman; Robert McColgan, guild
president; Thomas Belger and Wiliiam Dougherty. Knights of Columbus.
Parents’ News
St. Adalberts Plans
Luncheon, Parade
ELIZABETH St. Adalbert's PTA started the ve.tr
off by electing Mrs Adele Gromek to a second term as
president and by setting up the year's calendar Mrs. (iro
mek will be assisted in office by Mrs Victoria Bednarski,
Mrs Leocadia Ticken. Mrs Mary Ann Padlo, Mrs Victoria
Guntpski, Mrs. Ann Raranowski
and Mrs Helen Sartin
The group held a social for
the mothers of kindergarten hoys
and girls. Sept 30. under direc
tion of Mrs. Bednarskt.
PLANS for the future include
a luncheon Oct. 19 at 1 pm for
the convent building fund (Mrs
Ticken. chairman), the Pulaski
Day Parade in New York City,
Oct 4 (Rev Eugene S Kowalski,
moderator chairman); installation
dinner in the school auditorium.
Oct 26 at 630 p m (Mrs Bed
narski, chairman)
Committees also reported at
the recent meeting that a dress
club was being formed under
Mrs. Connne Eichner. chairman,
and that a donation of t3OO had
been
given
to Rev Joseph A
Smolcn. pastor, for the convent
fund
The PTA will have open house
every fifth Sunday of the month
Sacred Heart. Clifton
chairman assisted hv Mr* V’al
Ha <!iau Mother* of fifth and
eighth grade students will hake
the rake*.
The Mothers' Guild will hold .1
rake sale Oct. 4 following Iho
Masses. Mrs Arthur Greco is
Journalists
Offered
Competition
MONTCLAIR A journalism
contest with separate divisions
for magazines and newspapers
will be sponsored by the PYO
for grammar school publications
in the Essex West Hudson area.
The competition will be held at
a follow up to the CYO sponsored
journalism course for grade
school editors
The
course, given every Mon-
day afternoon during October at
St. Michaels Hospital audi-
torium. will he conducted hy
Chris Hentschel. archdiocesan
CYO cultural director.
THE CYO noted, however, that
participation in the course Is not
a condition of entry The only
limitations on entries are that
newspapers must be published at
least six times and magazines
at least four times a year
Judging Ihe contest will he Jo-
seph Thomas of Irvington, as
sistant managing editor of The
Advocate
Winning entry in the contest
will represent Essex County in
archdiocesan judging, following
conclusion of Journalism courses
in Hudson, Bergen and Cnion
Counties. 1
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Young Advocate Club
America Contest
Senior Division: Design or make a favor that could be used for
a holiday party, for yourselves, for servicemen, for a hospital or an
orphanage.
®*' ,*** on: Draw a picture of the discovery of America.
Rules: Entries should be sent to: June V. Dwyer, Young Ad
vocata Club, 31 Clinton St., Newark 2, N. J. Your entry makes you
a member.
Entries must be in the Young Advocate office by Wednesday,
Oct. 14, 1959.
All entries must bo accompanied by the attached coupon, or
by a copy of it.
ste&ssmsags*
In Time of Need
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
Whose careful and understandingservice is in accord with the
traditions of Holy Mother Church
ESSEX COUNTY
JOSEPH P. MURPHY
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0514
NECKER-SHARPE
FUNERAL HOME
525 - 45»h STREET
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 7-0820
UNIon 7-0120
WOZNIAK
MEMORIAL HOME
320-22 Myrtle Avenue,
Irvington, N. J.
Conrad & Ray Woznlak,
Dlrectori
EStex 3-0606
JOHN P. MURPHY
480 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
EStex 3-6053
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 3-6348
FRANK McGEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
GRACE MURPHY, Director
301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3-2600
BBtNARD A. KANE
FUNERAL HOME
39 HUMBOLDT STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3-0733
FLOOD FUNERAL HOMS
Andrew W. Flood, Mgr.
112 So. Munn Ave.
Eatt Orange. N. J.
ORange 4-4443
MArket 2-2530
OORNY A OORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 2-2414
L V. MULLIN A SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0660
PETER J. QUINN
Funeral Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
OORNY A OORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE, N. J.
Plymouth 9-3503
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 4-7554
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
MOntclalr 2-0005
DE CAPUA FUNERAL HOME
269 MT. PROSPECT AVE.
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-3333
OEOROE AHR A SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
EStex 3-1020
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
EStex 2-8700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
661 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J.
NUtley 2-3131
BERGEN COUNTY
CLIFFORD H. PEINECKE
1321 TEANECK ROAD
WEST ENGLEWOOD, N. J.
FRANCIS X. FAHEY,
Manager
TE 7-2332
THOMAS J. DIFFIIY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD, N J.
WEbiter 9-0098
PATRICK J. CONTE
FUNERAL HOME
274 Market Street
Eatt Paterton
SW 6-0068
SW 7-9877
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUF
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS. N J.
ATlat 8-1362
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICI
MAYWOOD - BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
HUbbard 7-3050
JOHN J. FEENEY A SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD. N. J.
Gl Ibert 4-7650
HUDSON COUNTY
PATRICK J. CONTI
FUNERAL HOME
36 Tuer* Ave., Jertey City
(rear St. Aedan't Church)
HE 5-6451
DE 3-9259
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 7-6767
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, Inc.
JERSEY CITY UNION CITY
UNIon 7-1000
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
2000 HUDSON BOULEVARD
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 3-1100
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN, N. J.
OLfield 9-1455
OLfield 9-1456
LAWRENCE G. FAUON
157 BOWERS STREET
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
Oldfield 9-0579
james a. McLaughlin
591 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
Oldfield 3-2266
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENLINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK. N. J.
UNion 7-0373
UNION COUNTY
OORNY A OORNY
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH. N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1415
GROWNEY FUNERAL HOME
1070 NORTH BROAD STREET
HILLSIDE, N. J.
Elizabeth 2 1663
X
DANIEL J. LEONARD A SONS
MORTUARY
242 WEST JERSEY STREET
ELIZABETH. N. J.
Elizabeth 2-5331
.Miuer-bannworth
FUNERAL HOME
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-6664
WERSON FUNERAL HOME
635 NORTH WOOD AVE.
LINDEN, N. J.
HUnter 6-4119
PASSAIC COUNTY
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC. N. J.
PReicott 9-3183
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOME
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PReicott 7-0141
OORNY A GORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON, N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOME
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON, N. J.
PReicott 7-3002
For listing In this section call The Advocate. (MArket 44)700
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Holy Cron Coaiolory
Vltif Our 'P-ctou» indoor Showroom
WE ARE THE LARGEST MANUFACTt'KEII OF MEMORIALS IN THE
Bate and are passing
on to our customers savings or
% MY SELLINQ DIRECT TO PURCHASES
•ARRI OUILD MONUMINTS
I' liv ill
o
LUGGAGE S HOF*
ASMINUON N{ ‘ »
Academy of Sf. Elizabeth
Convent ItiMen. Hew Jereer
Semndnry School foe girlt 94»K year.
Retident and Day liceptionol record
for college preparation. Vocat.onal
court*i. Mut'C. Art. Dancing,
Sportt end Activity program.
Information jffferton f 1400
GEORGIAN COURT
; COLLEGE
Conducted by
tb# S<i*• ri ©f M• rry
‘ ROUR-YEAU COURSE LEADING TO
» IA ondli DEGREES
►«V#II intogrotod program In L'boral
Art*, fin® Art*. Soonco. Muii(. Horn*
Economic*. Iw»ia«*l Adminiatrotion
Toochor Training for EUmontory and
Socondary School*, fully Accroditod
Addr•** SISTER SECRETARY
OvorfiaA Court ColUf*
lokowood Now Jor««y
CALOWKU, NEW JBtSEY
CALDWELL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS OF ST. DOMINIC
Fully Accredited Offering A.B. ond B.S. Degree*
College of Saint Elizabeth
Convent Station, Now Jersey
Founded in 1899 by the Sitter* of Charity
Your most important
food purchase b
BREAD
Be sure you get the BEST.. always ask for
BUTTERCUP
Buttercup h a de- *
liciout loaf that
everyone in the fam-
ily will love. It'e nu<
tritioui, too each
pound containt the
non-fat milk toltdi of
milk. That'i why
kouMwivti every-
where toy,
&
Made with 1 00 %
tutu Vegetable Shortening
tot"* * •• WlllWl TOU louili'l I but Hint !tI»J
With North Jersey Women
Mary’s Rosary Bouquet
By June Dwyer
Mary'* month i* here and
North Jersey women are fill*
ing it full of flower* of activity.
The tpiritual bouquet i* being
fashioned of Masse* and Com-
munion* offered on Oct. 4, Ros-
ary Sunday.
Mary's Day
leading the long lint of Oct.
4 Communion breakfast* arc
the Rosarian* of Blessed Sac-
rament, Newark, who will be
holding their 15th spiritual get-
together. Rev. Owen Hudson,
0.5.8., St. Mary’* Priory, New-
ark, will speak at the break-
fast to he held in the school
hall following 9 am. Mass.
Mrs. Elizabeth Boyko is chair-
man, assisted by Mrs. Nor*
Flannery.
...
St. Aloysios Ro-
sary, Jersey City, will hold
their Rosary Sunday breakfast
at the Hotel Plaza, Jersey City,
following 8 a.m. Mass. John
Hvasta of Hillside, a commu-
nist prisoner for five years, will
apeak. Kenneth Saal will sing
accompanied by George Dona-
hue. Mrs. James C. Rochford
is chairman ...
The 4th means a brrak-
fast in the auditorium for St.
Philip the Apostle Rosarians,
Clifton, following the 7:30 a m.
Mass. Rev. Alexander Soko-
lich, St. Mary's Hospital chap-
lain. Orange, will speak. Mrs.
Myron Van Pelt, chairman, an-
nounced that 13 past presidents
will he guests. Mrs. Frederick
Anthony is assisting the chair-
man . . . St. James Rosarians,
Springfield, will hold their
breakfast at the Hotel Subur-
ban, Summit, Oct. 4 following
the 8 a m. Mass. Mary Kanane,
CDA grand regent, will speak.
Mrs. Mary Lutz is toastmaster
and Mrs. Joseph Afflitto is
chairman
. . .
St. Rose of I.ima Rosarians,
Newark, will hold their break-
fast at the Robert Treat Hotel,
Newark, following the * a m.
Mass. Katherine McLaughlin of
the Catholic Forum and Irene
O'Toole of the Essex-Newark
District Council of Catholic
Women will speak. Rev Aloy-
sius Carney pastor, and Rev.
Paul Hayes. Legion of Decency
assistant director, will also
speak. Mrs. Edward Middleton
is chairman assisted by Mrs.
Edward Malloy ...Ann Ur-
kin is chairman of the 84.
John’* Rosary (Orange) break-
fast to be held in the school
hall the 4th following I a.m.
Mass. Rev. David J. Price,
pastor of Holy Spirit, Orange,
will speak. Jerry Lynch will
sing, accompanied by Barbara
Aromondo. Rev. John J. Rock,
spiritual director, will also
sing. Mrs. Lucie Donnelly will
be toastmaster . .
.
Holy Family Rosarians, Nut-
ley, will hear Rev. Francis
O'Connell, 0.5.8., of St. Bene-
dict’s Prep, Newark, speak at
the breakfast (Oct. 4) in the
school auditorium following
8:15 a.m. Mass. Mrs. Carmen
Cullari, chairman, will be toast-
master. Mrs. Frank Cocchiola
is assisting the chairman. Mrs.
Eleanor D'Angelo Fazzi will
sing, accompanied by Ann Stel-
latella
.
. . Sacred Heart Ros-
arians, Irvington, will meet in
the auditorium for a breakfast
following Sunday's 8:30 a.m.
Mass. Mrs. Stanley Dzuibon is
chairman . . .
Mrs. Mariana Evers Bove
will sing at the St. Francis of
Sale* Rosary breakfast, Lodi,
following 7 a.m. Mass. Mrs.
Bove will be accompanied by
Mrs. Gus Meyer. .. .
Bridge
Filling the gap of financial
needs are women's groups
sponsoring card parties. The
Little Sisters of the Poor Auxil-
iary, Newark, will hold a des-
sert-bridge at 369 Park Ave.,
Orange. Oct. 3 at 1:30 p.m.
Mrs Daniel F. Bums, chair-
man, is assisted by Mrs.
Charles Moore . . . The Jun-
ior Seton league will hold a
dessert-bridge-fashion show on
Oct. 2 at 8 p.m. at Graulich's,
Orange. Catherine lebzelter,
Irvington, and Mrs. Robert
Pearson, Irvington, are co-
chairmen . , .
Gentlemen card players of
New Providence are invited to
the first of four bridges to be
held at Our Lady of Peace
cafeteria Oct. 2 by the Rosar-
ians. Mrs. Stephen Allocco is
chairman of the affair which
will benefit the building fund.
Our I.ady of the Lake
Rosarians, Sparta, will hold a
Hallowe'en bridge Oct. 23 at
Our Lady of the Lake Regional
High School.
.
. .
Highlights
A 40th anniversary dinner
will be held Oct. 8 for Division
10, Ladies Auxiliary, Ancient
Order of Hibernians. The af-
fair will begin at 7 p.m. at
Thom ms Restaurant. Newark.
Helen Curran is handling res-
ervations
. . .
84. Elizabeth
Academy Alumnae, Convent,
will hold a luncheon-fashion
show Oct. • st 12:90 p.m. »t
Mayfair Farms. West Orange.
Mrs. Robert Nagle and her
daughter, Nancy, of Ridgewood
are co-chairmen of the party
which will benefit the scholar-
ship fund
.
. .
Our I-ady of Peare Rosar-
ian*, New Providence, will
hold a spaghetti supper Oct.
24 in the school cafeteria. Mrs.
Joseph Spellman and Mrs.
Richard Gordon are co-chair-
men ... The toiumblettes of
Sacred Heart. Passaic, will
hold cake sales Oct. 23 and 24
under the direction of Mrs.
Phyllis Waller, assisted by
Mrs. Sylvia Hudsk . . .
Court Roearl, CDA, East Or-
ange, will hold a Communion
breakfast Oct. 25 at the Hotel
Suburban, East Orange, follow-
ing the 7:45 a.m. Mass at Holy
Name Church. East Orange.
Anne B. Muller is chairman,
assisted by Mrs. Rose C. Lar-
sen . . . Oct. 17 is circled for
* Communion breakfast for St.
Joseph's Scapular Confraterni-
ty. The breakfast will be held
in the Clinton Inn, Tenafly fol-
lowing 9 am. it st | Jo
seph's, Demarest. Rev. Patrick
Sullivan, S.J.. assistant direc-
tor of the National Legion of
Decency, will speak. Mrs. Ed-
mund Hanley is chairman
,
Agendas
Mrs. Madeline Ripley will
address Court Aloysio*, CDA,
following the business meeting
at * p.m. in St. Aloysius school
basement, Caldwell. The group
will hold
an old and new sale
Oct. 9 from 9 a m. to 9
p.m. in
the basement . . . Mrs. Mar
garet Tirrell O’Brien will ad
dress St. Catharine's Rosary
Glen Rock. Oct. 7 at an 8 30
p m. meeting in the auditor-
ium. Mrs. Edward H. MacCahe
is program chairman for the
♦vening . .
Holy Cross Rosarians. Harri-
son, will meet in the auditor
ium Oct. 6 at 8 15 p m. Mrs.
Ana R. Rainey. assistant chid
probation officer of Hudson
County, win apeak . . . Rev.
Richard MeGuiancss, lit. Car-
mel Guild director of the blind,
will address the Rosary Altar
Society of St Vraaatias. Or-
ange, Oct. 7 at B:1S p.m. . . .
St. Aloysios Rotary, Jersey
City, will meet Oct. S at 1:10
pm. in the auditorium. Mrs.
Gerald Gildea and Mrs. Frank
Capparelli are program co-
chairmen
. . .
Misericordia Alumnae (Penn-
sylrania). New Jeraey chapter,
will meet Oct. • at • p.m. at
the home of lira. Louis A.
Troisi of Upper Montclair, . . .
Jersey alumnae of Chestnut
Hill College. Philadelphia, will
meet Oct. 15 at the home of
Mrs. William Galop. Whippany.
The group will hold a pony
circus Oct. II at the farm of
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Buck,
Harding Township . .
Here ’» There
The Ladies Auxiliary of the
Catholic War Veterans, state
chapter, will hold a dance at
Lyons Veterans Hospital Oct. 1
.. . Mrs. Grace Arnone was in-
stalled as president of the SL
Nicholas Post. Catholic War
Veterans Auxiliary, Jersey
City, recently. Other new offi-
cers are: Mrs. Helen Kamin-
ski, Mrs. Madaline Angelo,
Mrs. Vera Gilbert, Maureen
O'Connor. Mrs. Victoria Pan-
kowski and Mrs. Mary Filipo-
wics . . .
Marguerite Richards was in-
stalled as president of the
Danghters of Mary. Our lady
of Mt. Carmel. Boonton. Other
new officers are: Amelia Ven-
turing Mrs. John Costentino,
•Mrs Allen Koreivo and Yolan-
da Bonanni . . . Holy Trinity
Colnmhiettes held a card party
Sept. 23. Phyllia Meli was
chairman . .
St. Cassias'. Women's Auxil-
i»ry. Upper Montclair, will
hold a Communion breakfast
Get t in the sehool auditorium
following the * a m. Mass Rev.
Flavian Dougherty, C.P., of St.
Michael'. Monastery, Union
City, will speak.
College Grads Are Jubilarians
EAST ORANGE _ The Catholic Women's College Clubwill pull out the memory book Oct. 8 when it celebrates
tta 2-1th anniversary at the women's club here with a
buffet supper.
The group, which has grown from the original 13 mem-
ber* to 136 representing 32 colleges and universities
will have special honors to bestow on the six remaining char-
ter members.
The organization was originally formed “to foster friendly
relationships among Catholic college women who wish to in-
quire further Into cultural pursuits, participate In worthy pro-
jects, and plan purposeful lines of endeavor for the further-
ance of the Catholic Action movement."
Included in projects supported by the women
throughout the years are the Margaret J. Keenan scholarship
(named for a deceased member) open to any high school
graduate to any Catholic college; making cancer dressings
and sponsoring spiritual activities.
Hirkev
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Hlcke>. Bloomfield, president. Catherine Malloy. Newark-
Barbara McGee, Bloomfield, Mrs Hunter Smith West Or-
ange; and Jean Chalifoux, Caldwell.
Workshops Are Planned
In Bergen, Union Councils
RIDGEFIELD PARK - The
Bergcn-Paramus and Bergen
Hackensack District Councils of
Catholic Women will unite for a
regional mfflini at St Francis
h*r* Oct 9 The meeting will
feature workshops.
Workihop committed for the
Bpm piugram inciuue: organ-
nation and development, Mrs. J.
Cannon, i.len Moca, and Mrs.
I-eo Richer Jr., Hackensack; li-
braries and literature.'Mrs. P. H.
Tierney, Teaneck. and Louise
Mi'ona. Ruthertord. spiritual de
relopment, Mrs. Charles Leroy,
'Penally, and Mrs. Orlln V. Wry’
East Rutherford;
Social action, Mr*. Ernest Fits-
pa trick, Westwood, and Anna
Musso, Norm Bergen, discus-
sion group. Mrs. Paul Y'ermuy-
len, Hillsdale, and Mrs Leroy
Shropshire, Ridgefield Park; pub-
lic relations, Mrs Kenneth Vree
land. West Englewood, and Mrs.
Anthony Morchen, Little Ferry.
Mrs. Henry Morretl!, Bergen
field, and Mrs. Albert Johann,
Ruthertord, district presidents,
are honorary chairmen, assisted'
by Mrs Edward Ihirfee, Tenafly,
and Mr*. Edward Pramuk, Tea-
neck.
•
WESTFIELD The l nmn-
Eluabeth and the Union
Westfield District Councils of
'Catholic Women will hold a re-
gional workshop at St. Michael *.
Elisabeth. Oct. 22. An officers'
workshop and pastor-moderator
committee workshop will be held
in addition to the standing
committee workshops.
The
program will begin with
Benediction at 7.44 p m and will
close at 10 JO p m.
Mrs Oscar Klein of Westfield
was appointed corresponding sec-
retary of the Union Westfield
Council at a recent meeting at
Holy Trinity High School here.
At the same meeting Mrs. John
Ritchie of Westfield, spiritual re-
j I*U°nachairman, announced that
1 186 women from 2J organisations
in 10 towns would be attending
j Ihe pilgrimage to Graymoor Sept.
BE PREPARED: St. Vincent’s Hospital, Montclair,is
ready for anything now! Oct. 1 they open an emergency
department in a newly constructed section on the
ground floor with ramp approaches. Sister Clara Do-
lores, hospital administrator, and Ruth Crogan, emer-
gency room director, arc shown checking the new
Hausted table, a gift of the local Kiwanis Club.
IFCA Regional Meeting
Planned in Providence
NEWARK The International Federation of Catholic
Alumnae will hold its New England regional conference in
cooperation with the Rhode Island chapter Oct 16-18 in
Providence, R I
Mrs. Ernest P Tibbits of Montclair, immediate national
past president of the IFCA, will
speak at the opening session on
the aims of the federation. Mrs
Elmer Ciamillo, IFCA state gov
ernor, will attend the board ol
directors meetings on Friday as
well as the general conference
sessions.
THE CONFERENCE wtll open
Saturday with a Mass for dc
ceased I Ft'A members at the
Cathedral of St Peter and St
Paul Round table discussions on
the four departments
are sched-
uled for the morning and after-
noon.
Msgr. Joseph B McAllister,
vice rector of Catholic Inner
aity of America, and IFCA na-
tional director, will speak at the
Oct. 17 luncheon. Bishop Jerome
D. Hannan of Scranton will
speak at the banquet that eve-
ning
Sunday a Mass will be cele-
brated in the cathedral for mem
bers of the IFCA. The confer-
ence will adjourn later following
a tea at Salve Regina College,
Newport.
St. Genevieve’s
To Host Council
ELIZABETH The Union -
I Elizabeth District Council of Cath
|olic Women will meet Oct. 8 at
St. Genevieve's at 8:15 p m.
Mrs. Arthur Lange of Summit,
,district president, announced that
ithe speaker will be Dr. Cecelia.
J Kernan, psychologist.
Rosary Note
UNION CITY The Domini-
can Sisters of the Perpetual
Rosary have used modern “di-
rect mail" methods to interest
their friends in the Rosary.
The nuns have sent out let-
ters Inviting the public to Join
them Oct. 4, Hosary Sunday,
at 3 pm. for the procession
of the nuns and friars and the
recitation of the Rosary tn the
Blue Chapel.
The letter urged: "Let us
arm ourtelves with the only
weapon of true defense and
lasting peace—Mary's Rosary."
Paterson to Honor
Martins at Meeting
WEST PATERSON The parents of St. Therese,
the Little Flower, will be honored at the annual gathering of
the Paterson Diocesan Council of Catholic Women Oct 21
at the Westmount Country Club here. Theme of the day
long program will be: "The Martins Models for Cathode
Parent*.”
Over 1,000 women are expected
to attend the program which will
atart with registration at 1 p m.
The afternoon session will be
a workshop on family-parent In-
terest*. Mrs. Edward Feeney,
Butler district president, is pro-
gram chairman.
Bishop McNulty, honorary
council president, will preside
and speak at a dinner at *
p.m. The Bishop is a leading
figure In the movement for
beatificaUon of Ixiuis and Ate-
Ue-Marie Martin.
Rev. Thurston Davis. S J.. edi-
tor of America, will fie the
guest speaker at the dinner.
MARIE Fitzgerald of the Pas
saic-Clifton district is convention
chairman Mr*. Vincent Basile is
in charge of registration, which
will take place in the afternoon
and immediately following the
dinner.
,
Mrs. Arthur Moore, conven-
tion dinner chairman, will he
assisted by Mrs. William A.
Flynn. Reservations for the
dinner must be made by Oct,
to.
Exhibits are being prepared hv
various committees and parish
units under direction of Wilhel
mina Lawlor. Space is still avail-
able for groups wishing to set
up exhibits.
TIIF RECEPTION committee
will be formed by the past dio-
jcesan presidents Mrs Robert D.
Donaldson, Mrs. Richard F.
Gormles, Mrs George W Kirch
ner, Mrs John B Eggert and
Mrs. Eugene J Klein
Mrs Daniel T Mustic is dio
cesan president Msgr John J
Shanley is diocesan moderator
Women
around the
World
War Against cancer has two
leading generals; Mother Kath
ryn Marie, superior of the Holy
Cross Sisters, and sister Marta
Pieta, executive -.-ice president of
St. Mary's College, Notre Dam*.
The nuns were honored by the
American Cancer Society for
their "outstanding le.ucrship”
against the dread disease. The
awards highlighted a five-day In-
stitute of Health program at St.
Mary's.
•
Education can lead you to
strange places’ It is taking Sis
ter Mary Loretta Gegen to the
Amazon In South America A
graduate student in education,
Sister Mary Loretta is doing her
doctoral dissertation on the im
pact of education on the culture
ot the Amazon people She will
spend a year venturing by small
boat and canoe as far as t.fiOO
miles upstream to gather first-
hand material.
Letter* from the genera! sec-
rrtariat of the International
Eucharistic Congress, to he held
in Munich July 31 Aug. 7 1060,
have appealed to young womenin
west German dioceses to supply
400 banners to decorate the con
gress site
On each banner will he a
Eucharistic symbol or a picture
representing the history of a
particular diocese
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Pope Pius Rates Slight Favorite
In Wide Open Tri-County Race
By Ed Grant
PASSAIC With one week of play behind it, the Tri-
County Catholic “A" Conference seems sure to come up
with a hectic pennant race in this, its first football campaign.
Pope Pius still looks like the inside favorite for the
crown, but at least three other teams St. Cecilia’s, Bergen
Catholic and Don Bosco could
take advantage of any slip by
the Eagles. Nor are St. Joseph's
and Queen of Peace completely
out of the running.
None of the six conference
teams, however, seems ready to
go outside of the loop and issue
a challenge to St. Peter's reign
as North Jersey Catholic "A"
champion. How strong the con-
ference is may be known when
the results of the Pope Pius-Sctoo
Hall and St. Petcr's-St. Cecilia's
fames are in
(Here is the way the teams
shape up, in alphabetical order,
with last year's records and
players’ weights in parenthe-
ses):
BERGEN CATHOLIC (2-4-1)-
The Crusaders were moving along
nicely in practice sessions until,
on the very eve of the season, big
fullback Bob Fischer was ruled
ineligible. This left a gaping hole
in the backfield and coach John
Mazziotta has had to shift men
around to fill the gap.
Tackle Gary Starr (192) was
at fullback against St. Joseph's
last week, teaming with veteran
backs Jim Lucie (133), Dan Hop-
ktna (170) and Dan Connelly (155).
Into Starr’s line spot went Guy
Treortola (180). The other line-
men are sprinter Tom Von Oh-
len (163) and Bill Keegan (170)
at ends. Jerry Von Dohlen (188)
at tackle, Pete Feniello (210)
and Bill Kaskow (175) at guards
and Bob Binda (185) at center.
For defense, Roger Nettune
(156) and Joe Mele (150) move
in at halfbacks. Top line reserves
are guard Tom Godfrey (165),
center Roger Rossomondo (153)
and tackle Tom Connelly (168).
There is a lack of depth on the
line which may hurt late in the
season.
DON BOSCO (2-7) - Though
the Dons lost their first outing
to Xavier, they seem greatly im-
proved over last season. Six vet-
erans are in the starting lineup,
including a fine all-around back
in Steve Murray (180). The
backfield has good speed and
the line is of reasonable sixe.
Other starting backs are Mike.
McCarthy (165), Connie Vono
(165) and Sal Garcia (175). The
line has ends Jim Yorke (175)
and Ed Piela (185). tackles Ed
Grillo (180) and Drew Nugent
(220), guards Vince Crabclla
la (175) and Jim liammil (175)
and center Bill Gallasso (190).
Due to see lots of action arc
end Mike Mistretta (185), tackle
John Sheehy (190), guards Dennis
Boylan (165), John Vandcrclock
(210) and John Roselle (215),
ter Bill Gunn (175) and backs
Tony Randazzo (150) and Ken
Lannin (170).
POPE PIL'S (8-I)—'Tho Eagles
don’t have the backfield they had
last year, but their line is even
| better, with only center Richie
Takacs having graduated. Joe
Augusciak (175) and Tony Cioce
(180) at ends, Stu Hollis (205) and
Bernie Bialecki (215) at tackles
and Bruce Gorski (185) and "Vince
Creco (205) at guards give coach
Bob N'ork a solid forward wall.
Thanks to injuries suffered at
the end of last season by veteran
backs Bill Sipos and the Fisher
hoys, the new crop also has plen-
ty of experience. Walt Sicfert!
(170), Pat Noonan (150), Joe Cus-
sick (170) and soph Joe Simoldoni
(175) make a nice quartet, hacked
by A1 Skorupka (170) and Steve
Tinus (160).
The new center ia Bill Cioce
(185), Tony’s brother, and other
linemen who figure in defensive
plans are tackles John Pogorelec
(175) and Steve Racz (190), cen-
ter Lou Giglio (170) and guard
Cosmo Baccarella (160). Team s
pass defense was weak against
St. Cecilia’s, but this could im-
prove with experience.
QUEEN OF PEACE (J-8) -
Another team which lost a star
unexpectedly. In this case it was
all-around athlete Pat Honey,
sidelined for season with broken
collarbone. His loss broke up all-
veteran backfield and may have
spoiled chances for winning rec-
ord.
Coach Ralph Borgess has a vet-
eran team with Roy Clare (180),
Ed Pogoda (160) and Charles Van
Mater (160) at ends. Carmen Cie-
chlno (175) and Tom Harrington
(170) at tackles, Ed Schaefer
(135) and Bill Harmon (185) at
guards, Tom Oleorczyk (185) at
center and Lee Loughridge (138),
Bill Nolan (155), Ross Esporrin
(182) and Ron Timpanaro (170)
in backfield.
Problem is light line which will
be outweighed 10 pounds a man
or more in every game. Among
the other boys who will see action
are tackles John Greco, John
Barberi and Tom DeVivo and
hacks Bob Coanc, Bob Munz,
Tom Hart and Colin Kearns.
ST. CECILIA'S (1-6) There
are only nine seniors on 50-man
squad here and just five of them
will start. Top seniors are quar-
terback Jim Brennan (165) and
fullback Bill Brcndel (185), half-
back Joe Clark (175), guard Pete
j Fimbel (185) and tackle Dennis
Natale (185).
The junior starters are half-
I back Jim Allgor (170), ends Lou
i Baptiste (170) and Dan Cronin
(170), tackle Tom Moles (190),
guard Bill Burke (200) and center
Clyde Shepherd (180). The
Brennan-Cronin passing combine
hit for three touchdowns against
Pope Pius and will probably keep
throwing all season.
Reserves are all sophs and jun-
iors Among those who will be
used by coach Bud Estelle are
end Lou Canizzaro (155), tackles
John Klcm (215), Steve I.apko
(180) and Mike McGowan (190),
guard John Tate (190), center
Richie Kocppcl (150) and backs
Ted Hoffman (165). Greg Knapp
(175) and Paul Fiore (145).
ST JOSEPH'S (2-7) When
a school has 75% of its boys in
freshman and sophomore classes,
it can't help but rebuild. And
St. Joseph's has just the man tu
do it in veteran coach Art Couch,
back after a year's absence At'
will probably win a game or two
while doing the construction job
Though most of the starters
played some last year, Couch
rates only five as real veterans:
end Bob Maruska (175), tackles
Dennis McCarthy (180) and Ron
Stagncri (190), guard Ed Schli*-
rer (165) and quarterback Ralph
LaMonte (180). Stagneri will miss
the first two games with an in-
jury
The other starts are end Ken
Bewighouse (170), tackle Ed
Greavey (200), guard Ken Rollo
(170), center Jay Curry (165>,
halfbacks Jim Liggio (160) and
John Messina (145) and fullback
Art Mirante (170), Liggio is the
soph brother of Tom, now a soph
iomore at Notre Dame.
Passaic Priest
Bowls a 300
PASSAIC—Rev. Joseph Nem-
»hok, curate at St. Mary's
Church, had the kind of day
Sept. 24 that all bowlers dream
about.
To begin with, Father Nem- 1
zhak shot a 104 game. Hr also
had a three-game series of 834
and, for It games, he averaged
213.
The marathon effort came on
his day off while he was on hisj
way to his parents' home. Ilej
stopped hist for a solo game or
two at the Parkway Lanes, but,
when the pins started to fall all
over the place, he just kept on
rolling.
A bowling enthusiast for 25
years. Father Nemshak entered
league play for the first time
last year and compiled a 184
average. He has already framed
the scoresheet of “the best day
In bowling I'll ever have."
Bonnies Cop
Diamond Title
PATERSON With Bill Croil
pitching i two hit shutout, St.
Bonaventure retired the Mayor;
DeVita Trophy by winning its
third Paterson Catholic High
School Kail Baseball Tourna-
ment, Sept. 27 at Totowa Oval.
The Bonnies slugged six St.
Joseph's pitchers for 14 hits in
the IG-0 rout. Meanwhile Croal
gave up both of the loser's bingles
to catcher John Mawry.
St. Joseph's had earned its
place in the final round with a
2-0 shutout of St. John's on Sept, j
23. John Moore and Tom Curtin'
combined to throw a four-hitter
at SC John's, which had upset
Don Bosco Tech in a first- |
round game.
As it turned out, St. Bonaven- 1
ture had a cakewalk to the title,
for its semi final game was a
ilO-1 rout of St. Mary's, with
jCroal allowing just three hits.
Bill struck out 22 hatters in the
two contests and helped himself
to three hits. Villanova Radio Post
To Orange Student
VILLANOVA Albert Lawler
of Orange has been named chief
engineer of Villanova Universi-
ty's campus station, WVIL, by
Rev. Joseph W. Kemme, O.S.A ,
vice president for student af-
faire
A senior at Villanova, I.awler
is also a member of the student
; council, president of the spe-
cial service squad, photographer
on the campus paper and will
graduate in June with a degree
in electirical engineering and a
(Navy ROTC commission.
School, College
Sports
FOOTBALL
FRIDAY, OCT 1
Newark
Academy at Delbarlon. S M
pm
Oratory at Carteret School. 1 p m.
llarrtaon at Don Hoaco. II pm
SATURDAY* OCT. 3
Cardinal Farley at Bergen Catholic. 8
P.m
St Henedlcta at New York Military
Academy. 2pm
Newark Eaat Side at Kelon Mali. 2 pm.
BUNOAY. OCT. 4
DePaul at Bayley-Lllard. 2 p in
Queen of Peace at Immaculate. 2
P m
Valley at St Mary‘a. 2 p.m
•St. Joaeph'a at Pope Plua. 2pm
Kmereon at St. CeclUa‘a. 2 pm
Demareat at SI Mlchael'a. 2 IS pm
St Joaeph'a <Pa.) at St. Pcter'a. 2
io&«*
•TCAC feme
FRIDAY. OCT. 1
Salon Hall at l.afa>ette
SATURDAY. OCT S
St. Peter'a at Montclair State
MONDAY. OCT. |
Our I -ady of the Lake at Blair Aca-
demy J. V.
TUISDAY. OCT. A
St. Cecil la'a at Irvine ton
WIONSSDAY. OCT 7
Paterson State at St Peters
FRIDAY OCT. 1
St Peter a in MECAA Tournament at
lona
SATURDAY. OCT. 2
St. Peter's In MECAA Tournament at
lona
WIDNISDAY OCT. 7
St. Peter a at Bt. John a
THURSDAY. OCT. S
St Peter'a at FalrleUb Dtckineon
CROSS-COUNTRY
SATURDAY. OCT. )
NJCTC IKtttopnMl mnt .1 W.riaw
n> Park. rWI.WMI
Smoq H.ll il Wwln
St. Peter's St. Joseph's Game Tops Bid;
Delbarton, St. Benedict's, DePaul to Bow
JERSEY CITY St. Peter's and Seton Hall meeting
first-class rivals and the opening of the season for Delbar-
ton, DePaul and St. Benedict’s mark the second big week
of the 1959 scholastic fotball campaign.
The Petreans entertain one of the two teams which
seem to have a good chance of
ending their current 12-game win-
ning streak. This is St. Joseph's
of Philadelphia, a fellow Jesuit
prep school, which gave the 1958
Petreans their toughest battle
before bowing, 20-0.
This one is slated for Oct. 4 at
Roosevelt Stadium, Jersey City.
The day before, Seton Hall mixes
it up with powerful Newark East
Side at the campus field. Unlike
St. Peter’s, which trounced Bay-
onne, 38-0, last week, Seton Hall
got off to a bad start with a 12-7
loss to Bloomfield.
DELBARTON TAKES its 27
game undefeated streak against
the only team which has blem-
ished that mark, Newark Acad-
emy, on Oct. 2 at Morristown
The Newark club tied the Green
Wave two years ago. St. Bene-
dict's is at New York Military
Academy on Oct. 3, while Dp
Paul visits Bayley-Ellard on Oct
4.
Last week's action thoroughly
confirmed St. Peter's and Im-
maculate Conception as the fa-
vorites for the North Jersey "A”
and “B” titles, respectively. The
Petreans met more resistance
than they have in years from
Bayonne, but showed an offense
with a real one two punch. Im
maculate had only one punch.
Gary Stanton, hut he was more
than enough, scoring five touch-
downs in a 36-12 rout of St
Mary's
Seton Hall has Bloomfield on
the
ropes, 7 6, with three min-
utes to play, but the Bengals
pulled it out with a 54-yard touch-
down run by Bob Bianco A 20
yard pass from John DeN'oia to
Jim O'Connor, followed by De
Noia's placement, had put the
Pirates ahead.
Another upset victim was Bay-
ley-Ellard. which bowed, 21-14, in
a wild game against Phillips-
Parochial. Wild for the first half,
first half, that is, when both
teams did all their scoring. Bay-
ley tallied on a 40-yard run by
Lou Chiarolanzio and a seven-
yard plunge by Francis Has-
kew. but a blocked punt got
Phillipsburg out in the lead and
the West Jersey club managed
to hold on
Victim of a had scare was St
Michael's. (UC), which just
topped Union Hill, 7 6, on a
touchdown by Danny Kane and a
placement by Russ Gutter. The
latter made sure his point would
do the job as he blocked a con-
version attempt by the Hillers'
Tony Auricmma
Bobby Hackett, Ed Vaughn and
Walt Vogel combined their run-
ning and passing for St. Luke's
in a 21-13 defeat of Oratory.
Vaughn scored on a pass from
Vogel and on a nine yard run,
while Hackett went over on a
four-yard spring. Ron Zazzara,
former Seton Hall hasketblall
player, debuted brilliantly in
football, scoring both Ram touch-
downs on pass plays.
THE ONE-TWO punch refer-
red to above for St. Peter's was
Wayne Zdanowicz and Wally
Mueller. Though nursing a sore
foot, which prevented him from
punting or place-kicking, Zdano-
wicz had nothing wrong with his
arm, passing to Larry Hrebiniak
for one touchdown and setting up
two others with passes to Mueller
and Hrebiniak.
Wally dashed seven yards for
the first touchdown, sprinted 75
yards with a punt return for an
other and had a third called back
for clipping after a 45 yard
sprint with another punt.
Stanton was the whole show for
Immaculate against St. Mary's,
going over on runs of one, five
and 55 yards and on pass plays
which covered 75 and 80 yards.
Richie Higgins had both St.
Mary's scores to match his
double of the week before against
St. Luke's.
Football League
Has Triple Tie
JERSEY ClTY—Johnny Sue*
to need 42 yards around end to
gUf Holy Rosary a 60 victory
over Mt. Carmel in the Hudson
County CYO Grammar School
Football League, Sept. 27 at Jer
sey City High School Field.
In the other half of the twin
! bill. St. Michael's (CO and St.
Andrew's, Bayonne, battled to a
00 tie. This left St. Paul's, Mt.
Carmel and Holy Rosary tied for
first place with two points
apiece, the other two teams be
ing Just one point behind
| St. Paul's and Mt. Carmel meet
in the big game on Oct 4, with
Holy Rosary facing St Michael's
lin the other contest To dale, St.
Paul's has been the most im-
pressive of tlie leading clubs, but
a week's layoff may hurt the Pi-
oneers against Mt. Carmel.
Peacocks Cop
Baseball Tilt
JERSEY CITY St Peter's
College opened its Fall baseball
season with a 12 1 rout of St.
Francis on Sept. 2T at Brooklyn
lllchle DeVolo pitched four hit
ball for the Peacocks, who put
the
game away with a six run
rally in the filth inning. Jim
Heidy and Dan Sheehan led the
eight-hit attack.
The Peacocks have a busy
week coming up. They will Ire in
the Middle Eastern College Ath-
letic Association tournament at
lona, Oct. 23, then will visit St.
John's on Oct. 7 and Fairleigh-
Dickinson on Oct. 8.
Hubbard, Amabile
High in Statistics
NEW YORK - Two area ath-
letes, Larry Hubbard of Mar
quetle and Johnny Amabile of
Boston College, are among the
statistical college football leaders
in the first weekly release by the
National Collegiate Athletic Bu
reau
Hubbard, a Montclair boy,
ranks second in passes caught
with 11. good for 132 yards and
one touchdown. Amanile is 11th
in passing
with 17 completions
in 36 attempts for 196 yards and
one touchdown
Amabile starred in the 44 8
defeat last weekend against Ar
my, while Bobby Scarpitto of
Notre Dame was contributing a
touchdown to Notre Dame's 28 8
rout of North Carolina Bob suf-
fered a rib injury in that game
an may be missing this week
against Purdue.
Top game on the Catholic col
lege calendar this week has Holy
Cross at Villanova Dayton is at
Bowling Green; Detroit, 14-0 con
queror of Marquette last week,
at home to Kentucky; Marquette
at Wisconsin; Scranton at Tern
pie and Xavier at Miami.
Xavier upset Villanova, 48 20,
on Sept. 27. while Holy Crosa
thrashed Dartmouth. 316. on
Sept. 28. In other games. Dayton
lost to Cincinnati. 21 7. Scranton
bowed to Muhlenberg, 21-12; and
St Benedict a topped St. Am
brose, 7-6.
Girls' Cage League
To Hold Meeting
ORANGE An organuational
meeting of the North Jersey Cath
olic High School Girls Basketball
league will be held Oct. 6 at
Our Lady of the Valley Hign
School
Any schools wishing to join the
league this year should contact
Mrs Thomas Gantly at 353 Wil-
low Dr., Union, or call MU 6 3569.
The league is open to all organ-
ized Catholic high school girls'
teams in the area.
Guessing Grid Games
WINNER
Ilelbarton
St. BettedicCs
Oratory
Don Bosco
Bergen Catholic
Newark East Side
Bayley Ellard
Immaculate
St. Mary’*
Pope Plus
St. Cecilia'*
St. Peter’*
I.OSER
Newark Academy
New York M. A.
Carteret
Harrison
Cardinal Earley
Selon Hall
DePaul
Queen of Peace
Valley
St. Joseph's
Emerson
SI. Joseph's (Pa.)
COMMENT
(King of the Ivy)
(Cadets Cowed)
(This One's Safr)
(Dons Like Lights)
(Crusader* Too Big)
(Pirate* Outmatched)
(Could Be Upset)
(Quell Queens)
(Two More for Higgins?)
(Eagles over Jay*)
(Brennan Buxaes Bulldog*)
(Threat to Mtreak)
(Record to date: S right, 4 wrong, .647)
Adams Captures
Harrier Race
JERSEY CITY - Getting a
made-to-order pare from Dave
Hyland of St. Peter's, New Bruns-
wick. the previous week's winner
A1 Adams of St Michael's (JC>
walked off with the second week-
ly New Jersey Catholic Track
Conference cross country develop i
ment race, Sept 26 at Lincoln
Park.
Adams dogged Hyland s steps
until the last 220 yards, then
sprinted past to win in 13 30.
much behind Dave's winning
lime on Sept 19 | n third place
was Bob O'Rourke of St Aloy-
sius, followed by Bill Manloff of
Don Bosco Tech and Ray Wyrsch
of Selon Hall
The junior varsity event went
to Bill Gretnnger of St Mary a
(Jl), who ran a strong race to
win in 936 7 Freshman honors
were again taken by George Tab
back of Don Bosco Tech, who was
timed at 5 57.
The third development meet,
scheduled for Oct. 3, has been
moved to Warinanco Park, site of
the NJSIAA championships in
November.
Eagles Eye St. Joseph's
As Step to League Crown
PASSAIC Pope Pius attempts to get the jump on its
rivals in the Tri-County Catholic “A" conference Oct. 4
when it meets St. Joseph's at Passaic Stadium.
The Eagles and Bergen Catholic are currently tied for
the league lead, following their victories on opening day.
Sept. 27. Pope Pius came from i
behind to nip St. Cecilia's. 26 20. J
while Bergen tripped St. Jo!
seph's, 14-13.
There are no other leaRue
games this weekend as Don Bos-
co is at home to Harrison under
the lights Oct. 2, Bergen Catholic
hosts Cardinal Farley on Oct. 3
and St. Cecilia's is at home to
Emerson, while Queen of Peace
visits Immaculate Conception on
Oct. 4.
OFF LAST week's results Pope
Pius figures to take St Joseph's,
if only due to its overwhelm-
ing line superiority. The Eagles
missed veteran bark Walt Seifert
against St. Cecilia's, particularly
on pass defense, and there is no
guarantee he will be back this
week.
Pope Pius did'unveil anew
scoring threat in sophomore full- 1
back Joe Simoldoni, whose two
touchdowns helped overcome the
needle-thread passing combine of
Jim Brennan and Dan Cronin for
the Saints. Simoldoni rambled 7C
yards with a kickoff to tie the
count at 13-13 in the second peri
od and earlier had tallied the
Eagles’ first touchdown on a one
>ard plunge.
The Saints led three times dur
ing the game on Brennan-Cronin
touchdown passes of nine. 66 and
22 yards But two punting p4aya
proved their undoing. In the sec-
ond period, big Stu Hollis blocked
a punt and recovered it for a
touchdown and, in the fourth pe-
riod. a low pass from center gave
Pope Pius possession on tha
Saints' 18 yard line, from where
Steve Tinus went over in threa
plays.
A TRICKY lateral pass from
Dan Conndly to Jim Lucie on a
olay which covered 56 yards keyed
the Bergen win after St Joseph's
took an early 7 0 lead. Dan Hop-
kins then plunged over for tha
touchdown and extra point in tha
third period which meant tha
game Ralph LcMonte and Art
Mirante scored for St. Joseph's,
but a pass from LaMonte to Jim
Liggio missed connections after
the second touchdown.
In independent outings, confer-
ence teams had a bad weekend.
Queen of Peace went down, as
expected, before 'tarrison, 20-7,
Xavier, 12 6 Bill Nolan tallied for
the Irish, while Sal Garcia went
over the Dons.
Pirates to Open
Soccer Season
SOUTH ORANGE The Se
ton Hall soccer team opens its
jseason Oct 2 when it (aces
|Lafayette at Easton with seven
lettermen in the starting lineup
Ronnie Gymbs of Aruha in the
Netherland Antilles or Sian Stry
chniewicz will be in the coal
for the Pirates Rocky I-etlieri.
Tom Bizup and Jim Murray are
the fullbacks. Ray DcCrocc, Ted
Dailey, Tom Reilly. Charles
Kimmett and Strychniewicz are
halfback candidates, while the
front line has Mike Burzynski.
Art Renninßs, Jim Cantlon and
Jim Mcl.außhlin
St. Peter's opened its first
soccer season on Sept 2fi. bow
tnR to Drew. 4 0 The Peacocks
meet Montclair State on Oct 3
and Paterson on Oct 7. while
Seton Hall also has a date with
N.C.E. on Oct. 3.
Trenton Sinks
St. Cecilia's
KEARNY St. Cecilia's hopes
nf another New Jersey Catholic
high school soccer till* suffered
a severe blow Sept. 29 when the
Saints bowed to Trenton Catholic
4 I.
Tele Walters scored all four
goals for the Trenton team, while
Jack Bullock tallied for the
Saints Trenton led. 30, by the
end of the first period.
I This was the fourth game In
a row in which BulJock had scor-
ed. He earned the Saints a 11
tie with Newark East Side in a
game played Sept. 2*.
Lakers Plan
Soccer Sked
SPARTA Our I,adv of th*
Lake will open its first soccer
schedule on Oct. 1 when it visit*
Kearny to meet St. Cecilia's
The Laker squad will be coach-
ed hy Ken Slattery, who also
handles the baskethall and base-
ball teams. They will play in lh»
newly formed Northwest Jersey
Athletic Conferer.ee. with Sussex,
Blairstown and the 'Blair Aca-
demy J V. as the other entries.
Leadinß the Laker team will
be Belßian born John Deßerßh,
who has proven quite adept at
American sports like baseball and
basketball and now can try one
of the old country favorites. Other
top men are Rein Clabbers, lx>u
Stowe and Tom Madden
Ort 1. 11. I«l|„ ISU S. Rl.lf
Arulrmr J V . .way » Sum., ,.tT|
11. Uvlmslon. away. I«. Rl.lrMo.n,
*»»' a* BUlr Academy J V .
TO. Suaaei, aw an Nov. 1. Blalrelown.
•*w
Four Gold Medals
For Hastic Clan
DOVER—It was the same old
story at the archery meet held
by the Comanche Bowmen on
Sept 27. as the Hastic family of
St Anthony's, Passaic won four
Rold medals
Carol Hastic won the women's
division with a score of M4, sis-
ter Eileen took the junior Rirla*
with 434. father Ted won the
men s expert "A” class with 730
and cousin I.eon Greff copped
the junior boys' with 4fi2
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59 FORD
CARS—TRUCKS
SPECIAL SALE
1958 FORDS
SACRIFICE PRICED FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
HIGHEST TRADE-IN
ALLOWANCE, CASH
BACK IF DESIRED
WARD-FORD
239 CENTRAL AVENUE
NEWARK 3, N J.
Ml 3-8000
1 m . east of Oordvn State Pkway.
SAVE NOW AT MURPHY BROS.
PRICES SLASHED ON NEW
59
PLYMOUTHS
CHRYSLERS
IMPERIALS
Top Trado*ln!/EasyTorms!/Low Bank Ratos!
ALSO A BIG SELECTION OF
GUARANTEED USED CARS
Buy Safo Bo Sato See
MURPHY BROS.
Authorlxod Chryxlor, Plymouth, Imperial Doalor
SOI N. BROAD Slim ELIZABETH S-5600
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Knights, Cadets
Score Victories
NEWARK —The Blessed Sacra-
ment Golden Knights went over
the M-point mark for the third
time this season as they won the
drum and bugle corps contest
sponsored by the Union City
T.8.A.» Sept. 27 at Roosevelt Sta-
dium.
Tallying 90 45. Blessed Sacra-
ment outdistanced
a field which
Included the St. Kevin's Cadets of
Boston. Mass. (87.40), the St.
Catherine’s Qucensmen of St Al-
bans. L. I. (86.80), and the Gar-
field Cadets (84.40). St. Patrick's
Jersey City, placed sixth and Our
Lady of Lourdes, Paterson, was
■eventh.
St. Vinrent’s Cadets also won
over the weekend at Audubon on
Sept. 28 when they outscored the
Seldon Cadets, 85 20 81 60. St.
Lucy's of Newark placed fourth
in this affair.
On Oct. 3, Blessed Sacrament
will appear in the St. Catherine's
contest at Randalls Island Stadi-
um, N.Y., meeting the Cambridge
Caballeros, the Garfield Cadets
Dumont Cadets, St. Patrick sand
the Bracken Cadets.
Seton Hall Opens
Career Meetings
SOUTH ORANGE - Arthur H
(Red) Motley, publisher of Par-
ade Magazine, will open the
1059-60 series of Career Con-
Convocations at Seton Hall Uni
versity when he addresses the
student body on Oct. 7 at the
Gymnasium.
The Seton Hall series, which
datea from 1947, is given in co-
operation with the New Jersey
State Chamber of Commerce
I-eonard Dreyfus, president of
United Advertising Corporation,
will serve as moderator and
Msgr. Thomas W. Cunningham
vice pesident of Seton Hall, will
preside.
\ ATICAN RADIO beams about
100 broadcasts a week behind the
Iron Curtain.
Vocation Notes
A Greater Gift
By Msgr. William F. Furlong
On a solitary pyramid of rock, almost 2,000 feet high. Is
one of the most famous landmarks of ancient Italy, the Bene-
dictine Abbey of Monte Cassino. It has been there since St.
Benedict put it there in the year 529. An ancient tradition
tells that the land was given to him by a wealthy Roman
named Tertullus. To St. Benedict, Tertulius gave something
more precious, however, than Monte Cas-
sino. He gave his little son, Placid.
A recent biography states that, at the
time he was placed in St. Benedict's monas-
tery, Placid was only two years old. Ap-
parently he was not too young. He grew up
to be. not only an exemplary monk, but also
a saint! The Church observes his feast on
Oct. 5.
The plea on the part of parents that
their boy or girl was ”... too young”
to go to a seminary, juniorate or noviti-
ate, has resulted in the loss of many vo-
cations to the priesthood and religions life.
Ask St. Placid to pray that Catholic parents will realise
theif duty to follow the law of the Church which says re-
garding boys —and surely by inference regarding girls
"They should enter . . . very young " (Canon 972). And if
anyone wonders how young ''very young” is, the Council of
Trent said very clearly 12!
God's Choice
The man whom, in English, we refer to as a '‘priest,
’*
is called by the Italians, a ''sacerdote",' by the French, a
”pretre''; by the Germans, a ''priester”; by the Poles,' a
“Ksiadz," and by the Chinese, a “Shenfu." Dozens of other
languages have dozens of other words with which to designate
a priest. If there are so many ways of saying ''priest,” which
word does God use’
St. Catherine of Siena tells us that in a conversation she
had with God, He, referring to priests, said, "I have called
them my Christ.” What vocation could be greater than to
be what God calls His ‘‘Christ?”
Brido Preferred
And while we are on the subject, what about the words
' Sis **!"’’ and ‘‘nun”? As with the word ''priest,” different
languages have different words. Does God have any pre-
ferences? 1 don't know, hut when Our I.ord appeared to St.
Catherine di Ricci, a Dominican nun, and placed a weddingring on her finger, He said to her, "Now thou art My bride
indeed.”
Has He been putting Into your mind the thought "Will
you be My bride’”
St. John Vionnty Said:
'Oh. how great is the priest! The priest will not under-
stand the greatness of his office till he is in heaven. If ha
understood it on earth, he would die. not of fear, but of love.”
Aposlolato for Vocations:
Newark Archdiocese: Msgr. William F. Furlong. Seton Hall
University, South Orange, N. J. Telephone: SOuth Orange 2 0000.
Paterson Diocese: Msgr. Edward J. Scully, 24 De Grasse St
Paterson. Telephone: Mountain View 8 1065
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Priest-Moderator Seminar
Will Open CYO Season
JERSEY CITY A seminar for priest-moderators of
,thc archdiocesan CYO will be held Oct. 5 at the Hudson
: County CYO Center to launch fhe 1959-60 season.
Msgr. John J. Kiley, archdiocesan CYO director, will
deliver the major address of the day on "Personal
[Sanctity."
Sever*! discussion programs
will be held on the organisational
and program aspects of the CYO,
under direction of Rev. Roland
W. Muemen, Union County mod-'
eralor.
There will be several ma-
jor changes in the CYO schedule
this year to avoid conflict! with
[holidays and overlapping of pro-
grams.
| The spelling bee his been
shifted from the Spring to a Feb-
ruary date and the hobby show
jwill be held In December rather
,Uian January.
meeting will be Oct. 18 at the
Columbian Clubhouse.
HIGIII.ir.IIT OF the year will
be the national CYO convention
Nov. 1215 preceded by Na
tional Catholic Youth Week. Oct.
25-Nov. 1. There will also be the
basketball, baseball and track
competitions in their season, the
March of Talent in November,
the oratorical contest in March
and the essay contest In April
Closing out the season will be
the archdioccsan Youth Ral|y at
Roosevelt Stadium, Jersey City,
in May and the various county
Nights of Champions early in
June.
Parishes are reminded that they
must make charter applications
to the county CYO offices by Oct.
15 if they wish to participate in
county-wide and archdiocesan ac-
tivities.
Raphael Club
Opens Schedule
] ELIZABETH The first Fall
meeting of the Raphael Club of
Elizabeth will be held Oct. 3 at
jibe Columbian Clubhouse, 338 Un-
I Union Ave. It will be a picnic
affair.
Other events scheduled for Oc-
tober include attendance at Ben-
ediction services for the deaf on
Oct. 4.t St. Michaels. Elizabeth;
attendance at a concert of the
Little Singers of Paris, Oct 10
at the Mosque Theater and a din-
ner at St. Michael's parish hall
following the Holy Name parade
on Oct. 11.
j A reunion party for present and
past members of the five year
old club will be held Oct. 17. On
Oct. 23 there will be a square
dance at Evergreen Lodge,
Springfield. The regular monthly
Newark CYO Schedule for '59-'6O
OCTOBER
S— Moderators' Workshop, Jersey City
CYO Center
S'® Registration closes for Journalism
Course
■ S-J* Journalism Courses
1* Charter application return date
i 24 Opening. National Catholic Youth Week,
Holy Hour at Sacred Heart Cathedral
NOVEMBER
1 Closing, National Catholic Youth Week,
Archdiocesan Senior Catholic Youth Convention
at Jersey City CYO Center
* Deadline, March of Talent entries
t-IJ Marth of Talent, county contests
1112 Convention, National Council of Cath-
olics la Youth Serving Agencies, Kansas City
12 14 Convention, National Council of
Catholic Youth, Kansas City
| H3* Opening, basketball leagues
I*l* March of Talent, archdiocesan finals,
Esse* County
*• Deadline, Journalism entries, Hobby
Show entries
DECEMBER
l# ll Archdiocesan Hobby Show
M Announce county Journalism winners
JANUARY
1 Esse* County Snowball Dance at Scton
Hall I'niveraity
* Announce archdiocrtan Journalism win-
ners
FEBRUARY
1 Deadline, Spelling Bee entries
I 12 Hudson County Track Meet at Jersey
City Armory
I U County Spelling Ben contests
14 Boy Scout Sunday
19 23 Hudson County Pilgrimage to Quebec
20 Archdiocesan Spelling Bee contest
MARCH
* Girl Scout Sunday
13 County basketball finals
14 Deadline, oratorical entries
20 Archdioeesan basketball semi-final*.
Essex at Bergen, Union at Hudson
27 Archdiocesan basketball finals at Un-
ion County
2g County oratorical contests
APRII,
4-g Archdiocesan oratorical flnala at Ber-
gen County
4 Deadline, one-act play entries
15 Deadline, essay contest entries
IS Opening, school baseball leagues
IS-22 County one-act play finals
19 National oratorical finals
24 Catholic Committee of Scouting Ban-
quet
MAY
• Bergen County track meet
2 Announce county essay winners
2-S Archdioeesan one-act play finals
7 Archdioeesan bowling finals; Union
County track meet
IS Archdioeesan Youth Rally at Roose-
velt Stadium, Jersey City
IS Announce archdioeesan essay contest
winners
22 County Council conventions
30 Union County boat ride
JUNE
• 1# County Nights of Champions
27 Opening. Day Camps
Pope Gives Blessing to National Catholic Youth Week
WASHINGTON (NC) Pop* John XXIII has
given his apostolic blessing to organizers and directors
of the 1959 National Catholic Youth Week and to all
Catholic youths taking part in the observance.
1 'te Pope called on U. S. Catholic yQung people
to participate “enthusiastically and zealously” in the
youth week, which will be observed this year from
Oct. 25 to Nov. 1.
Pope John made his comments on the youth week
in a special message to Archbishop Leo Bins of Du-
buque, episcopal chairman of the Youth Department,
National Catholic Welfare Conference, which sponsors
the week.
Greetings have also been received from civil lead-
ens, including President Eisenhower.
THIS YEAR’S will be the ninth annual National
Catholic Youth Week. It will be marked in all arch-
dioceses and dioceses in the United States and in
U. S. territories, and throughout the world in areas
where U. S. armed forces are stationed.
Theme of the 1959 observance is “Spiritualize
Youth Vitalize Nations.”
Recalling this theme. Pope John stated that he
"cannot but approve so praiseworthy a program." He
added:
“ONLY WHEN man is at peace with himself and
in himself can he hope to pacify and revitalize the
world; and that interior personal peace the world
cannot give, but only the Prince of Peace, by Whose
grace many may live a rich, intense and fruitful spir-
itual life."
The Pope said it is his "prayerful hope” that "such
may be the auspicious result of this Catholic Youth
Week."
The text of the message follows:
"EACH YEAR the National Catholic Welfare Con-
ference. through its Youth Department, of which you,
venerable t other, are episcopal chairman, promotes
a very laudable enterprise in the form of a National
Catholic Youth Week; and as this observance ap-
proaches, we open our mind and heart to the Catholic
youth of your great country, encouraging them to
participate enthusiastically and zealously in the spir-
itual activities being organized on their behaU.
“The present manifestation proposes at its goal
to exalt spiritual values in the training of youth and
thus to furnish fresh sources of vitality to all nations.
The Vicar of Christ cannot but approve so praise-
worthy a program, recalling and repeating the Mas-
ter's works: 'Seek first the kingdom of God and His
justice, and all these things shall be given you beside
(Matthew VI, 33).'
"ONLY WHEN man is at peace with himself and
in himself can he hope to pacify and revitalize the
world: and that interior personal peace the world
cannot give, but only the Prince of Trace, by whose
grace men may
live a rich, intense and fruitful spir-
itual life.
“It is with prayerful hope that such may be the
auspicious result of this Catholic Youth Week that we
impart from our heart to you. venerable brother, to
the organizers and directors, and to all the American
Catholic youth taking part therein, In pledge of rich-
est divine graces, our particular paternal apostolic
hlessing.”
Gregory Club Elect
1959-60 Officers
ORANGE Edwin Keitz of
Elizabeth
was elected president
of the Gregory Club of New Jer-
sey for the 1959-60 season at a
meeting held at Graulich's.
Serving with the new president
will be Marie Coen of West
Orange, Joseph Mackle of Kear-
ny, Jean-Marie Cronin of Mont-
, clair and Suzanne Morris of East
Orange.
The Gregory Club will hold a
("Gregorian Rocket" dance on
Oct. 2.
Penrith
CYO Briefs
John Podskoc has been elect-
ed president and George Kol-
burn vice president of the new-
ly reactivated junior union at
St. Charles Borromco (Newark)
.
. . The seniors of Christ the
Kingt Hillside) will hold a skat-
ing parly this month as first
social activity of the season
The Chi Rho srniors of St. Mi-
chael's (Elizabeth) are planning
an activity a month for the new
season, including an ice-skat-
ing party this month and a foot-
ball game in November. The
juniors have begun another sea-
son of Saturday night dances.
A senior group will be organ-
ized at Sacred Heart (Eliza-
beth), with Rev. Edward Da-
vey, 0.5.8 .as moderator. First
meeting is set for Oct 1
. . . The junior's of St. Elisa-
beth's (Linden) will hold rec-
ord hops each Saturday night.
Anew 40-voice glee club has
begun rehearsals. Rev. Dominic
Egan, 0.5.8., announces the
reorganization of the seniors.
St. Patrick's (Elizabeth) will
again hold a basketball clinic
on Saturday mornings in the
parish gym. The Juniors will
have a Communion crusade the
week of the parish novena, Oct.
5-12
.
. . John Moffitt and Kath-
leen Chenet will head the jun-
iors at Immaculate Conception
(Elizabeth). Mrs. Paul Janow-
ski is head of the adult advis-
ory board.
More than 300 arc expected
to enroll for CYO activities at
St. Mirhael's (Cranford). Meet-
ings will be held after religious
instructions each Wednesday.
. . . Rev. Ronald Little has suc-
ceeded Rev. Harold A. Murray
as moderator at St. Terrsa'a
(Summit).
High Schools Are Subject
Of Cantab, Peacock Talk
JERSEY CITY A two-man debating team from Cam-
bridge University will visit St Peter’s College on Oct. 2 to
debate the topic, “The American High School Is the Grave
of American Greatness.”
Julian Grenfell and Roger Evans compose the invading
team, which will uphold the af-j
firmative side, while James Con ]
necn and Thomas Collins are on
the St. Peter's team, which will
defend the negative
This is the fourth visit of a
Cambridge team to St. Peter'.,
with the Peacocks holding a 2-1
edge on the English school. St.
Peter's won in 1935 and 1955, but
lost a 1957 debate as they argued
the affirmative on the topic.
"The United States has proved
Its Capacity for World Leader
ship "
GRENFELL WAS educated at
King's College, commissioned in
the King's Royal Rifle Corps and
served in Germany and the Mid
die East. He has been prominent
in university activities since 1956
and is serving this year as presi
dent of the Cambridge Union
Evans holds his degree from
Trinity College, is president of
the Cambridge University Socio-
logical Society and served in the
Middle East in the Royal Navy.
Both St. Peter’s debaters are
prominent In student societies.
Conneen is president of the Gan-
non Debating Society and has
just been elected national vice
president for sociological affairs
by the National Federation of
Catholic College Students. Collins
is secretary of the Gannon De-
bating Society.
Socialists Plan
Orphans' Picnic
CALDWELL _ Sodality mem
bera at Mt. St. Dominie Acad
*my will entertain 30 boys and
girl* from St. Mary's Orphanage.
Newark, on Oct. 2 at the cam-
pus.
The children will have a picnic
lunch and an afternoon of games,
pony rides and similar amuse-
ments. All festivities will he held
on the athletic field, with one
sodalist for each guest.
Camp Fire Girls
Issue Pamphlet
NEW YORK NC) - Anew.
revised edition of “Camp Fire
Girls and the Catholic Church"
has been issued by the Camp
Fire Girls, Inc.
The 18-page pamphlet explains
the program of the national
youth organization, its spiritual
values, and special activities pro-
vided for Catholic girls.
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St, Cecilia Alumni
Plan Reunion Dance
ENGLEWOOD The second
annual reunion dance of the St.
Cecilia High School alumni will
be held Nov. 14 in the school
auditorium, sponsored by the St.
Cecilia Fathers and Alumni club.
Catholic Institutions Hold
'Open House’for UA Campaign
NEWARK—Several Catholic in-
stitutions win open their doors to
the public during the next few
days in cooperation with the fund
campaign of the United Appeals
of Newark, Irvington and West
Hudson. The campaign aeeks
The united campaign seeks $2 6
million to assist 74 health and
welfare agencies.
Schedule of open house days
at Catholic institutions and agen-
cies is:
Pet. 2: St. Anthony's Orphan-
age, Arlington. ’0 a m. to noon.
Oct. 5: St. Peter's Orphanage,
Newark, 10 a.m. to noon; Catho-
lic Charities, Family Division, 3-
3
p.m.
Oct. 6: Catholic Charities. 3-5
P-m.; Holy Angels Day Nurs-
ery. Newark, 10 a m. to noon;
Essex County CYO, Montclair,
13-5 p.m.
| Oct. 7: Catholic Charities.
Children's Aid, 3-5 p.m.
On Sept. 29 and 30 open house
was held at: Little Sisters for
the Poor Home for the Aged.
St. James and St. Michael’s
hospitals, Mt. Carmel Guild
phanage. all in Newark; and at
New Jersey’s Boystown, Kearny.
To Note Anniversary
Of Pope’s Coronation
VATICAN CITY (NC) The first anniversaries of the
election anrt coronation of Pop e John XXIII will be com-
memorated both in Rome and throughout the world witn
special prayers, ceremonies and public observances.
On the anniversary of the Pope's election, Oct. 28, all
priests may celebrate a special
Mass in which parts of
the Proper are specifically re-
cited for the Pope and which use
his name.
While no special ceremonies
* r* anticipated here on the elec-
tion
anniversary, the coronation
anniversary. Nov. 4. will be ob
served with a solemn ceremony
in the presence of the Holy
Father.
It will be attended by the Cardi-
nals resident in Rome, the Arch-
bishops, Bishops and pontifical
court officials who are attached
to the Pope's household and the
diplomatic corps attached to the
Holy See.
The coronation will be celebrat-
ed with liturgical ceremonies and
public meetings in many nations,
of the world-
Pope Predicts Planet Shot
But Asks Recognition of God
VATICAN CITY - Pope John
XXIH, in his first audience here
after his return from his sum-
mer residence, predicted that
just as man has been able to
reach the moon with rockets
he also probably will be able
tc reach the planets.
However, he added, regardless
of whether such feats are ac
complished, mankind has a duty
to recognize God in everything
end everywhere. They should a!
so recognize, he said, that God
controls everything and that
without God man can do noth-
ing.
lIE TOLD THOUSANDS of
people in St. Pejer s Basilica
that they should sfrchgthen their
faith. Faith, he said, means a
living and conscious union with
God, with the mystery of Trinity
and with God s Church.
Those who claim to helievr
in God but not in (he Church
are not on the right path, he
said. The same applies, he
added, to those who are mem-
bers of the Church hut neglect
their duties as members.
Recalling an earlier audienre
with Benedictine abbots (see
story, page 8). the Holy Father
said that Catholics should imi-
tate the Benedictines by intenst |
lying their prayer life. Prayer,
he declared, is indispensable for
salvation.
IN ONE OF his last audiences
before leaving Castelgandolfo.
the Holy Father told a general
audience that Christians should
look to the Gospel for courage in
the fare of so many predictions
of catastrophe The Gospel, he
raid, contains the foundation not
only of today's civilization but
also of the civilization of the fu-
ture.
During the week the Holy Fa-
ther also sent a message of con-
gratulations to the North Ameri-
ran College of Rome on it* lOOth
anniversary (story °n P*ge 2).
BEFORE UAVINS Castel-
gandolfo ho gave a farewell au-
dience to city officials and towns-
men. He declared that he re-
gretted the necessity of leaving*
hut said he would include tha
people of the village in his pray-
ers each evening. Addressing
himself , to the children of tha
town, he told them to obey theif
parents, to be good and to study.
On his return journey, ha
stopped at St, Peter's H.'.spiUl
north of Rome to visit Archbish-
op Alfonso Carinci. 87, secretary,
Sacred Congregation of Rite*.
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AT HARRINGTON PARK
PREMIERES A DISTINCTIVE NEW MODEL
"THE LEXINGTON" 2-STORY COLONIAL
Fashionable Haningfon Park suburban living finds perfect expression
of lovely LONGVifW, exclusive new community of magnificent
modern homes located in the chnrming country club sectionof Bergen
County Here is the ultimate in refined environment and
convenience for families accustomed to the liner things in
life. Nearby ore Harrington Pork's modern schools, oil
houses of worship, shopping centers, smart country
clubs and excellent transportation with 30 minute
commuting to New York provided by bus from the property.
In this incomparable setting, LONGVIEW introduces
The Lexington", n masterpiece of architectural beauty, custom
styled for spacious comfort with 7 large rooms... 2'? baths
. foyer entrance... 3 twmsize bedrooms. finished family room
full basement... ? car garage ... plaster walls... poured
concrete foundation .., hot woter heat. . and a host of other
quality features and
appliances created bygJEJS^ffidesigners.
MICIO MOM $29,990
CHOICE OF 9 OTHER COLONIAL AND CONTEM-
PORARY SPLIT LEVEL . . . RANCH . . . CAPE
COD, AND 2-STORY MODELS TO $35,500.
CluljruocnUal*'
(olors Schemes ond furnishings by
GRFENBAUM BROS. PATERSON N J
43® c
jxctmgjmow****
*
~
||—nii ‘ T
• mi North of lonqvirw (ustomcd crofted homes
PRICED FROM
$27,500
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OSCAR PRACTICAL BUILDER TROPHY
Con»ultant»
ONLY 13 MILES (20 MIN-
UTES DRIVING TIME) FROM
THE GEORGE WASHING-
TON BRIDGE.
DIRECTIONS: No.lh on Teoneck Rd. which become. Wo.hinglon Ave.,
continue into S-hroolenburgh Rd which become, loroyelte Rd.. con-
tinue on Lafayette Rd. let. thon \i mile lo Furni.hed Exhibit Home.,
, ANOTHER HARMER PROJEC.
REALTY ASSOCIATES, INC.
O" •* V 1,..,M. Cfc.,,l. ,„d sm..l N..H>
r
C—p.reN.g .M. KUet InMi PWe
DA’*’ T-A4OO M.U.I H.m< Cl..Mr 1-31*1.
Longview Has 20 Homes
Now Under Construction
HARRINGTON PARK (PFS>—
More than 20 homes are under
construction at the award-winning
Longview community for Fall
and Winter delivery dates, re-
ports Beir-Higgins Realty Asso-
ciates of Saddle River, sales con-
sultants.
A 113-house community on Laf-
ayette Ave. off Schraalenburgh
and Knickerbocker Roads, being
developed as another Harmer
Project by Harold Kramer and
Vincent Cucchiara, the Longview
tract offers ranch, split-level and
two-story homes priced from I
$29,990.
Twenty-six homes have already
been delivered by the builders
who are erecting the luxury dwel-
lings onfully-landscaped plots 100
by 125 feet and larger.
On display at Longview is the!
two story Lexington, the split-!
level Burlington, the San Feman-j
do ranch and the Georgian.
The Lexington hi* an exterior
of cedar shakes with entry
through a covered porch into a
center hall foyer. The first floor
has a living room with a Colonial
picture window and a door lead-
ing out to the yard, and a com-
bination half-bath and laundry
room just off the kitchen with
breakfast area, built-in wall oven
and counter-top range, dish-
washer, and cabinets.
The second floor has a master
bedroom with a walk-in closet
and an adjoining colored ce-
ramic-tiled bath with stall
shower, two additional bedrooms,
plus a colored-ceramic bath with
vanitory and tub with shower.
The two-car garage with side
entry has a door leading into the
family room. The house also has
a full basement with a poured
concrete foundation, plaster
walls, and hot-water heat by
gas.
Builder Plans
‘New Market’
For Over-55
WAYNE (PFS)—Joseph Rosen-
blatt, head of the Public Con-
i struction Company, Fair Lawn,
thinks it won’t be long before
buildings in the New York met-
ropolitan area will be creating
developments for the over-55
group.
Recent U.S. Census Bureau fig-
ures indicate there are an esti-
mated half million persons in the
metropolitan area over 65
years
of age and another 1.5 million in
the 45-to-65 bracket.
Rosenblatt, who has been build-
ing homes in northern New Jer-
sey for 12 years, is currently in-
troducing anew model, bi-level
ranch, in his Preakness Valley
Estates development in Wayne
Township.
The bi-level, he feels, offers at
least one important advantage to
the older buyer. By utilizing a
main-door platform which is half
way between the two levels, the
bi level cuts down the amount of
step-climbing which was neces-
sary in the two-story home or the
split-level. He regards it as an
improvement
over the ranch be-
cause it requires less foundation
and roof area, thereby increasing
the outdoor recreation space at
no sacrifice of interior apace.
THE UPPER level has a foyer
spacious living and dining rooms
fully-equipped kitchen, three bed-
rooms, full bath and six closets,
thereby centering most of the liv-
ing activities on one level. The
lower level comprises a 19-foot-
long recreation room, a fourth
bedroom which can also be used
as a hobby room or den, more
closet space, a utility room, half-
bath, large storage area and gar-
age. There is a guest closet on
the main-entrance platform.
Preakness Valley Estates is al-
so offering two other models: a
side split level and a front-to-
back split. The 97-home develop-
ment is being constructed on
fully-landscaped lots one-third of
an acre and larger. The homes,
priced from' $22,500, are being
erected on acreage located on
Valley Road, between Preakness
Ave. and Ratzer Road in Wayne
Township.
Rosenblatt says he is seriously
considering a development for
older people as his next under-
taking. He believes the bi-level is
flexible enough to appeal to the
young married couple with chil-
dren while still offering some ad
vantages to the older couple.
Lake Boasts
Many Sports
LAKE TRANQUILITY <PFS>-
Many people who have visited
Lake Tranquility for weekend
fishing and Fall hiking have re-
mained permanently, according
to Eli J. Oxman, president.
"They have discovered the low
cost and easy commuting to this
scenically beautiful
community,
and they have remained to either
buy lakeside property or year-
round vacationland homes."
Lake Tranquility, near Andov-
er, is situated amidst acres of
natural wooded splendor and roll-
ing hills, with over a mile-long
sparkling lake that Invites swim
ming, boating, fishing and all
winter sports. Barbecue and pic-
nic grounds are also close to
the lake.
The five-room ranch home Is
being sold for only $3,995 which
includes plumbing, electrical fix-
tures, etc. There are many plans
to choose from. Including homes
with two or more bedrooms,
large living rooms, modern bath
and scientifically planned kitch-
ens.
Cardinal's Pastoral
Reveals Relic Theft
WAHSAW (NC) - Cardinal
Wyszynski, Primate of Poland,
revealed that a gold and silver
reliquary containing relics of
Messed Wladyslaw of Gielniow,
patron of Warsaw, has been stolen
from St, Anne's Church here.
I Cardinal Wyszynski issued a
pastoral letter stating that the
I theft wai just one incident in a
wave of recent thefts and pro-
fanations. He appealed to the
faithful to become vigilant in pro-
' tec ting church property.
Cedor View
Heights Opens
SPARTA (PFS)—A nine room
front-to-back split-level is under
construction at Cedar View
Heights, an 80-home development
here.
The split-level model will be
one of three homes introduced
at the October opening of the
Sparta tract. The other two mod-
els will be ranch-style. Included
in the split-level home will be a
living room, formal dining room,
family room, recreation room,
four bedrooms, kitchen with din-
ing area, baths two car gar-
age and sun deck.
All homes at Cedar View
2nd Model at Harrison Brook
BASKING RIDGE (PFS)
Adding to their exhibition of
modern homes in the colonial
manner, Jack Pineles and Morty
Kaplan announce completion of
their second model. The Bell-
wood is a colonial ranch, com-
bining the charm of accepted
architecture with the desired in-
novations wanted for today and
tomorrow.
The Bellwood features a large
living room with raised hearth-
fireplace, 3 and 4 spacious bed-
rooms, 2-1/2 and 3 baths with
choice of colored ceramic tile,
and vanitory . . . stall shower ad-
joining master bedroom . . . ban-
quet-sized dining room ...extra-
large kitchen
.. . with built-in
wall oven, broiler and counter-
top range . . . birch cabinets .
finished recreation room in ma-
hogany paneling . . . fully insulat-
ed and weather-stripped ... cop-
per plumbing ... 100 Amp. elec-
Heights will be priced from
$16,000 to $22,000. The ex-
act price will depend on the
model selected and the building
plot, some of which may be had
on elevated hillside locations.
tric service with circuit break-
ers ... full acre heavily wooded
lots ... city sewers, water and
all improvements in and paid
for.
Priced at {25,000, this is one of
tlie finest home buys in New Jer-
sey, located in the exclusive Lib-
jerty Corner section of Basking
Ridge.
NEW MODEL: Shown above is the Bellwood, new model at
Harrison Brook.
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Old Tappan Hills
84 FOOT— 7 ROOM
COLONIAL RANCH
on estate sized plots 175 x 144 or larger If desired
*28,500
also Spilt Levels from $24,500 and Cape Cods from
$21,500, all homes on minimum plots 175 x 144
t X*
V..i« tfc. fumkhpd mod.l .1 Old Toppon Milk » ...» pclbl.
•nd •(• (tip hemp that can opon up p wholp npw lifp for you.
Enter Into the bright, cheery center foyer entrance and on
into luxury roominess not usually found in ranches in this
price class. The large living room has a huge picture win-
dow overlooking the rear yard offering complete privacy
with a built-in view. Full dining room, extra large kitchen
with brunch area. 3 generous size bedrooms, 2 full baths,
Master Bedroom is 13’ x 18' and has a private full bath
of course, finished recreation and entertainment room with
rear exit to garden, 2-Cadillie garage, gas fire heat.
Furnished By: "Ronald's of Teaneck"
V* Mil* from St. Pius X Church
Forest $ Westwood Aves.
Old Tappan (Bergen Cos.)
New Jersey
phone
NOrth 6-0744
•
**• *’* TMn* cl' M- Tppnpek. north pn Tppnpck
. which becomes Wathinoton Aye. end Schrealenbureh Rd. to
Lafayette
Rd„ Harrlneten Park. Continue on Lafayette ftd. te
L STOP DREAMING! START LIVING 1 j
ENIOY AUTUMN IN ALL ITS GLORY!
AT BEAUTIFUL
LAKE TRANQUILITY
AN DOVER*NEW JERSEY
Get That "Extra" Vacation Bonus Now!
Uk« tranquility kamatit. pimUitn ata or a anjoying a»tra Tatallam
throughout tha toll in Ika midtt al autumn* tpland.r-picnking,
tithing, hiking, kaating, at*. . , .
WHY NOI YOUT
•UY NOW
WHIII PRICI*
ARI lOWI
Start Your Vacation Again!
Enjoy Ink# Tranquility’s
recreational activities during thi*
Foil and Winfor, and ip«nd week-
•nd» and holiday* on yovr own
lake-side Estate. You con have
thi* add#d vocation of NO EXTRA
COST and toloct your cKoko loco-
lion* ot LOWER FALL PRICES
. . .
plw* liberal term*.
Nrw super highway
Now Under Construction
Your property value* will IN-
CREASE with NEW SUPER
HIGHWAY from New York to
Oelowore Water Gopl with-
in 2 mile* of lake Tronquilityl
Select your vocotion
property
NOW]
SAVE NOW ON 5-RM. RANCH HOMES
til
*,rh e*corottvo cathedral ceiiina.
K2* ttwiltl| »> Humblno. electricity.
Drive wo end mo Modal on orooortyt
Custom built to your
own specification*!
Exceptional value if
Va u arder now
throueh owr Homo
S•v In * Plan for
property owners!
Lilt LAND!
ONLY
*3995
list lANDI
DRIVE UP TODAY! See lor yeureeM. the many wonderful
, . yoor-cownd home benefits waiting for
7 and yaar faatd.l taay farm. t. m..l y.„, budg.ll lok. I.onquility
" thopptog cantor*, ck.ccha.
7
FROM NEWARK: ’° ’*
44. Then 44 to Notcong. At Notcong turn
right an 10* I# Anda.ar At Anda.a. g. tail an 517 ta Lok. Ironqoility.
FROM HUDSON COUNTY toka Tonnala Ava. to Routa 3 to Routo 46 to
Notcong. Al Nations turn tight on 206 to Ando.ar, ot Andovor go 101 l
on 317 to Loko Troi quility.
N. Y. OFFICE
Open Mon. to Fri.
10 to S.
11 W 42nd Sf.
Rhono.
(Suita 1936)
Now York J». N Y
CHickoriag 4-0340
loka fhoao:
OArdoa 3-3344
N. i. Phono:
Wthator 9-7300
Mill THIS COUPON NOW!
I
loko Tranquility, ln«.
S»h. 1934
CA 10-1-39
II WIST 42nd St. Now Yotk 34. NY.
1 Noma
■ Addr.it
■
City
I (Phot* Print)
LAKE TRANQUiLiTY
ANDOVER * NEW JERSEY
)§
AN
EXHIBITION
of 3 new
XOOEIUI BESIDENGES
in the
COLONIAL MANNER
and introducing the
BELLWOOD
colonial ranch
largo living room with railed hearthlireplace * 1 and
4 ipaciooa bedroom! * 2W and i bathi with your
choice ol colored ceramic tile, and Vanitory * Mall
• bower adjoining matter bedroom • Bani|Oet-aiird
dining room • Extra-largo kitchen . . . with boilt-in
wall oven. broiler and cotmter-top range . . . Birch
cabinet! • Finlihed recreation room in mahogany
paneling * Folly inmlated and weatbentripped
• Copper plnmbing • 100 Amp. Electric eervlce with
rlrcoll breaker! • Foil acre heavily wooded loti • City
••wen, water and all improvement! in
and paid lor.
from £25,00#
at the Colonial Community of
HARRISON BROOK
ESTATES
Balking Ridge , N. J.
IIKECTIONS* W“! L-0" *l. nto no kjonfiiliv-tuiinVIRLWIIUBJ. kiout AND PROCEED TO WATCHUNO CEN-
rER—at
—— —“
TAIN BL' T WAJUIXNVILLS CENTER. fUOHT ONTO
KINO OEOKOB RD.). TURN Ltrr AT LYON*
RD -PROCEED ON LYONS 1
—
WOO EL
RD PANT V A HOSPITAL TO
rinlUW ImkilW ty (makaia Iw. faltma
ONLY A FEW LEFT
IX FIXAL SECTIOX!
EXPANSION CAPE COD HOMES
2to 4 BEDROOMS • 1& 2 BATHS
FULL BASEMENT • ATTACHED CARPORT
SpFXINLU
pricid 4,990
CITY SEWERS
Somerset Hills
FRANKLIN TOWNSHIP, N. J.
MODEL HOME OPEN DAILY AND WEEKENDS
DIRKCTIONS: lit. 12 to Mountain Auo., Sound Brook (traffic IBM
and Bound Brook lion); loft on Mountain Avo. to Main St. (2nd truftH
light); loft on Main St.; tako right undor railroad bridge, than ovoo
rivor bridge; tako flrat loft turn aftor brldoo (continuation of Main
St.) to Hold St./ right to Modal Homo.
CZ/n invitation to
EDGEWOOD ACRES
35
VSK
i
=l5
fiu'cf/e&i /ivntrpf
Take a leisurely drive out today for a plensnnt surprise!
DIRECTIONS: Route# I «n.l it, nr Rout# 10. to Rout# 20J: left on Root# XOl f
Morris I’latn# ; at renter, turn rt*M on Speedwell Ave t(ir*nnU Dr|v#). Tor*
rt*ht at W*»lireworx| Arret aim »»n Sun Valley Way to property. OR: Oot Morri*
A»r tRt. 24 i to MorritUran . take SpmUrll A«t to Morris Plains, past cental
•n tirannia Dr. Turn Mfht at Wedyewood Acres #ign on Sun VslWy Way IS
modeI horn#.
Here you will end your search for the perfect home at a price
well within your budget.
29 500
GROSSI and MITTLEMAN AGENCY 1201 East Grand Street, Eliiabsth, N. 3. ELtnMk
an
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“Why itp chase l*reuhness Valley ttatvm
the second tune tee bauyhi a hotne
•®,
**
Bob Capozzoii tells how he picked the
second home for his wife and five children:
"After living in a small cape cod in Lodi for nine years, we
got some pretty clear ideas about what we wanted in our seo-
ond home. And after doing a lot of looking, we chose 00c of
the new front-to-back splits at Prcakncss Valley Estates.
One of the things we were looking for was bigger rooms.
We particularly liked the big playroom on the ground level be-
cause with five kids you need lots of indoor play space for bad
weather.
“In our old home, we really missed having a dining room
and we found a nice one at Prcakncss Valley Estates. Also im-
portant was hot water heat which we wanted in preference to
steam and hot air heat, and Prcakncss Valley Estates has that
too. Personally, I appreciate that big. roomy shower in the
master bedroom bath.
"My wife is very happy with the name-brand appliances
and she likes the idea of the back entrance into the recreation
room rather than the kitchen. No more muddy feet in her
kitchen is a dream come true for her. For our kids, living at
Prcakncss Valley Estates means walking to school instead of
riding the buses and that s a big factor. Shopping centers
within walking distance also helped us make up our minds.
“We all enjoy, the big 100 x 150 plot size; that means
lots more outdoor recreation space. Last but not least, Preak-
ncss Valley Estates has all improvements including city sewerage,
yet it s in a nice suburban area and still conveniently dose to
Paterson where I work.
Joe Rosenblatt, the builder, is a nice guy to do business
with and from my experience. I think he builds good homes,
which certainly had a lot to do with our decision to make
‘reakness Valley Estates our choice for our second home "
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Valley
Conveniently doM *o 3 shopping centers, 5 schools, 3 but lines to Paterson and New York City.
MODELS OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK Phone OX 4-9874
SSSm full price $22,500 Side Split fuU price $23,500 FrooMo-Bacic Split full price $26»000
16 THE ADVOCATE October 1, IMS
OPEN MONDAYS TILL 9 P.M.
Tues. A Wed. 'til 5:30 P.M.
Thurs. & Frl. until 9:30 P.M.
Saturday 'til 6 P.M.
Closed Sundays!
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FRUIT COCKTAIL
VEGANIATO
NESCAFE
WHITE TUMA
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Creamed Spinach
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TOP QUALITY MEATS
27 year* famous in North J*rs«y for th* finest meats lowest pricesl
Whole, quartered, cut-upt ,
Maine White Rock
BROILERS
& FRYERS
U. S. Choice Top and Bottom
ROUND ROAST
Oscar Mayer
SKINLESS FRANKS
Jones Dairy Farm
LINK SAUSAGE
H.O" TRAIN SETS
4.99io.esValue
C 4
Shop Packard's Famous Seafood Selections for:
Fish Stick.-, Mustek, Pooled A Deveined Shrimp, Langostinos,
Chowder, Steamer A Little Nock Clams, Crabmeat, Soft Shell
Crabs, Finnan Haddio, Smoked Whitofish and a host of others.
b( lnri.Sn Mv.tri.l iwitrii.r mtim. U«
*m. Lope. nbMH. |l« 11 p«. of
curvud track. Hurry, they'll move IwH
Toys, Third Fleer
Specially Selected
Quality Produce
ii,».
t c»*
New Crop
OCEAN SPRAY
CRANBERRIES
r“
Ugh
Genuine Imported
STRING FIGS
Genuine Imported
ITALIAN CHESTNUTS
Mb.
pkg.
We carry a full lino of produce specialties Including: garlic buds,
French shallots, artichokes, white radishes, basil, mint, coconuts,
imported Italian onions, Italian parsley, Persian melons,
Swiss chard, kholrabi, butternut, acorn, xuccini squash,
celery cabbage, fresh leek, plum tomatoes, collard
greent, okra, black-eye peas, red bananas
and a host of othersl
Oven.Fresh
Baked Go*
1*
edients to g<v*
them their
homemode
ilavorl
Taste-tempt»J9
COCONUT-
CUSTARD Pft
54
\- Vou'U love
hs nch.
(be perfect
SS»-ee
03.
lb.
ea.
„.d.
FINE DAIRY PRODUCTS
Only th* finest quality th* lowest possible prices
World's Finest Quality
IMPORTED
DANISH BUTTER
,b 71e
Imported from Italy “A" Brand
PROVOLONE or CACCIOCOVAL
Packed fresh daily by P/B imported haBan
Grated ROMANO or PARMESAN
Genuine Scandinavian imports
BOND OST or GRADD OST
gj] DELICATESSEN
Sliced DANISH PORK 10INS
Italian-stylt CAPPICOLO
Genoa-style ITALIAN SALAMI
,b99<
4-oi. bag 39'
lb. 79
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